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Abstract

While experimental research forms the foundation of biological research,

mathematical abstractions and models have become essential to understand

the observed phenomena underlying complex systems. Particularly in molec-

ular biology mathematical models of reaction and regulatory networks help

to extend knowledge of single interactions and entities to a systems-level.

Gene regulatory networks are especially good targets for modelling as they

are experimentally accessible and easy to manipulate. In this thesis different

types of gene regulatory networks are analysed using mathematical models.

Further a computational framework of a novel, self-contained in silico cell

model is described and discussed.

At first the behaviour of two cyclic gene regulatory systems - the classical re-

pressilator and a repressilator with additional auto-activation - are inspected

in detail using analytical bifurcation analysis. Both systems are found to

exhibit various dynamical behaviours, namely multiple steady states, and

limit cycle oscillations. The repressilator with auto-activation additionally

can possess stable heteroclinic cycles leading to aperiodic oscillations. Pa-

rameter dependencies for the occurrence and stability of equilibria and limit,

as well as heteroclinic, cycles are derived for systems with arbitrary gene

numbers. To examine the behaviour under random fluctuations, stochastic

versions of the systems are created. Using the analytical results sustained

oscillations in the stochastic versions are obtained, and the two oscillating

systems compared. This shows that the additional auto-activation leads to

slightly more uniform oscillations with longer auto-correlation times than in

the classical repressilator.

In the second part of the thesis possible implications of gene duplication on

a simple gene regulatory system are inspected. A model of a small network

formed by GATA-type transcription factors, central in nitrogen catabolite re-

pression in yeast, is created and validated against experimental data to obtain

approximate parameter values. Further, topologies of potential gene regu-

latory networks and modules consisting of GATA-type transcription factors

in other fungi are derived using sequence-based approaches and compared.

A model of a single autoactivating GATA type transcription factor is used
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to study the effects of gene duplication. The model predicts profound gene

dosage effects. Exemplary mutations relieving the dosage effects are studied,

leading to various motifs commonly found in gene regulatory networks, such

as cascades and feed forward loops. One mutation, loss of trans-activation

in one paralogue, potentially even leads to a tunable oscillator.

The last part describes MiniCellSim, a model of a self-contained in silico cell.

In this framework a dynamical system describing a protocell with a gene

regulatory network, a simple metabolism, and a cell membrane is derived

from a string representing a genome. All the relevant parameters required

to compute the time evolution of the dynamical system are calculated from

within the model, allowing the system to be used in studies of evolution of

gene regulatory and metabolic networks.

Parts of chapter 2 and chapter 4 have been published in journals previously

[123, 290], and the articles have been used as a base for writing the respective

chapters. All program and model files used for the thesis and the source code

of MiniCellSim are available from the author and on the author’s web page

under http://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/~luen/Diss/.
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Zusammenfassung

Mathematische Modelle sind wertvolle Werkzeuge um die komplexen Netzw-

erke zu verstehen, die biologischen Systemen zu Grunde liegen. Besonders

in der Molekularbiologie sind mathematische Modelle von regulatorischen

und metabolischen Netzwerken essentiell, um von einer Betrachtung isolierter

Komponenten und Interaktionen zu einer systemischen Betrachtungsweise zu

kommen. Genregulatorische Systeme eignen sich besonders gut zur Model-

lierung, da sie experimentell leicht zugänglich und manipulierbar sind. In

dieser Arbeit werden verschiedene genregulatorische Netzwerke unter Zuhil-

fenahme von mathematischen Modellen analysiert. Weiteres wird ein Modell

einer in silico Zelle vorgestellt und diskutiert.

Zunächst werden zwei zyklische genregulatorische Netzwerke - der klassische

Repressilator und ein Repressilator mit zusätzlicher Autoaktivierung - im

Detail mit analytischen Methoden untersucht. Beide Systeme können sowohl

verschiedene Anzahlen von stationären Zustaenden, als auch Grenzzyklen mit

periodischen Oszillationen zeigen. Der Repressilator mit Autoaktivierung

kann weiters stabile heterokline Zyklen aufweisen, was zu Oszillationen mit

anwachsender Periode führt. Parameterabhängigkeiten von und Kriterien

für Stabilitiät und Existenz von stationäeren Zuständen und Grenz- sowie

heteroklinen Zyklen werden im Detail für Systeme mit beliebiger Anzahl

von Genen abgeleitet. Um den Einfluß zufällig schwankender Molekülzahlen

auf die Dynamik der beiden Systeme zu untersuchen, werden stochastische

Modelle erstellt und die beiden oszillierenden Systeme verglichen. Dabei zeigt

sich, daß die zusätzliche Autoaktivierung zu einheitlicheren Oszillationen mit

längeren Autokorrelationszeiten als beim klassischen Repressilator führt.

Weiteres werden mögliche Auswirkungen von Genduplikationen auf ein ein-

faches genregulatorisches Netzwerk untersucht. Dazu wird zunächst ein kleines

Netzwerk von GATA Transkriptionsfaktoren, das eine zentrale Rolle in der

Regulation des Stickstoffmetabolismus in Hefe spielt, modelliert und das

Modell mit experimentellen Daten verglichen, um Parameterregionen ein-

schränken zu können. Außerdem werden potentielle Topologien genregula-

torischer Netzwerke von GATA Transkriptionsfaktoren in verwandten Fungi

mittels sequenzbasierender Methoden gesucht und verglichen. Ein Modell
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eines einfachen, autoaktivierenden GATA Transkriptionsfaktors wird ver-

wendet, um die Auswirkungen von Genduplikation zu untersuchen. Dabei

stellte sich heraus, daß die Autoaktivierung zu einem starken Gendosiseffekt

führen kann. Möglicher Mutationen, die diesen Effekt abschwächen können,

führen zu häufig gefunden genregulatorischen Motiven - zum Beispiel reg-

ulatorischen Kaskaden, oder Feed-Forward Schleifen. Eine Mutation - der

Verlust der transkriptionellen Aktivierung in einem der paralogen Gene -

kann sogar ein stabil oszillierendes System zur Folge haben.

Im letzten Teil der Arbeit wird MiniCellSim vorgestellt, ein Modell einer

selbständigen in silico Zelle. Es erlaubt ein dynamisches System, das eine

Protozelle mit einem genregulatorischen Netzwerk, einem einfachen Metabolis-

mus und einer Zellmembran beschreibt, aus einer Sequenz abzuleiten. Nach-

dem alle Parameter, die zur Berechnung des dynamischen Systems benötigt

werden, ohne zusätzliche Eingabe nur aus der Sequenzinformation abgeleitet

werden, kann das Modell für Studien zur Evolution von genregulatorischen

Netzwerken verwendet werden.

Teile der Kapitel 2 und 4 wurden als Artikel veröffentlicht [123, 290], und

diese Artikel als Grundlage für die jeweiligen Kapitel herangezogen. Alle

Programm- und Modelldateien sowie der Quellcode von MiniCellSim sind

vom Autor direkt auf Anfrage oder auf der Webpage des Autors unter http://

www.tbi.univie.ac.at/~luen/Diss/ erhältlich.
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1. Introduction

1 Introduction

1.1 Modelling of Biological Networks

Molecular biological research for a long time has been focused on the map-

ping of functions to single components and on characterising the interactions

between them. While this approach has proved very successful, its explana-

tory and predictive power is limited by the complexity of biological systems.

Most biological phenomena cannot be attributed simply to single molecules

or genes, but instead they arise from the interplay and interaction of many

agents. Such complex systems cannot just be understood by looking at iso-

lated elements, but rather need consideration of all parts and interactions

together. A quite original view, and critique of the classical reductionist

approach employed in biology is given by Lazebnik (2002) [238].

In the last two decades, research in molecular biology has shifted away from

looking at components in isolation to studying whole systems [63, 225]. Tech-

nological advances in molecular biological research, especially the advent of

high throughput methods, allow the measurement of a multitude of com-

ponents simultaneously and can determine the status of a whole biological

system at defined time points.

Making sense of such a vast amount of data is by far not a trivial problem.

Even the behaviour of a comparably small and well characterised system,

such as the lysogeny-lysis switch of the bacteriophage λ, encompassing only

six genes, can be far too complex to be intuitively understood or predicted

by just looking at the components [13, 276]. For the prokaryote E. coli on

the other hand, Regulon DB1 [135] lists 4622 genes regulated by more than

2700 interactions (Release 7.2, May 2011), and a recent metabolic recon-

struction contains 1387 metabolic reactions [117]. To understand such sys-

tems mathematical models need to be constructed and to be tested against

existing knowledge. Once validated such models can be used to find novel

behaviours, analysed to identify essential sub-components, optimise or alter

a system, and much more.

While mathematical modelling of biological systems and processes has a long

1 http://regulondb.ccg.unam.mx/
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history, until the widespread use of computers it was mainly restricted to

the study small systems in ecology or the kinetics of single enzymes. Since

the groundbreaking work of Hodgkin and Huxley [189] on action potential

formation in squid axons and of Chance [74] on the kinetics of catalase using

analog computers to obtain numerical solutions, the number and complexity

of mathematical models in biology increased vastly.

Creating a model is quite a complex process, and its formulation not only

depends on the biological system to be investigated, but also on the final

function of the model. This, together with the amount of knowledge available,

often determines the detail and granularity necessary (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Comparison of detail and computational costs of some common mod-
elling approaches. Network and topology based approaches can often readily be
employed to gain general insights, but do not allow for detailed description of com-
plex dynamics and behaviours. Kinetic models on the other hand require much
more detailed information on interactions and parameters, but can give mechanis-
tic explanations. Due to the higher computational cost of kinetic models, more
abstract representations, such as logical models, are sometimes used quickly screen
whether network topologies fit or contradict experimental data.

Biological reaction networks have many different logical layers, from a list

of components, reactions and stoichiometries, over network of regulatory in-

teractions, to a detailed quantitative, kinetic description with mathematical

expressions for reaction velocities and defined parameter values [63]. Which

layers need to be combined depends both on the knowledge available and the

intended use of a model.
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1.2 Network Models

One of the most basic ways of describing a biological system is as a network

of components and their interactions. Interactions can encompass quite dif-

ferent phenomena, from direct physical interaction, over participation in a

reaction, to regulations of an activity or state. While this of course cannot

fully describe the dynamics of a system, it still offers valuable insights.

One way of formally representing such networks is as graphs, that is lists

of nodes, representing the components, connected to each other by edges

standing for their interactions. The edges can be undirected, such as for

protein-protein interaction networks, or directed, as in genetic regulatory

and signalling networks. To indicate the type of interaction, for example

activating or inhibiting regulatory interactions, the edges can also be labelled.

The formal description of a network as a graph has permitted the use of stan-

dard tools and measures of graph theory to investigate the features of diverse

biological networks [3]. Amongst the most basic quantifiable characteristics

of a network are the degree or connectivity, the shortest path lengths, and

the clustering coefficients. The degree, k, is simply the number of connec-

tions a node has, and its distribution P (k), that is the probability of a node

having k connections, allows the global classification of a network, indepen-

dent of its size. One interesting finding which came about by using graph

based analysis was that relatively diverse types of biological networks - for

example protein-protein interaction, gene regulatory and metabolic networks

[19, 29, 207, 333, 342] - share a common feature. In many of these networks,

the degree distribution is not just a binomial distribution, as would be ex-

pected for random graphs, but instead follows a power law, P (k) ∝ k−γ . This

means that while most nodes are only loosely connected, there exist a few

highly connected hubs. Such a network architecture is called scale-free, and

is also found in other systems, such as the internet, or some social networks,

giving rise to the “Small World” phenomenon. For at least a certain range

of γ values , such networks possess properties favourable to biological sys-

tems, that can lead to smaller average paths lengths and increased robustness

against node failures [29].
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1.2.1 Stoichiometric Models

One way of describing a biochemical system is as a list of reactions with sto-

ichiometric coefficients for the reactants and products. It can be represented

as a directed hypergraph, or, equivalently, as a directed bipartite graph. In

a hypergraph, different from simple graphs, each edge can be connected to

more than one vertex. By contrast in a bipartite graph there exist two kinds

of vertices, for example molecular species and reactions. Each node of a

bipartite graph can only be connected to a node of the different type, so

molecular species would be bridged by reactions. The information needed to

build up such a graph can be concisely stored in the stoichiometric matrix,

N. N consists of a row for each of the n metabolites and a column for each

of the m reactions of a biochemical system. Its entries are the stoichiometric

coefficients νni of each metabolite mn in each reaction ri.

The stoichiometric matrix contains a wealth of information, especially for the

analysis of metabolic systems. By combining knowledge of single reactions

and their catalysing enzymes with genomic data, whole genome metabolic

reconstructions for a plethora of organisms have been created, from various

prokaryotes over yeast to humans [101, 106, 181, 303, 332]. Adding gene

expression and proteomics data to this further allows the creation of cell

specific reconstructions, for example for human liver cells, macrophages and

erythrocytes [53, 54, 146].

In general the stoichiometric matrix can be analysed in two ways, structurally

on its own, or, together with certain constrains and optimisation criteria, to

find particular solutions to flux distributions. General structural analysis

can show futile cycles, connectivity and robustness of the network. The left

null spaces ofN give conservation relations between metabolites and moieties

pools, while the base vectors of the right null space constitute the base for all

steady state pathways of the system [115]. The linearly independent column

and row vectors of N elucidate potential dynamic behaviours of the system.

The row space contains all possible vectors of reaction rates of the system,

that do not lead to steady states. The column space on the other hand

contains all possible concerted concentration changes of the system. This in-

formation can be used to derive – via the mass balances – the thermodynamic
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driving forces [317].

Structural analysis of N can also be used to decompose a reaction network

into alternative sub-pathways. These can either be balanced in themselves or

under certain constraints on import and export fluxes. One type of such sub-

pathways, the Elementary Flux Modes, and a subset of them called Extreme

Pathways, can be used to find cycles and optimal paths, or to analyse growth

capabilities of strains [206, 393]. The number of different sub-pathways lead-

ing to certain metabolites give insight to robustness to reaction deletion,

and flexibility of a reaction network. They can also be used to find mini-

mal cut-sets, the minimal amount of reactions, or enzymes, that need to be

perturbed, so that a certain objective - say growth or a specific metabolite

conversion - can no longer occur in steady state [226]. An excellent review

of different structural methods used for pathway analysis is given in Papin

et al. 2004 [206].

Another approach to exploring a reaction networks capabilities using purely

stoichiometric information, is combining stoichimetric models with additional

biophysical and experimental constraints, such as upper and lower bounds

to fluxes and thermodynamic and energetic criteria. Flux Balance Analy-

sis (FBA) combines this approach with an optimization criteria to retrieve

particular steady state flux solutions [317, 425] and it has been widely used

to analyse the metabolism of various prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms

[252, 340]. Various variants of FBA have been derived, such as MoMA

(Method of Minimization of metabolic Adjustment) [374] and ROOM (Reg-

ulatory On/Off Minimization) [380] to analyse the impact of gene knockouts

on a metabolic network, and algorithms to couple stoichiometric models to

transcriptional regulation (rFBA) [86]. Energy Balance Analysis (EBA) is a

variant of FBA that uses detailed energetic constraints [32], to allow only for

thermodynamically feasible solutions. FBA can be coupled to other mod-

elling frameworks as shown in integrated FBA (iFBA). There a stoichimetric

model of metabolism is coupled with Boolean and ordinary differential equa-

tion (ODE) descriptions of gene regulation and signalling [87].
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1.2.2 Logical and Boolean Models

Reactions are only one form of interactions between biological entities, other

important aspects are regulatory interactions. Often regulatory interactions

are deduced fromm different studies, via a variety of techniques, so that their

quantification, such as for stoichiometric coefficients, is impossible. This

means that interactions can often only be classified as being either activa-

tory or inhibitory under certain conditions, and they are unable to be further

characterised. For gene regulatory and signalling networks, especially, inter-

actions are often only derived genetically or by perturbation experiments

without detailed description of exact mechanisms.

Again a regulatory network can be represented as a graph with the agents,

such as genes and transcription factors, as nodes, and regulatory interac-

tions as labelled edges. Analysis of the connectivity of the graph can give

interesting insights. Cycles can hint at feedback between genes and strongly

connected subgraphs can indicate co-regulated groups of genes or proteins.

Qualitative regulatory interactions can be used to analyse the dynamical

behaviour of a system by applying a discrete, logical framework. Logical

frameworks have the advantage that they need much less prior information

than quantitative dynamical descriptions such as differential equations or

stochastic approaches. They also generally require less computational effort

and many forms can be treated analytically to predict the global behaviour

for all possible initial conditions of a system. This allows us to check whether

experimental data can be explained by a model, and also to infer potential

network architectures compatible with experimental results [66, 227, 236,

270].

In logical representations the interacting agents of a network, for example

genes, proteins, or cells, are represented by logical variables, which only ex-

hibit a limited range of distinct values. In the extreme case, the Boolean

description, only two levels, for example 0 and 1, or active and inactive, are

considered. The values of these logical variables can be conceived to be val-

ues of the concentration or activity of the associated biological entity relative

to certain threshold values. This projection of continuous values of a protein

activity or gene expression level can be justified by the observation that the
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activation of some proteins and genes depends on an effector or transcription

factor concentration in a highly non-linear fashion. Often it changes from

a basal level to saturation over a relatively small range of effector concen-

trations, giving rise to a so called sigmoidal response curve [426]. Logical

frameworks can be seen as the limiting case of step-like activation functions

[406, 409].

The temporal logical model consists of a system of logical equations allowing

to determine each variable’s value depending on previous states. All values

of the logical variables at a certain step, or time point, together give the

overall state of the biological system, and the sequence of states correlates

to its temporal behaviour. As logical and especially Boolean models can be

efficiently analysed, it is possible to derive the stationary states, and recurring

loops of states of a system over a big range of initial states [227, 409].

In the simplest form each state depends only on the previous one, leading

to synchronous updating, making the notion of an explicit time variable un-

necessary. This modelling approach has been criticised to create unrealistic

behaviour as it assumes the same time scale for all responses, thus enabling

the simultaneous commutation of variables. To avoid this, a concept of prece-

dence or time delays for variable changes was proposed, in which each change

of a variable takes a certain amount of time, and changes with a shorter delay

are performed first [405, 406]. This way some changes can be cancelled out

creating a much richer variety of behaviours, potentially even deterministic

chaos. In multivalued logical models logical parameters can be included, to

further quantify the effect of interactions on an element [406, 408].

Boolean models have been successfully used for analysing various different

biological networks, for example the gene regulatory network underlying seg-

ment polarity in D. melanogaster embryos [5, 77], the networks controlling

the cell cycle [21, 116, 248], and various signalling networks [227, 351]. Fur-

thermore, some formalisms to account for the stochastic nature of biological

systems have been created using a logical framework. One way to achieve

stochasticity is by randomly flipping states, for example to look at the ro-

bustness of large scale-free Boolean networks [6]. Another approach is to

introduce randomly varying time delays [408]. This has been used to under-

stand the noise robustness of segment polarity [77] and the yeast cell cycle
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[58].

As Boolean models require much less detailed knowledge about a system

than other forms of dynamical modelling, they can be used to first explore

potential network topologies and parameter values, and later be transformed

into more mechanistic, continuous time models [438].

1.3 Differential Equations

Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) are another commonly used ap-

proach to describe the dynamics of biological networks. For this approach,

the system - or at least each modelled subsystem - is assumed to be spa-

tially homogeneous. This is also known as the well-stirred approximation. If

spatial concentration gradients are influencing a systems behaviour, Partial

Differential Equations (PDEs) can be applied to account for diffusion and

spatial heterogeneity. Another important point for the validity of an ODE

approach is to determine, whether the number of molecules of each reactant

are sufficiently large such that they are not to be influenced by the stochastic

nature of chemical reactions. Estimations for molecule numbers below which

stochastic fluctuations need to be considered commonly range from 100s to

1000s of molecules per cell [147].

A chemical reaction generally can be seen as a transformation of one set of

substances, the reactants, to another set called products. Reactants combine

with a fixed ratio to form products, indicating the numbers of molecules

of each type of chemical species consumed or produced with each reaction

event. The number of molecules of species i consumed in reaction j is called

the stoichiometric coefficient, νij. Stoichiometric coefficients are negative

for reactants and positive for products, the sign indicating consumption or

production, respectively. Equation (1) depicts a simple reaction of A and B

combining to form the product P.

aA + bB −→ pP (1)

The stoichiometric coefficients for this reaction are νA = −a, νB = −b and

νP = p. If this is the only reaction in the system influencing the concen-
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tration of A,B, and P, the temporal evolution of the concentrations of these

substances can be described by the following system of ODEs in which v

represents the reaction rate or reaction velocity:

d[A]

dt
= −a · v (2)

d[B]

dt
= −b · v (3)

d[P ]

dt
= p · v (4)

In general, the dynamics of the concentrations of n chemical species taking

part in m reactions can be described as a system of ODEs using the stoi-

chiometric matrix N and the vector of reaction velocities v. With x as the

vector of concentrations and p as the vector of parameters, the ODE system

looks as follows:

dx

dt
= N · v(x,p) = f(x,p) (5)

Where x is an n dimensional vector, and v and f are m dimensional vectors.

N is an n × m matrix. The real valued function f is also called the right

hand side of the ODE system. As this kind of description is deterministic,

the trajectory of such an ODE system is fully defined by giving an initial

vector of concentrations xt=0. The trajectories of such a system can never

cross, as each point must be the start of a unique solution.

Normally the reaction rates in biological systems involve highly non-linear

terms. In consequence the resulting non-linear differential system often can

not be solved analytically, and instead has to be integrated over time with

the help of numerical methods. While it is often not possible to explore the

global behaviour of such a system, fast integration algorithms can be used to

analyse dependencies over certain ranges of parameters and initial conditions

at least by sampling.

There are various ways to get around the problems of ill-defined parameters

and initial conditions. The most straight forward way is to go over a range of
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parameter values and initial conditions, integrate the system for each combi-

nation, and analyse the resulting trajectories or the solution space. Another

possibility, if experimental time-series data, or other quantitative results are

available, is to estimate fitting model parameters using optimisation methods

[79, 278, 285].

1.3.1 Reaction Kinetics

One problem with kinetic approaches in comparison to the before mentioned

methods, is the greater amount of information needed in comparison with

Boolean and network structure based approaches. As the dynamics of the

systems depend on the reaction rates, the ODE description needs detailed

information on the mathematical form of the rate laws and the values of

parameters involved. Such detailed information is rarely available, and even

if it is available, it can still be difficult to translate it into a computationally

usable form. The mathematical form of expressions describing the rate of

reactions is of great importance for the behaviour of a dynamic model. If the

mechanism of a reaction is well characterised, the rate law sometimes can be

derived from first principles.

One of the most general forms for deriving a rate law is mass action kinet-

ics. While it is in principle only applicable to elementary reactions, it still is

widely used in biological modelling [198, 362]. In mass action kinetics, the

reaction rates are assumed to be directly proportional to the product of the

concentrations to the power of their stoichiometric coefficients. The propor-

tionality constant, k, is called the rate constant. For the general reaction in

equation (1), the reaction velocity v([A], [B]) can be written as follows:

v([A], [B]) = k[A]a[B]b (6)

The exponents in this expression are called the partial orders or moleculari-

ties of the reaction, while their sum is the overall order. While molecularities

often are identical to stoichiometric coefficients, they also depend on the

reaction mechanism, that is the number of molecules involved in the rate

limiting elementary reaction. Orders greater than two are quite rare in clas-
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sical reaction kinetics, as normally collisions of more than two molecules are

statistically unlikely. One way of obtaining higher exponents are fast inter-

mediate reaction steps at quasi-steady state. The oxidation of NO with an

overall reaction of 2NO + O2 −→ 2NO2, for example, has an order of 3 due

to the fast dimerisation of NO to N2O2 followed by a slower reaction with O2

[16]. Especially in biological systems higher and non-integer exponents, as

well as time dependent rate constants, can also occur due to dimensionally

restricted and anisotropic diffusion, such as along the cyto-skeleton or DNA,

and molecular crowding [230, 356, 361].

Mass action kinetics are widely used in chemical kinetics, but they can lead

to a high number of intermediate steps and parameters in biological systems,

many of which might not be experimentally determinable. For the complex

mechanisms found in enzyme catalysed reactions, simplified rate laws can

be derived using quasi-steady state or rapid equilibrium approximations. A

number of common rate laws have been derived this way are described in

reference books [85, 373]. There also exist various methods supporting the

derivation of rate laws from mechanisms, such as the graph-based one by

King and Altman [80, 224].

As the exact mechanistic details of biological reactions are often unknown,

generic and approximate rate laws are widely employed in mathematical

modelling. One of the most commonly used one is the irreversible Michaelis-

Menten equation. For the reaction of a substrate S to a product P, catalysed

by the enzyme E, the following rate law can be derived using the quasi-steady

state approximation:

E + S
k1←−→
k
−1

ES
k2−→ E + P (7)

v([S]) = vmax
[S]

KM + [S]

with : vmax = k2 · [E0], KM =
k−1 + k2

k1

In this mechanism, vmax is the maximal velocity for a given overall concen-

tration of enzyme, [E0]. The Michaelis constant KM gives the concentration
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of substrate, at which the rate is half the maximal velocity vmax.

While the Michaelis-Menten equation was derived for a defined, simple enzy-

matic mechanism under the assumption of a quasi-steady state of the enzyme-

substrate complex and in absence of products, it is quite often employed in

models where this assumption does not necessarily hold [45, 218, 349].

Enzymatic and other biological reactions show a variety of important prop-

erties, that can not directly be found in simple reactions obeying mass action

kinetics. One of these properties is saturation at high substrate levels due to

the limited amount of enzyme available. This also means that the apparent

molecularity of the reaction changes with the substrate concentrations. The

simple irreversible Michaelis-Menten rate law, for example, changes from an

apparent order of one at low substrate concentrations, to an apparent order

of zero at saturating substrate levels.

Another important property of biological reactions, is that their rates can be

modulated by molecules other than products or substrates. These molecules

can either compete directly for binding with the reactants, or alter the ac-

tivity of an enzyme by binding to different sites, a process called allosteric

modulation. Often these modulations display cooperativity, that is, the effect

of the ligands depends on their concentrations in a non-linear fashion, where

the whole is more (or less) than the sum of its parts. One explanation for

cooperative behaviour are multiple binding sites for a ligand, which influence

each other.

The simplest description of a cooperative binding process is the Hill equa-

tion, first derived for cooperative binding of oxygen to haemoglobin [183]. It

describes the fractional occupancy of an protein bound to a ligand L.

ȳ =
[L]h

KH + [L]h
(8)

In the Hill equation KH is an apparent dissociation constant, and h, the

Hill coefficient, indicates the degree of cooperativity. The exponent h is

not necessarily an integer, and in general is different from the number of

binding sites n, although n often constitutes an upper bound for h. This is

exemplified by Hill’s original study, in which the Hill coefficient of oxygen
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binding to haemoglobin ranged from h = 1.6 to h = 3.2, while the protein

possesses four binding sites for O2.

One measure of the influence of an effector, J, on the activity of an enzyme

is the response coefficient, RJ . For all other conditions being equal, RJ has

been defined as the ratio of the concentration of effector leading to 90% of the

maximal activity to its concentration producing 10%, RJ = [J0.9]/[J0.1] [156].

The irreversible Michaelis-Menten rate law (eq. (7)) has a response coefficient

to the substrate S, RS, of 81, that is, the substrate concentration needs to

change by a factor of 81 to increase the reaction rate from 10% to 90% of its

maximal value. A rate law following the form of the irreversible Hill equation

(eq. (8)) on the other hand, would have response coefficients, RL, depending

on the Hill coefficient h. For a Hill coefficient h greater than 1, RL becomes

smaller than 81, in case of 0 < h < 1 it becomes bigger. The response

coefficient for a Hill coefficient, h, of 2, for example equals 9, indicating that

the relative change of effector concentration needed to switch from 10% to

90% of activity is 9 times smaller compared to the Michaelis Menten equation.

Goldbeter and Koshland [156] coined the term ultra-sensitivity for processes

exhibiting response coefficients smaller than 81, that is, being more sensitive

to an effector concentration than the irreversible Michaelis Menten equation.

Ultra-sensitivity to a stimulus or effector can arise in enzyme cascades follow-

ing non-cooperative Michaelis-Menten or mass action kinetics. Two simple

mechanisms described are multistep and zero-order ultrasensitivity [156, 157].

Both mechanisms assume reversible covalent modifications to one enzyme by

others, such as found in protein kinase cascades. They can explain an ultra-

sensitive change of the ratio of the modified to the unmodified form of the

enzyme in dependence of a stimulus influencing the rates of the modifying

enzymes.

Multistep and zero-order ultrasensitivity can only occur under certain con-

ditions in protein modification cascades. For multistep ultrasensitivity, the

effect of the stimulus on the rates of modifying enzymes needs to fulfil certain

criteria, while in the case of zero-order ultrasensitivity, the total concentra-

tion of the enzyme to be modified needs to be high enough for the modifying

enzymes to work in the saturated or zero order regime [156, 157]. These

mechanisms have been argued to be involved in the high apparent Hill fac-
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tors of up to 4.9 reached in mitogen activated kinase cascades, that could

hardly be explained by cooperative binding [198].

For use in modelling a generic reversible Hill equation has been derived

amongst other, more complex frameworks for cooperative behaviour [194].

Another approach, the Adair-Klotz model, assumes different sequential ap-

parent binding constants for the first, second, and following ligands [2, 228,

229]. In the Monod-Wyman-Changeux model, the bound protein can ex-

ist in several conformational states, which coexist in equilibrium, and have

different affinities for the ligand [286].

Many generic rate laws have been created to allow both inclusion of allosteric

regulation and cooperativity, as well as thermodynamic parameters [85, 105,

194, 241, 249, 250]. The latter point is especially important, as equilibrium

constants and free energy data are often more readily available than kinetic

parameters. As the net-rate of every reversible enzymatic reaction has to

approach zero at equilibrium, there exists at least one relation between the

equilibrium constant and the kinetic parameters. These so called Haldane

relationships can be used to restrict the amount of free kinetic parameters

[85].

Another possibility is the use of approximate rate laws [177], such as gener-

alised mass action and lin-log kinetics [354, 428]. These approaches have some

desirable properties, such as a low number and easy estimation of parameters,

as well as direct incorporation of characteristics derived from perturbation

experiments [177, 431]. On the other hand, they are generally not valid over

wide ranges of concentrations, but only close to defined system states.

1.3.2 Stationary Points and Limit Cycles

An important characteristic of a dynamical system is its long-term behaviour.

The question whether a system tends to a defined equilibrium or steady state,

exhibits periodic behaviour, or whether some solutions grow without bounds

is important when comparing it to its biological counterparts. Multistability

and oscillations in particular have been found to play important roles in living

cells, from signalling [55, 155, 182, 296], over cell cycle control [90, 306, 375],

to developmental processes and metabolism [20, 94, 186, 293].
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One method of analysing the long term behaviour, of a dynamical system is

to look at special points, or regions, in concentration space. These can for

example be stationary points, or closed orbits in phase space.

At a stationary point or equilibrium, xs, the right hand side of the ODE

system, f(x,p), equals 0.

ẋs = 0 = f(xs,p) (9)

A stationary point can be asymptotically stable, or unstable, depending on

whether, after a small perturbation, the system tends back to the stationary

point or diverges from it. More formally, a fixed point is described as asymp-

totically stable, if there exists a small region with diameter ǫ > 0 around xs

such that all points in that region (that is with |x(t = 0) − xs| < ǫ) tend

towards xs and limt→∞ |x(t)− xs| = 0.

An important characteristic of the system at a stationary point is the Jaco-

bian matrix, J(xs), an n × n matrix consisting of the partial differentials of

f(xs) to the various concentrations, with each entry defined by:

Jij =
δfi
δxj

(10)

The right hand side of an ODE system can be linearised around a point

x0 by performing a Taylor series expansion using the Jacobian matrix and

neglecting higher order terms. With ∆x = x− x0 follows

ẋ = ẋ0 + J(x0) ·∆x+O(∆x2) (11)

As in a stationary point xs the ẋs = 0, the Jacobian matrix J(xs) defines

the stability behaviour around such a point. The time development of the

deviation from xs can be approximated by the following system of linear

differential equations:

∆̇x = J(xs) ·∆x (12)
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This linear differential equation system can be readily solved, showing that

the eigenvalues, λ, and unit eigenvectors, u, reveal the stability behaviour

around the stationary point. For a system with n eigenvalues λ and eigen-

vectors u, solutions for the approximation around xs depend on whether the

eigenvalues are real or complex. For real eigenvalues a valid solutions looks

like this:

∆x(t) = ui · expλi·t (13)

For complex eigenvalues λi = α + iβ = λ̄i+1 = α− iβ, with the eigenvectors

ui = ūi+1, the following solution is possible [398]:

∆x(t) = expαt (ui · (cos βt+ i sin βt) + ūi · (cos βt− i sin βt)) (14)

In the linearised system the real part of each eigenvalue determines whether

the deviation ∆x(t) grows, in case of a positive real part R(λmax) > 0, or

decays, for negative real parts R(λmax) < 0, over time, and the eigenvectors

give the principle directions along which the trajectories leave or approach.

Complex eigenvalues indicate a spiralling mode of the trajectories, or oscil-

latory behaviour. In case that the real part equals 0, R(λmax) = 0, the linear

system has a center and the imaginary part can give a limit frequency (see

Fig. 2) [398].

This approximation of the systems behaviour gives some simple dependencies

of the stability of a stationary point on the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix.

If the eigenvalue with the largest real part, λmax, is positive, R(λmax) > 0,

the stationary point is unstable. On the other hand, if λmax < 0, the point

is stable. For cases with R(λmax) = 0, higher order terms may need to

be considered in the approximation. Unstable stationary points with both

positive and negative eigenvalues are also called saddle points.

Another important feature of dynamical systems are closed orbits in phase

space. In some cases closed orbits can be periodic, which means that each

of the points on the closed orbit at time t, xo(t), recurs after a period of τ ,

xo(t) = xo(t+ τ). Limit cycles are a special kind of periodic orbits on a two

dimensional manifold. They have the additional criteria, that trajectories
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Figure 2: Trajectories of two dimensional linear systems of the form
(

ẋ
ẏ

)

= M·
(

x
y

)

.
The values of the matrix M and its eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 are given above each
figure. The origin is a unique stationary point for all systems shown. In (a) it is
a stable node, in (b) a saddle. (c) has complex conjugated eigenvalues and the
stable node is approached via a spiral. In (d) the eigenvalues are purely imaginary
and the center is surrounded by closed periodic orbits.

starting close to them in phase space either are attracted to them or depart

from them. Similar to stationary points, limit cycles are classified as being

either stable, or attracting, and unstable.

Stable, or attracting, limit cycles are those periodic orbits for which a neigh-

bourhood exists, in which all trajectories approach the limit cycle in the

limit of t→∞. With unstable limit cycles, on the other hand, neighbouring
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trajectories withdraw from the orbit - that is they approach the orbit with

the limit of t → −∞. Stable limit cycles are examples of self sustaining

oscillations, in which a system returns to periodic behaviour after small per-

turbations, and have been investigated in models of glycolytic oscillations

[94, 346], circadian rhythms [244, 245], as well as the cell cycle [306, 414].

Stationary points can sometimes be connected by trajectories leaving an un-

stable point along the directions of the eigenvectors associated with positive

eigenvalues and approaching over the ones with negative eigenvalues. When

an orbit connects two different equilibria, it is called heteroclinic, while if it

joins a saddle point to itself, it is called homoclinic. Multiple heteroclinic

orbits can create loops from saddle points back onto themselves, creating a

heteroclinic cycle. While the cycle itself cannot be followed by a trajectory, as

the trajectory would stop as it approaches each saddle point, trajectories can

be attracted to or repelled away from the heteroclinic cycle similar to a limit

cycle. However, different from a limit cycle, a stable heteroclinic cycle creates

oscillations with increasing periods, as the trajectories get closer to the saddle

points and stay longer and longer in their neighbourhood [191, 274, 326].

An important concept in connection with stationary points and special orbits,

such as limit cycles, are attractors and basins of attraction. An attractor is a

closed set of points in concentration space, for which all trajectories starting

from a point in the set remain inside. An attractor’s basin of attraction is

the open set of points in concentration space, from which trajectories tend

to the attractor. Stable equilibria and saddles, as well as attracting limit

and heteroclinic cycles and orbits are examples for attractors. Normally

it is very hard to impossible to derive the basins of attraction exactly for

the large non-linear systems commonly used in biology. Nevertheless, by

scanning over different sets of initial conditions, often at least an overview of

some interesting regions can be gained.

1.3.3 Multistability, Oscillations and Bifurcations

How the qualitative behaviour of a dynamical system depends on parameter

values and intial conditions is an important question to address. For exam-

ple a system can change the number and stability of its stationary points,
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or suddenly switch from approaching a single steady state to oscillations, in

response to changes in its parameter values. Such changes in the qualitative

behaviour of a system are called bifurcations, and are often encountered in

biological systems. A common example is switching behaviour in which, de-

pending on an external signal or a change in environment, a cell suddenly

shifts from one state to another, for example in stem cell or B-cell differen-

tiation [42, 78], or in cell cycle checkpoints [399, 416].

Bifurcation analysis can be performed analytically, as demonstrated for the

system described in chapter 2. However, this is only possible for simpler

systems and often needs further reduction of variables. Another possibility

is to use numerical techniques. Two software packages widely applied for

analysing biological models using continuation methods are the AUTO pack-

age [99], which is integrated in several programs such as XPPAut [113] and

the Systems Biology Workbench (SBW) [353], and MatCont [98], a Matlab

package. In addition to these two software packages, a versatile python li-

brary for bifurcation analysis, PyDStool2 [82], is also used in parts of this

thesis.

One of the simplest bifurcations is the saddle-node bifurcation, which occurs,

when a stable and an unstable equilibrium collide and annihilate. Similarly

the trans-critical bifurcation, in which two equilibria change stability upon

collision is a second example of a simple bifurcation event [398].

Saddle node bifurcations can be encountered in systems showing switch-like

behaviour. In such situations, two saddle node bifurcations occur at two

critical values of a specific parameter, for example a kinase activity or a

stimulus strength. If these bifurcations both involve the same unstable steady

state, the region between them can feature two stable stationary states and

one unstable stationary state, while parameter ranges above and below the

critical values possess only a single stable equilibrium. This critical parameter

can for example be a mitogenic stimulus [399]. In case of increasing stimulus

strength a system stays on one stable branch of equilibria past the lower

critical stimulus strength until it reaches the upper critical stimulus. At this

point it suddenly switches to another stable branch, and stays on it, even if

2Clewley RH, Sherwood WE, LaMar MD, and Guckenheimer, JM (2007), http://
pydstool.sourceforge.net
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the stimulus strength falls, as long as it stays above the lower critical value.

This history dependent behaviour of the system is also known as hysteresis

(see Fig 3).

Switches with hysteresis are found in a variety of biological systems, for ex-

ample in the regulatory systems underlying the cell cycle [375, 399], apoptosis

[20] or stem cell differentiation [78]. If the lower critical parameter value lies

beneath the feasible range, for example at a negative signal strength, the

switch can be irreversible. In some cases the two saddle node bifurcation

points collide and vanish over a range of values of at least two parameters

forming a cusp [398] (see Fig 3).

Slightly more complex than saddle-node bifurcations are pitchfork, or double

point bifurcations, in which a single equilibrium splits into three. Two classes

of pitchfork bifurcations are distinguished, sub- and supercritical. In super-

critical pitchfork bifurcations, a stable equilibrium splits into two stable and

one unstable stationary points, while conversely in the subcritical case an

unstable stationary point gives rise to two unstable and one stable equilibria

[398].

An Andronov-Hopf or for short Hopf bifurcation is defined as a change of

the stability of an equilibrium under appearance or disappearance of a limit

cycle. As with the pitchfork bifurcation, Hopf bifurcations are classified as

sub- or supercritical [398].

In a supercritical Hopf-bifurcation, a stable equilibrium becomes unstable,

giving rise to a stable limit cycle with zero amplitude and a finite frequency.

This manifests itself in oscillations with gradually increasing amplitude as

the limit cycle start off from the bifurcation point.

In the subcritical case, an unstable equilibrium changes stability to become

stable, creating an unstable limit cycle. Approaching the bifurcation point

from the stable side, a subcritical bifurcation exhibits quite different be-

haviour from the supercritical one. With the disappearance of the unstable

limit cycle and change of stability of the equilibrium, the system tends to

a new attractor. In case this is a stable limit cycle, oscillations can sud-

denly start with the amplitude of the surrounding cycle [203, 415]. This

type of behaviour occurs in various models of neuronal excitation such as
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Figure 3: Bistable switch with hysteresis and cusp in the model of the OCT4-
SOX2-NANOG gene regulatory network described in Chickarmane et al. 2006 [78].
(a) gives an overview of the network. Open arrows stand for transcriptional acti-
vation, full arrows for reactions. In this system, A is a stimulating transcription
factor or signal that activates expression of both OCT4 and SOX2. OCT4 and
SOX2 bind to form the transcriptional activator OCT4-SOX2, which in turn ac-
tivates transcription of the genes encoding OCT4, SOX2, and NANOG. NANOG
can only bind and activate transcription of all three genes in combination with
the OCT4-SOX2 complex. The positive feedback by NANOG on itself is directly
proportional to the parameter e2. (b) shows the steady state concentration of
NANOG at different concentrations of A. Each curve is calculated for a constant
value of the parameter e2 (from left to right: 0.1, 0.09, 0.085, 0.08, 0.075, 0.075,
0.072, 0.07, 0.075, 0.065, 0.06 and 0.05). Solid lines indicate stable steady states,
dotted lines unstable states. Circles indicate saddle-node bifurcation points, the
diamond a cusp point. The system is bistable and shows hysteresis in regions
between two saddle node bifurcations. (c) shows the steady state concentration of
NANOG for varying values of e2 and constant [A] (from left to right: 10, 25, 50,
75, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130 and 140). (d) shows the saddle-node bifurcation curve
in the [A]-e2 plane and the annihilation of the bistable region after the cusp point.
In the model, decreasing feedback of NANOG on its own expression leads to loss
of bistability.

the Hodgkin-Huxley model [189, 203]. Further, subcritical Hopf bifurcations

have been indicated to occur in cell cycle related oscillations [305, 306, 414].
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The change of stability in a Hopf-bifurcation is accompanied by a pair of

complex conjugated eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix crossing the imag-

inary axis, λi = λ̄i+1 = βi. The imaginary part, β, of this pair gives the

frequency, β/(2π), of the zero-amplitude oscillations in the bifurcation point

[203, 398].

In addition to changes of simple stationary points, there also exist cases in

which bigger invariant sets, such as limit cycles, collide. These are also known

as global bifurcations, as they encompass bigger ranges of phase space. In

analogy to the saddle-node bifurcation, the collision and annihilation of two

limit cycles of opposed stability is called a saddle-node bifurcation of cycles

[203, 398]. Other bifurcations involving limit cycles are the infinite-period,

or saddle-node on invariant cycle, and homoclinic bifurcation.

In the infinite-period bifurcation the period of a limit cycle increases until a

saddle point appears on the limit cycle and it suddenly becomes infinite. The

similar homoclinic bifurcation occurs when a limit cycle approaches a saddle

point and at the bifurcation point fuses with it to become a homoclinic orbit

[203, 398].

Another interesting dynamical phenomenon is the appearance of determinis-

tic chaos. Chaotic behaviour has been intensively studied in chemical systems

[112], but also has been described in biological systems exhibiting oscillatory

behaviour, especially in neurons [272], glycolytic oscillations [299], and cal-

cium oscillations [197]. One commonly found way to chaos is via a series of

period doubling bifurcations of an oscillating system until a point of infinite

period is reached at which aperiodic oscillations occur [67, 112, 272, 299].

1.3.4 Feedback Mechanisms

Of special interest with respect to multi-stationarity and complex behaviour

are feedback circuits, or loops, in which for example a molecule influences

its own concentration, or a gene product modulates the rate of their own

expression. These regulatory circuits can either be direct, or they can en-

compass various intermediate interactions. Feedback circuits are especially

well researched in gene regulatory networks. Depending on the number and

signs of interactions in such a circuit, the overall effect of each gene product
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on its own expression can be enhancing or inhibitory, constituting a positive

or negative loop, respectively. A loop containing only positive and/or an

even number of negative interactions constitutes a positive loop, while one

containing an odd number of negative interactions represents a negative one

[407, 408].

Regulatory systems containing feedback loops give rise to some remarkable

phenomena. As such they have been the subject of extensive experimental

and theoretical investigation.

One important role ascribed to positive feedback is increased sensitivity in

responses to stimuli or signals – all-or-none, or switch-like behaviour. While

such behaviour can be achieved by other means, positive feedback has been

found to increase the sharpness of response, for example in Xenopus laevis

oocyte maturation [119]. Xenopus laevis oocyte maturation is induced by

progesterone, via activation of a mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK)

cascade. While activation of the MAPK cascade shows ultrasensitivity to

progesterone on its own, it is further increased by protein expression depen-

dent positive feedback [156, 198].

Positive feedback loops have been identified as a necessary condition for the

existence of multiple steady states [12]. In the common case of two stable

steady states, bistability, transitions between the two states can be triggered

by changes in the systems input parameters. Bistable switches are assumed

to underlie various essential processes, for example in apoptosis, cell cycle

control and some forms of signal transduction [20, 41, 416, 448].

Gene regulatory switches were amongst the first to be identified to contain

positive feedback loops, such as the lysogeny/lysis switch in λ phage [335]. In

mammalian embryonic stem cells a genetic switch consisting of three mutu-

ally activating transcription factors (TFs) is involved in differentiation [78].

Another cell differentiation process, blood cell differentiation triggered by

erythropoietin, involves switching the transcription factor GATA1 from a

low to a high expression level via two positive feedback circuits [314]. In an

engineered system a single positive feedback loop was sufficient to construct

an inducible toggle switch in mammalian cells [381].

Feedback loops containing an odd number of negative interactions leading to
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an overall positive feedback have also been found in biological systems, for

example in the regulation of the λ phage cI repressor via the cro transcription

factor [337, 403]. Recently a double negative feedback loop has been found

to play a central role in an epigenetic switch in B. subtilis [73]. A similar

approach with two mutually repressing transcription factors was employed

to produce synthetic toggle switches in E. coli [138].

Negative feedback in gene regulation and signal transduction has been in-

dicated to lead to homeostasis and noise reduction [35, 131, 355, 394] and

has been connected to faster response times [302]. Further, negative feed-

back has been implied as a requirement for robust perfect adaptation [449]

- the capability of sensing mechanisms to adapt to persistent stimuli. This

is, for example, found in bacterial chemotaxis, in which the bacterium needs

to sense changing concentrations of small molecules. There it is achieved

by chemoreceptors, whose activity is regulated via methylation in a negative

feedback loop, thus allowing the adaption of sensitivity to temporal differ-

ences in concentration, rather than absolute levels [8, 30].

Early studies in transcriptional regulatory systems indicated, that negative

feedback can lead to stable oscillations [159, 162]. Negative feedback seems

to be a requirement in all the biological oscillators characterised to date.

Analysis of mathematical models has shown, that in addition to negative

feedback some sort of a time delay is necessary for sustained oscillations to

appear [307]. In metabolic oscillators the time delay can consist in intermedi-

ate reaction steps, such as is seen in glycolytic oscillations [40, 260], while in

gene regulatory networks it can additionally be achieved by mRNA export,

translation, and protein import to the nucleus [307]. Without an explicitly

introduced time delay or destabilisation by an additional positive feedback,

a negative feedback loop must contain at least three intermediate steps to

exhibit stable oscillations [409].

Another possibility to achieve a time delay, and subsequently sustained oscil-

lations, is by coupling negative and positive feedback. In so called hysteresis

driven oscillations a bistable switch is coupled with a negative feedback, that

drives it from one state to the other [307, 415]. Such hysteresis driven oscil-

lators are thought to underlie for example the periodic cyclic AMP (cAMP)

production in D. disoideum [269] and MPF activation in Xenopus laevis
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oocyte extracts [305]. Different from delayed negative feedback oscillators,

hysteresis driven oscillators can undergo a subcritical Hopf bifurcation and

start oscillating with a large amplitude (see Fig. 4).
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Figure 4: Network topology (top) and bifurcation diagrams (bottom) of a delayed
negative feedback (a) and a hysteresis oscillator (b) (after fig. 2 a) and b) in [415].
In the delayed negative feedback oscillator (a) a signal S leads to activation of a
protein R via a cascade. The active form, Rp, inhibits the start of the cascade.
In the mixed positve-negative feedback oscillator (b) the signal S directly leads to
production of R, which enhances its own syntheses via the positive feedback-cycle
R→ Ep→ R. At the same time it increases the synthesis rate of X, which leads to
faster degradation of R. The bifurcation diagrams show both the concentration of
Rp and R, respectively, at the stationary points (black line) and their maximal and
minimal concentrations during limit cycle oscillations with varying signal strength
[S]. Solid lines indicate stable, dashed unstable equilibria or limit cycles. The
solid black dots are the Hopf bifurcation points. The delayed negative feedback
oscillators undergoes supercritical Hopf bifurcations leading to smoothly increasing
oscillation amplitudes, while the hysteresis oscillator oscillations start with a high
amplitude at subcritical Hopf bifurcations.

Gene regulatory feedback has been found at the heart of other circadian oscil-

lators in cyanobacteria and many eukaryotes [103]. The circadian rhythms in

D. melanogaster seem to depend on a negative feedback of the two proteins

Period and Timeless on their own expression [152, 244].
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In early chordate development, a negative transcriptional feedback of the

Hes1 protein on its own expression drives cell autonomous oscillations essen-

tial for somite segmentation [186]. The oscillatory expression of the tumour

suppressor p53 upon DNA damage seems to depend on a negative feedback

via the mdm2 protein [28, 235, 443]. In this case p53 activates transcription

of mdm2, which in turn sequesters p53 and targets it for degradation. A

similar system exists for the mammalian transcriptional activator NF-κB,

which controls, amongst other targets, the expression of IκB. IκB binds NF-

κB and sequesters it in the cytoplasm, thereby abolishing its trans-activating

capability, leading to a negative feedback [193].

Negative transcriptional feedback has also been used to produce a number

of synthetic oscillatory systems [93, 108, 221]. A mixed strategy of positive

autoregulation and a negative feedback loop was employed to create a two

protein oscillator in E. coli, consisting of an activating transcription factor,

NRI, and a repressor, LacI [17]. NRI both activates its own expression and

that of the lac repressor, LacI, which in turn inhibits NRI transcription,

leading to a hysteresis driven oscillator.

1.4 Stochastic Approaches

ODE based approaches have some significant deficiencies when modelling bi-

ological processes. First they are assuming variables with continuous values,

which does not reflect the discrete nature of molecule numbers. Another

problem is that deterministic approaches do not account for the random

nature of chemical reactions and biological processes due to thermal noise,

random collisions, and diffusion of particles.

Both discrete numbers and stochasticity can sometimes be neglected for high

molecule concentrations, such as often found in metabolic systems, but in

many biological systems, ranging from gene expression [109, 121, 319] to cell

signalling [220] and differentiation [315], the numbers of key molecules per

cell can be very low and noise plays an important role. Genes normally

only exist in one or two copies per cell, and many transcription factors and

proteins involved in signal transduction can be available in low numbers.
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In such cases deterministic approaches can sometimes create misleading re-

sults, for example occluding potential oscillatory behaviour of genetic regu-

latory networks [427], or underestimating the sensitivity to a signal, such as

seen in stochastic focussing and resonance [172, 321].

Random fluctuations in chemical systems generally are proportional to the

square root of the particle number N ,
√
N . As a rule of thumb stochas-

tic variation and discrete numbers need to be considered in systems with

molecule numbers below hundreds or thousands of molecules per cell [147].

1.4.1 The Chemical Master Equation

Distinct from deterministic approaches, a stochastic framework does not pro-

duce definite solutions for the concentrations at a time point t, but only gives

the probability of a certain state at a certain time. For a chemical reaction

system of n species undergoing m reactions, these probabilities are deter-

mined by the Chemical Master Equation (CME) [147].

δP (x, t|x0, t0)

δt
=

m
∑

j=1

[aj(x− νj)P (x− νj , t|x0, t0)− aj(x)P (x, t|x0, t0)]

(15)

In this x is an n-dimensional vector with each xi standing for the number of

particles the ith molecular species. P (x, t|x0, t0) stands for the probability

that the state x is reached at time t given the state x0 at time t0. νj is a

vector with the stoichiometric coefficients of each species for reaction j, that

is the jth column vector of the stoichiometric matrix N, and aj(x) is called

the propensity function of reaction j.

Exact analytical solutions of the CME are only possible in very simple, linear

cases and seldom feasible for systems encountered in biology. One way of

obtaining approximate solutions was derived by van Kampen. In the van

Kampen size expansion the discrete, stochastic molecule numbers x(t), are

split into a deterministic, macroscopic part, Ωφ(t), and random fluctuations
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proportional to the square root of the system size Ω around it [369, 423]:

x(t) = Ωφ(t) +
√
Ω ξ (16)

In this ξ stands for a random variable. When defining the system’s size Ω as

the volume, φ(t) is the deterministic solution for the temporal development

of the concentrations.

1.4.2 Stochastic Simulation Algorithms

While the CME can be solved numerically, this is computationally very ex-

pensive for bigger systems. There exist however a range of efficient algo-

rithms for simulating possible trajectories X(t) of a system, with the overall

distribution of such trajectories satisfying the CME.

Two exact algorithms for obtaining such solutions are the direct and the first

reaction methods developed by Daniel Gillespie [147]. They constitute two

complementary, stepwise approaches. In the direct method, in each time step

first the time to the next reaction is randomly determined, and afterwards

the kind of reaction, while in the first reaction method the individual time

intervals until each of the m reactions occurs are sampled, and the next

reaction to occur is chosen [147, 148]. The direct method is generally faster,

but an improved version of the first reaction method, called next reaction

method, has been developed and is also frequently employed [145].

For these algorithms each of the m reactions is represented by a reaction

channel Ri, with an associated vector of stoichiometries coefficients νi =

ν1i, ..νni for each of the n molecular species in this reaction, and a propensity

function aj(x).

The propensity function is central to the stochastic approach, and aj(x) · dt
gives the probability that reaction j will occur during the time interval [t, t+

dt). Under the well stirred assumption at least for reactions in dilute gases

propensity functions for elementary reactions can be explained and derived

from kinetic theory [147]. For simple elementary reactions, they are similar to

deterministic rate laws, and their parameters can be related to the classical,
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deterministic kinetic constants used in mass action kinetics.

In the case of a monomolecular reaction, X −→ P, such as radioactive decay

or dissociation of a protein complex, the probability of a single molecule

to react in the interval dt is c · dt for each molecule. For x molecules the

propensity function follows as a(x) = c · x, similar to the deterministic rate

law.

In a simple bi-molecular reaction, X + Y −→ P, the propensity function

a(x, y) = c · x · y, is similar in form to the deterministic reaction velocity,

v(x, y) = k · [X ] · [Y ], only using molecule numbers, x and y, instead of con-

centrations, [X ], [Y ]. A special case are reactions of two instances of the same

molecule, such as the homo-dimerisation X + X −→ P for example. As each

molecule cannot react with itself, and in each pair of reactants the molecules

are indistinguishable, the propensity function follows as a(x) = c
2
x · (x− 1),

and is markedly different from the deterministic rate law −dX/dt = k · [X ]2.

While the propensity constants cannot be easily derived from first principles,

they can be related to the conventional deterministic rate constants. For the

monomolecular reaction the value of c is independent of the system’s volume

V and equal to the deterministic rate constant k. The propensity constant for

bi-molecular reactions of two distinct substrates on the other hand, depends

on the system size and follows as k/V with potential additional terms for unit

conversion if k is given, for example, in moles. For the homo-dimerisation

reaction mentioned above, an additional factor of 2 has to be considered and

the propensity constant c follows as 2k/V .

Most stochastic simulation methods do not try to predict a potential tra-

jectory x(t) by solving P (x, t|x0, t0), but a different probability function

p(τ, j|x, t), with p(τ, j|x, t)·dτ representing the probability that the next reac-

tion will be reaction Rj and occur in the interval [t+τ, t+τ+dτ). Defining the

sum of all propensity functions at a given time point as a0(x) =
∑m

i=1 ai(x)

this probability function can be derived as [147, 150]:

p(τ, j|x, t) = aj(x) · e−a0(x)·τ (17)

Based on equation (17), the direct method uses two random variables, r1 and
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r2, to derive the time τ to the next reaction event and the reaction channel

j. The numbers are drawn from the interval (0, 1]. The time, τ , to the next

reaction event follows a Poisson distribution and is determined as:

τ =
1

a0(x)
· ln
(

1

r1

)

(18)

Then the type of reaction is determined as the smallest integer j satisfying:

∑j
i=1 ai(x)

a0(x)
≥ r2 (19)

The simulation time is then increased by τ , the molecule numbers are changed

according to the stoichiometric coefficients of reaction Rj , and the next time

step can be calculated with the updated propensities.

In addition to the exact methods, there exist some approximate ways of

generating stochastic trajectories. One of them, τ -leaping [149], jumps over

time intervals of length τ , under the assumption that the propensity func-

tions of the system do not change significantly during this time period. The

τ -leaping approximation is taken a step further in the Chemical Langevin

Equation [149, 369], which describes the system’s evolution as a system of

continuous stochastic differential equations with a deterministic part equiva-

lent to deterministic reaction kinetics and an added noise term proportional

to the square root of the propensities (W (t) represents a Wiener process

equivalent to white noise [369]):

dX(t)

dt
=

m
∑

j=1

νjaj(X(t))dt−
m
∑

j=1

νj

√

aj(X(t))dW (t) (20)

However, the level of detail of discrete stochastic modelling comes at a cost.

First a lot more information about a system is needed than for the approaches

introduced above. As all reactions need to be modelled as elementary reac-

tions, detailed mechanisms and more rate constants, or propensities, are

necessary. The overall computational cost is in general considerably higher,

too. Even with efficient algorithms for solving or approximating the chemi-

cal master equation, many of them scale with the number of reaction events
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per time. Furthermore, and more general a problem, each solution over time

represents only one possibility, so a sample of solutions needs to be computed

and analysed (see Fig. 5).

Figure 5: Deterministic (left) and stochastic (right) time-course simulations for a
simple enzymatic reaction of a substrate S to a product P catalysed by the enzyme

E : S+E
k1−−⇀↽−−
k2

ES
k3−→ P. In the stochastic time-courses the black lines indicate the

mean of a 100 simulations, while the grey lines show the individual trajectories.
The initial conditions were S = 500, E = 166 and ES = P = 0 for the upper panels,
and S = 50, E = 17 and ES = P = 0 for the lower panels. The rate and propensity
constants, respectively, were k1 = 0.00166; k2 , 0.0001; k3 = 0.1. Time courses were
calculated using the tool SloppyCell3 [294], which employs the direct method for
stochastic simulations.

In many cases a system has to be interpreted using different modelling frame-

works. For example in genetic regulatory networks, a continuous determin-

istic framework might be useful for bifurcation analysis of the qualitative

behaviour, while a probabilistic discrete approach could be used to explore ro-

bustness and behaviour at low concentrations of some species [108, 316, 388].

A general problem of both the deterministic and the stochastic approaches is

the validity of classical chemical kinetics in the environments found in organ-

3 http://sloppycell.sourceforge.net/
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isms. Most rate laws assume a well stirred, isotropic solution, in which parti-

cles are allowed to diffuse freely - conditions approximately true in gas phase

or diluted solutions, but not inside cells or living organisms. Intracellular

environments are filled with macromolecules, and fibrous and membranous

structures that lead to a reduction of the available solute volume and diffu-

sion of molecules with a strong, nonlinear size dependency [283, 284]. The

occupation of up 40% of the cellular fluid volume by macromolecular struc-

tures leads to effects subsumed under the term molecular crowding [171].

Molecular crowding has effects on both reaction thermodynamics and rates,

especially on the macromolecules, such as proteins [171, 361]. Molecular

crowding can lead to time dependent rate constants and fractal-like kinet-

ics with rate laws differing substantially from classical mass action kinetics

[164, 230, 361]. Under these circumstances it is sometimes a little bit surpris-

ing how well some models based on ideal reaction kinetics can predict even

complex behaviours.

1.5 Gene Regulatory Networks

Genes display a wide variety of different expression patterns ranging from

simple constitutive and virtually unregulated cases, over homeostasis and

switch-like behaviour, to complex oscillations with stable periods over a wide

range of conditions. Many of these observed patterns stem from the capa-

bility of gene products, protein or RNA, to modulate gene expression by

activating or inhibiting their transcription.

1.5.1 Layers of Control in Gene Expression

The expression of a gene can be regulated at different stages. To create

a functional protein, a gene first needs to be transcribed into mRNA by

a polymerase, which then is then translated into a protein by ribosomes.

In prokaryotes mRNA transcription and translation are not spatially sepa-

rated, while in eukaryotic cells transcription occurs in the nucleus and the

transcribed RNA needs to be modified commonly, sometimes spliced, and

exported to the cytoplasm to be translated. This creates an additional layer

of regulation in gene expression.
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Mechanisms to control expression exist at all stages of this process. It is

convenient to separate them into processes that regulate the first process,

transcription, alone, and those who influence all later stages.

1.5.2 Transcriptional Regulation

Gene transcription in prokaryotes can be divided into several different stages:

polymerase binding, initiation and promoter clearance, elongation and termi-

nation. First the RNA polymerase (RNAP) binds a special region upstream

of the coding region called the promoter. This region contains the core pro-

moter elements which are located between 10 and 35 base pairs (bp) away

from the transcription start site. Recognition of the core promoter elements

requires RNAP to associate with proteins called σ-factors. After binding the

RNAP separates the two DNA strands and initiates synthesis of the RNA

molecule, and shortly after leaves the promoter region [62]. If the RNAP

fails to dissociate from the promoter, an incomplete transcript is produced.

The RNA molecule is then elongated until termination, at which the RNA

dissociates from the RNAP. This can either happen by binding of a special

protein, the ρ factor, or by a special hairpin structure formed by the RNA

molecule.

One common way of modulating transcription, are sequence specific DNA

binding proteins, or protein complexes, called transcription factors. The

DNA motifs recognised and bound by transcription factors are called cis-

regulatory elements or transcription factor binding sequences. The term

cis stems from a genetic classification. Cis-regulatory elements have to be

encoded on the same DNA molecule as the regulated gene, while trans-

regulatory factors, such as transcription or specific σ factors, can be encoded

on a separate one. Depending on whether they increase or decrease the tran-

scription rate, transcription factors are classified as transcriptional activators

or repressors, respectively. Some transcription factors, called dual regulators,

can act as both activators and repressors, often depending on the location

of their binding sequences [324]. The transcription factor Cra, for example,

functions as an repressor, when binding downstream of the promoter region,

and as an activator when bound upstream [352].
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Various ways for a transcription factor to mediate repression have been de-

scribed (reviewed in [62, 422]). First a transcription factor can sterically

hinder σ-factor or RNAP recruitment, by binding close to or on the core

promoter region, or block elongation by binding downstream of the tran-

scription start site [240, 337, 352]. A common mechanism lies in binding

up and downstream of the promoter region and creating a DNA loop that

prevents RNAP binding or clearance, such as in the case of the E. coli lacI

repressor [265]. A similar sterical inhibition mechanism is also found in eu-

karyotes, for example as with the GalR repressor of S. cerevisiae [291]. A

different form of repression is modulating the action of an activating tran-

scription factor, as for example the Cyt repressor, CytR, that interferes with

activation by the catabolite activator protein (CAP) [291, 421].

Conversely, a common mechanism for activator action is the enhancement

of the recruitment of σ-factors or RNAP. Transcription factors can bind up-

stream of the core promoter and interact directly with the α-subunit of the

RNAP, for example the Fis activator at the proP P2 promoter[277], a mecha-

nism called class I activation [62]. Alternatively, they can bind directly next

to or on the core promoter and interact with σ-factors, as in the case of λ

repressor auto-activation at the cI promoter [188, 337]. Another way of in-

creasing RNAP or σ-factor binding, is alteration of the DNA structure at the

promoter region, for example by twisting or bending it, as seen with members

of the MerR family of transcription factors, that align sub-optimally spaced

core promoter elements [180, 297]. Some transcription factors do not alter

the binding of RNAP, but rather activate bound RNAP-holoenzymes, as seen

with the NtrC activator [337]. Finally, a transcription factor can also relieve

repression, by binding adjacent to a repressor and modulating its activity,

a mechanism called antirepression. This has been described for the ComK

activator in B. subtilis, which modulates repression of its own gene, comK,

by RoK and CodK [387].

Sometimes transcription factors alter their activity by binding small molecules,

called cofactors, allowing cells to quickly respond to changes in their environ-

ment. The famous lac operon shows this kind of behaviour for both the lac

repressor, LacI, and CAP. Binding of an inducer, such as allolactose relieves

repression by lacI, while transcriptional activation by CAP requires binding
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of cAMP [337]. Other cases of regulation of gene expression by multiple ac-

tivators, repressors and cofactors are the metE and metH genes, regulated

by MetJ and MetR [434].

While many activators function independent of each other, in a few cases

different activating transcription factors need to work together, that is co-

operatively. One possible mechanism for this is cooperative binding, which

has been described for the melAB promoter and the transcription factors

MelR and CAP [432]. In other promoters, an otherwise sufficient activator

might not work by itself, but need to be repositioned by another secondary

activator. Activation of the malK promoter by the MalT activator, for exam-

ple, requires binding of CAP to shift MalT from high to low affinity binding

sites [347]. Another, similar, mechanism for secondary activators has been

implicated for integration host factor protein (IHF). IHF is assumed to bend

DNA so that the transcription factor NarL binding 200 bp upstream of the

promoter region can interact with RNAP [364].

Gene transcription in eukaryotes has been found to be governed by more

complex processes involving many different factors [195, 246]. Most protein

coding mRNAs are transcribed by RNA polymerase II, but require differ-

ent additional protein complexes, called general transcription factors such

as TFIID, for core promoter recognition [246, 300]. Additionally coactiva-

tors, such as TFIIA [452], different mediator complexes [246], and chromatin

remodelling complexes, such as the Swi/Snf [325], can be required [195].

As covalent modifications of histones also can influence transcription from

some promoters, histone modifying complexes can modulate transcriptional

activity. For example, the histone acetylase complex SAGA functions as a

coactivator [396], while some histone deacetylases such as Sin3/RPD3 can

function as corepressors [210].

As in prokaryotes, sequence specific transcription factors play an important

role in eukaryotic gene regulation. Many different mechanisms have been

found for eukaryotic transcription factors. Some activators, such as the yeast

Gal4p, interact directly with various coactivators, and the SAGA complex

[43]. The yeast Ume6p transcription factor, on the other hand, represses

transcription by recruiting histone deacetylases [210]. Similar to prokaroytic

transcription factors, some eukaryotic transcription factors bind close to the
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core promoter to proximal promoter elements. Others were found to influence

the regulation by binding sequences situated far away from the promoter [48].

These so called enhancers are generally cis-acting DNA sequences, that can

lie many kilobases upstream, or downstream of the promoter region of the

gene they regulate. In some instances enhancer elements can even directly

influence transcription of genes located on different chromosomes [255].

Two important principal ways of transcriptional regulation by enhancer el-

ements have been suggested. In the classical gradual or rheostatic model,

transcription factors directly enhance the transcription rate, while in the

binary or probability model, binding of transcription factors increases the

probability that a gene becomes transcriptionally active, or maintains tran-

scriptional activity [121, 201]. The gradual model predicts, that in depen-

dence on a single transcription factor, expression levels should increase for all

cells in a population, while according to the binary model only the number

of cells expressing a gene, and not the expression levels should vary. Over

cell populations, these two models may be hard to distinguish, as both can

lead to gradual increases in averaged expression levels. In single cell studies,

the differences between these two models become more obvious, and many

studies have shown the predicted all-or-nothing response [120, 214]. Graded

responses to single transcription factors have been observed in only a few

single cell studies [231].

A widespread phenomenon in transcriptional regulation is cooperativity. This

means a more than linear change of transcription in response to a linear

change of transcription factor concentration, giving rise to a sigmoidal rather

than a hyperbolic response curve. One explanation for this behaviour are co-

operative effects in transcription factor binding. Some transcription factor

bind as di- or multimers, which can lead to an increased concentration de-

pendence, or interact after binding to the DNA [1, 335]. Another possibility

are synergistic effects, which can occur without direct interactions between

bound transcription factors. One explanation for this, is that bound tran-

scription factors can cooperate in the recruitment of the transcriptional ma-

chinery. This mechanism is widely found in eukaryotes [426], for example in

some cases of activation by the Gal4p transcription factor [69], but also in

prokaryotic systems, as seen for the E. coli transcription factor CRP [65, 209].
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1.5.3 Mathematical Models for Transcriptional Regulation

In the literature there exist numerous ways of deriving mathematical expres-

sions for regulation of gene transcription or expression. One of the main

problems is to conceive a model of the transcriptional activity of a gene in

dependence of the concentrations, or activities, of its regulating transcription

factors and small cofactors.

Various approaches based on logical functions have been suggested [216, 402,

405]. In the generalised threshold models, the activities of promoters are ap-

proximated as step functions switching from one value to another at threshold

levels of transcription factors [409]. These functions can then be used in a

differential equation form [334], or in Boolean or logical [403, 404] models.

The step functions can be seen as Hill functions (equ. (8)) at the limit of

high cooperativity.

The step function approach can be extended to graded piecewise linear func-

tions [279, 327, 338], in which the transcriptional activity of a promoter is

determined by logoid regulation functions. The logoid functions depend lin-

early on the transcription factor concentration between two threshold values

and are constant below and above these [96, 331].

Another approach is to model the probabilities that the regulatory regions of

a gene are occupied by transcription factors. One of the first attempts was an

ODE approach proposed by Goodwin [159]. It describes a negative feedback

of a metabolite, created by the gene product, R, on the transcription of its

own mRNA, M. Both mRNA, protein, and metabolite levels are modelled

explicitly with production and decay terms. In the version adapted by Grif-

fith [162], the protein directly functions as the repressor. Repressor binding

is assumed to depend on its concentration, [R], in form of a Hill function

(equ. (8)). The positive Hill exponent n allows for cooperative effects of

repression.

d[M]

dt
=a0

K

K + [R]n
− dM [M] (21)

d[R]

dt
=ktl[M]− dp[R] (22)
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In this dM and dp are first order decay constants for mRNA and proteins,

respectively, ktl is a first order translation constant, and K can be seen as a

macroscopic dissociation constant for repressor binding. a0 is the transcrip-

tion rate in the unrepressed case.

In case of a transcriptional activator, A, a similar Hill like function has been

suggested [163]:

d[M]

dt
= amax

[A]n

K + [A]n
− dM [M] (23)

In this case, amax, stands for the rate of the fully activated transcription.

A mechanistic assumption for this kind of model, is that the Hill function

represents the fraction of promoter bound by the transcription factors [162].

A similar result was obtained and tested against experimental results later

for the induction of the lac operon [444], and coupled with delay differen-

tial equations for the trp operon [49]. This approach of using Hill functions

has been widely used for both prokaryotic [108, 138, 221] and eukaryotic

transcription [192, 314, 381, 399]. A study on a wide range of prokaryotic

promoters, showed that Hill functions, or similar formed rational functions,

in combination with a basal transcriptional level, gave adequate fits to ex-

perimental data [213].

A more mechanistic description of the binding of transcription factors to the

regulatory regions of a gene requires detailed knowledge of the binding sites

and thermodynamics. Shea and Ackers [376] proposed a model for transcrip-

tional regulation during the switch of the λ-phage from lysogenic to lytic

mode. Using equilibrium statistical thermodynamics as an approximation

and detailed energetic data, they derived expressions for the probabilities of

an operator to exist in a specific microscopic state bound to the different

transcription factors and RNAP [1, 376]. The equilibrium probabilities of

the states containing RNAP can be combined with a rate constant for the

isomerisation of the closed complex into the open, productive form, thereby

relating fractional occupancies of RNAP with a rate of transcription initia-

tion. A key assumption for this approach is, that the complex assembly at

genes’ promoters is fast compared to transcription, and that transcription

factor binding is close to the thermodynamic equilibrium.
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The framework of Shea and Ackers has been widely used and validated in

prokaryotic systems, and various expressions have been derived for differ-

ent regulatory architectures, including complex mechanisms such as DNA

looping and cooperativity [46, 140]. It has also been adapted to eukaryotic

systems, for example to explain expression patterns in D. melanogaster em-

bryonal development [205, 372, 453], and synthetic and genomic promoters

in yeast [143]. Various adaptions have been incorporated into the original

model to account for the more complex mechanisms found in eukaryotes,

such as synergistic activation, and quenching, as well as short-range effects

of transcriptional repressors [176].

As this approach allows for the prediction of the probability of initiation

of transcription, it can directly be employed in stochastic frameworks. In

this context, the rate constant for initiation has to be transformed into a

propensity constant for initiation [275]. The approach of using a partition

function to obtain the probability of transcription initiation was for example

used to model the λ phage lysis-lysogeny switch [13].

An even more detailed approach used in stochastic modelling, is to explicitly

include all binding reactions of transcription factors to the promoter regions.

Apart from a detailed model of the promoter architecture, this approach also

needs kinetic rate constants, which are much harder to estimate or measure

than thermodynamic binding constants. Still, it can be a way for a fast

approximation of stochastic behaviour and to fathom robustness of a network

architecture [108, 413].

1.5.4 Postranscriptional Regulation

The expression of genes is not only regulated at the level of transcription,

but can be influenced at nearly all the subsequent stages on the way to the

final gene product.

In prokaryotes transcriptional attenuation, regulation by transcription ter-

mination or anti-termination, plays an important role of the expression of

various tRNA genes and biosynthetic operons, such as the trp operon of E.

coli [447, 455]. Commonly in transcriptional attenuation, the nascent RNA

can form two alternative secondary structures, one of which leads to termi-
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nation of transcription and premature release of the transcript. In the case of

trp operon, the formation of the terminator loop depends on the translation

of a small leader peptide and the availability of tryptophan charged tRNA.

If tryptophan levels are low, translation of the leader peptide stalls, the an-

titermination rather than the termination loop forms, and transcription of

the full length mRNA is presumed.

Translational attenuation is an analogue process acting on the fully tran-

scribed mRNA. In this form of regulation again two alternative RNA struc-

tures can be formed, one occluding the main ribosome binding site. Some

ribo-switches have been found to control gene expression via this mecha-

nism, for example the RFN elements in various bacterial genes encoding for

riboflavin synthesis. At high concentrations of flavin mononucleotide (FMN),

a coenzyme synthesised from riboflavin, the RFN element binds FMN and

the mRNA folds in a way rendering the ribosome binding site inaccessible,

thus inhibiting expression of the gene. If FMN occurs at low levels, an alter-

native mRNA structure forms, ribosomes can bind, and the gene is expressed

[308, 429].

A family of small, non-coding RNAs, called micro RNAs (miRNAs), also has

been found to be of great importance in eukaryotic gene regulation. They

can form helices with partially complementary regions in mRNAs, and are

known to lead to post transcriptional gene silencing via at least two different

mechanisms. Recruiting a protein complex to the bound mRNA, they can

either lead to mRNA cleavage or to repression of translation [175].

In addition to these few exemplary mechanisms, many other have been de-

scribed. Some act on mRNA stability, such as in the case of the mRNA of the

areA gene in A. nidulans [328]. Also in eukaryotes the processing of RNAs in

the nucleus, such as RNA splicing and polyadenylation, as well as transport

to and in the cytoplasm, can be a target for expression control [4, 22].

1.5.5 Network Motifs

In natural genetic regulatory networks certain interaction patterns between

transcription factors and their target genes have been found to occur with a

much higher frequency than would be expected in random networks. These
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interaction patterns, or network motifs, have been first described in E. coli

[282, 377] and in S. cerevisiae [243]. Similar motifs have been found in

various higher eukaryotes [57, 309], leading to the assumption, that they are

elementary units of genetic control, and since then, they have been intensely

studied both computationally and experimentally.

The simplest and, in prokaryotes, most common, motif is autoregulation,

in which a transcription factor directly binds to the regulatory regions of

its own gene. While in prokaryotes more than half [404] of all genes en-

coding transcription factors are autoregulated, autoregulation seems to be

significantly less common in yeast (∼10% of genes encoding for transcription

factors) [243]. In prokaryotes the main part of transcriptional autoregula-

tory feedback loops are negative [404]. Direct negative autoregulation has

been predicted [355, 433] and found to lead to faster response times in gene

expression [302], and to stabilise transcription factor levels and reduce their

noise [35]. Direct positive autoregulation, on the other hand, has been shown

to lead to a delayed response. Further, it can shift a sigmoid to a graded

response, or conversely, create a switch with hysteresis [262]. Another expla-

nation for the prevalence of negative feedback in prokaryotic systems lies in

the demand theory of gene regulation by Savageau [355, 357, 358]. Amongst

others it predicts that genes, that are not needed to be expressed at high

levels under normal environmental conditions, are selected to be under neg-

ative control. Purely transcriptional feedback loops with more than two or

three components were only found in yeast and in other eukaryotes, but not

in E. coli [243].

Another common motif found in both pro- and eukaryotic cells are feed for-

ward loops (FFL) [266]. In a transcriptional FFL, two transcription factors

both control a common target gene and one of the transcription factors, the

master regulator, also regulates the expression of the other, secondary one.

As each of the three direct regulatory interactions involved can be activating

or repressing, there exist eight different forms of FFLs. If the direct regu-

lation of the target gene by the master regulator is of the same sign as the

indirect one via the secondary regulator, the FFL is called coherent, if the

direct and indirect regulation have opposing effects, incoherent. In both E.

coli and S. cerevisiae mainly one form each of coherent and incoherent FFLs
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have been found [266]. The by far most frequent form of coherent FFL is the

all activating one, while the most common incoherent FFL consists of one

transcription factor activating transcription of both the target gene and the

secondary transcription factor, which in turn negatively controls expression

of the target gene.

Coherent FFL have been argued to function as a sign sensitive - depending on

whether they are activating or repressing - delays in transcriptional response

to a stimulus increasing the activity of the master regulator [266]. As such

they can also be seen as filters to only respond to persistent, and not to

short time, stimulation. Furthermore, the most common type of coherent

FFL - the all activating one - shows an increased apparent cooperativity

of target gene expression for low levels of stimulation when compared to a

simple cascade of transcription factors.

The time delay function of a coherent FFL has been experimentally verified in

E. coli using the araBAD operon of the l-arabinose utilisation system [268].

Expression of the araBAD operon is activated by both the CRP and the

araC transcription factors. Further, the transcription of araC is positively

regulated by CRP. Compared to operons just regulated by CRP or araC

alone, transcriptional response from the araBAD operon is notably delayed,

leading to a delayed onset of expression. Similarly, a coherent FFL has also

be shown responsible for a prolonged response in the expression of E. coli

flagella proteins [211].

Incoherent FFL have been found to increase response time to stimuli com-

pared to simple direct regulation or linear chains of transcription factors

in computational studies [266, 377]. In vivo this has been verified for the

crp-galS-galETK system in E. coli. In this system the galETK operon is

activated by CRP and repressed by GalS. CRP as the master regulator addi-

tionally activates expression of GalS. CRP and GalE are upregulated under

glucose depletion, but the speed of the relative increase of expression of GalE

depends on the repression by GalS [267].

Another potential function of the incoherent FFL is creation of only a short

pulse of target gene expression for a defined time after activation [266]. A

synthetic incoherent FFL using the LuxR transcription factor as an activating
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master regulator for both the λ-repressor cI and GFP as a reporter gene,

which was in turn also repressed by cI, gave defined pulses of GFP expression

for continuous activation of LuxR by an inducer [31].

Other commonly found motifs are single input (SIM) and multi input motifs

or dense overlapping regulons (DORs) . In SIMs one transcription factor

controls a set of different genes or operons, and, in E. coli often its own

expression [377]. The function of SIMs could be temporally coordinated ex-

pression of groups of genes, as seen in the expression of genes for arginine

synthesis, which are controlled by the ArgR repressor. At low levels of argi-

nine, these genes are expressed in an ordered temporal sequence [451].

In DORs a set of transcription factors control a set of genes together. One

function of DORs could be the coordination of the expression of different gene

combinations for various growth and environmental conditions, such as for

carbon source utilisation, aerobic and anaerobic growth, and different kinds

of stress, in which multiple signals lead to different responses [243, 377].

Another motif found in yeast, are regulatory chains consisting of three or

more transcription factors. One example for such a chain are transcription

factors involved in the yeast cell cycle. In this case transcription factors in

one stage of the cell cycle which are controlling the expression of transcription

factors needed for the transition into the next stage form a linear chain [243].

1.6 Model Building

Building a mathematical representation of a biological system seldom is a

straightforward, linear process. Even in well described systems many parts

are only ill defined, and some completely unknown. To generate accurate

predictions, the model needs to be validated against experimental results

and often adjusted and refined in an iterative process (see Fig. 6).

Prior to the construction of a detailed kinetic model, identification and listing

of key interacting species, and other observables of the system in question

is necessary. In addition, their known regulatory interactions and chemical

reactions have to be gathered from the scientific literature and databases.

The kind of databases to scan depends very much on the system to be mod-
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Figure 6: Scheme of an iterative model creation process. External inputs come
from literature, databases or experiments. Validation against, and parameter es-
timation to experimental data, give direct feedback on the model, while the pre-
dictions can also be used to guide experimental design. (taken from [110]and
modified)

elled. An overview of resources for modelling is given in [298] and [435]. For

biological pathways and reactions, KEGG [212], Reactome [273], PANTHER

[280] and the Meta- and BioCyc [71] databases are especially useful, as they

allow data export in computer readable formats.

Another possibility is to start with existing models accessible through databases

and repositories such as BioModels Database4 [247], JWS Online [389], the

CellML model repository5 [254], the Database of Quantitative Cellular Sig-

nalling [383], or ModelDB [184]. The models stored in these databases not

only give an idea of the species and their interactions, they can also be ex-

cellent starting points for new modelling efforts.

To create a quantitative model, values for the various constants and param-

eters used in mathematical relations have to derived. While there exists a

vast number of experimentally derived values in the scientific literature, it is

often hard to find the relevant ones in the multitude of publications.

For enzyme-catalysed reactions, there exist various databases helping to iden-

4 http://www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels
5 http://models.cellml.org/cellml
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tify the appropriate values. Two databases providing kinetic parameters

are BRENDA6 [75] and SABIO-RK7 [437]. Both offer a wide range of

parameters and reactions extracted from primary literature, with powerful

search options. SABIO-RK additionally offers the mechanism assumed in

the original source and the ability to export reactions in SBML format. Pa-

rameter specific text-mining for searching the primary literature is offered

by KMedDB [170]. It allows the searching of PubMed abstracts for various

kinetic parameters in combination with compound, organism, or enzyme re-

action identifiers. Further information on the thermodynamics of biological

reactions is available at the TECRDB [154]. Another helpful source of gen-

eral interaction parameters is given by the Kinetic Data of Bio-Molecular

Interaction Database (KDBI) [233].

Most of the parameters derived from the literature can nevertheless only be

taken as guideline values for modelling. If measured time-series or steady

state data exist for the system to be described, several algorithms have been

implemented for parameter estimation and refinement [reviewed in 88, 278,

285]. Similar methods can be used to optimise a system, for example for

engineering metabolic systems [23].

Another interesting, complementary approach is inverse bifurcation analysis

[257]. It can be used to find parameter values exhibiting certain qualitative

behaviour. For example it can help in finding regimes that display certain

kinds of switching behaviour, or creating more robust oscillators with a given

topology.

1.6.1 SBML

Biochemical or genetic regulatory networks can be represented in various

forms and formats. Traditionally, models were directly encoded in a pro-

gramming language, often Fortran or C, which considerably hinders using

different tools.

As dedicated tools, targeted at different tasks, often use distinct entry for-

mats, their use requires converting or reimplementation of the original mod-

6 http://www.brenda-enzymes.org/
7 http://sabio.villa-bosch.de/
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els into compatible formats. Manual conversion of a model from one format

to another can be a very tedious and error prone task, especially for big-

ger systems. To facilitate exchange and reuse of models, the Systems Biol-

ogy Markup Language (SBML) 8 [200] and the Cellular Markup Language

(CellML)9 [253], have been created.

Both of these languages are XML based and use MathML 2.0 [18] to represent

mathematical expressions. CellML is geared more towards physiological,

multiscale modelling and, while it allows a greater amount of modularity,

it lacks some of the semantics integrated in SBML, such as the distinction

between reacting entities, reaction compartments, and parameters. SBML

also offers a much broader support by third party tools, which made it the

format of choice for this thesis.

SBML is being developed as a community effort, and most of the tools sup-

porting it are freely available. A key to the rapid adoption of SBML by

developers is the availability of a general API library, libSBML [56], with

bindings to scripting languages such as Perl and Python.

The main tools for model creation and manipulation used for this thesis were

CellDesigner [133] and Antimony10 [386]. CellDesigner is a graphical editor

for biological networks, and was used to create new SBML models, while

the model definition language Antimony was used to quickly create modified

versions.

1.7 Motivation and Organisation of this Work

While experimental research forms the foundation of biological research,

mathematical abstractions and models have become essential to understand

the complex systems underlying observed phenomena. Particularly in molec-

ular biology mathematical models of reaction and regulatory networks help

to extend knowledge of single interactions and entities to a systems-level.

Gene regulatory networks are especially well suited targets for modelling as

they are experimentally accessible and easy to manipulate. Furthermore,

8 http://sbml.org
9 http://www.cellml.org/

10 http://antimony.sourceforge.net/
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gene regulatory networks can be synthetically created in vivo and used to

test predictions or implement systems with specific behaviours [390].

In the second chapter of this thesis the qualitative behaviour of two types of

auto-regulatory gene networks is inspected in detail using analytical bifurca-

tion analysis. While the use of such analytical methods in general is limited

to smaller systems, they can assist in the elucidation of the qualitative be-

haviour over large ranges of parameter space. To examine the behaviour

under random fluctuations, stochastic versions of the systems are created.

The analytical results are employed to obtain parameter values leading to

sustained oscillations in the stochastic versions.

The third chapter deals with the possible implications of gene duplication on

the qualitative behaviour of a simple gene regulatory system. First a model

of a small network formed by GATA-type transcription factors, central in

nitrogen catabolite repression in yeast, is created and validated to obtain

approximate parameter values. A model of a sub-module of this network - a

single autoactivating GATA type transcription factor - is then used to study

the effects of gene duplication and dosage effects. Further, topologies of po-

tential gene regulatory networks and modules consisting of GATA-type tran-

scription factors in other fungi are derived using sequence-based approaches

and compared.

In the fourth chapter a novel in silico cell model is introduced and discussed.

The model is fully self-contained and could be used for the study of evolution

of gene-regulatory networks.
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2 Repressilator-like Gene Regulatory Networks

2.1 Introduction

In recent years further interest in the understanding of gene regulatory sys-

tems has stemmed from Synthetic Biology [110, 178]. One of the targets of

Synthetic Biology is the implementation of genetic circuits that fulfil certain

design specifications and functions. Theoretical analysis of the behaviour of

such genetic circuits is essential to prune possible designs and to find the

most appropriate and promising ones.

Using transcriptional feedback, both switches and oscillators have been im-

plemented in the last decade [108, 111, 138, 221, 381, 397]. These systems

not only prove the usefulness of theoretical analysis, but also pose an ex-

cellent testing ground for the validation of mathematical models and their

predictions. Based on theoretical predictions such a negative feedback cycle

was designed by Elowitz and Leibler [108]. This cycle consisted of three tran-

scriptional inhibitors encoded on a single plasmid. When transformed into

E. coli this so called “repressilator” gave rise to oscillations in living cells.

Inspired by this work, an in depth and generalized analysis of repressilator-

like systems was performed as part of this thesis. In general terms, a repres-

silator can be defined as a cyclical gene regulatory network in which each

gene Gi encodes for a transcription factor that represses the expression of its

succeeding gene Gi+1 in the cycle:

G1 ⊣ G2 ⊣ G3 ⊣ . . . ⊣ Gn ⊣ G1 (24)

This study builds on previous analytical efforts by extending the cycles

of transcriptional inhibitors to an arbitrary number of genes with varying

strength of repressor binding. To simplify the equations only symmetrical

cases of genes and inhibitors, having identical expression and binding pa-

rameters, were considered. Also protein dilution by cell growth and varying

gene copy numbers over the cell cycle were ignored. In the equations, both

mRNA and protein concentrations were explicitly modelled. Repressor bind-

ing is modelled as an equilibrium process under the assumption that it is
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relatively fast compared to mRNA and protein synthesis and decay. How-

ever, by explicitly correcting for bound and unbound protein, the common

assumption of excess transcription factors was avoided, thus ensuring the

validity of our expressions at low protein concentrations.

In this analysis two repressilator systems, with different types of regulation,

were considered. First, a model similar to the ones described before in the

literature [24, 108, 384, 417], with repressors exhibiting cooperative binding

characteristics and leaky repression, was analysed. Second, a system with

essential auto activation and non-leaky repression was studied.

2.2 Mathematical Formulation and Basic Assumptions

The systems considered can be regarded as mutually dependent reactions.

Each gene possesses a regulatory region to which modulators of transcription

can bind. Depending on the nature and position of the transcription factors

bound to the regulatory region, RNA polymerase may be recruited to the

promoter region of the gene to initiate mRNA transcription. mRNA serves

as a template for protein translation, and subsequently both mRNA and

proteins are degraded via various processes and are diluted by cell growth

and division.

These reactions can be modelled to different degrees of detail. However, to

obtain a reasonably accurate, yet still tractable mathematical representation,

some simplifying assumptions have to be made:

(a) Gene copy numbers are assumed to be constant.

(b) The rates of transcription and translation are not limited by the avail-

ability of polymerases, ribosomes, nucleotides or amino acids.

(c) The binding of proteins to the regulatory region of genes is much faster

than transcription and translation and is assumed to be near equilibrium.

(d) The multi-step processes of protein translation and degradation can be

assumed to be reactions with first order kinetics. Proteins in complex

with DNA are considered to be protected from degradation.
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(e) Transcription velocity has a clearly defined upper limit and its actual

value depends on the binding state of the regulatory region only.

Gene expression is inherently a stochastic and discrete process [64, 301], how-

ever, to allow for easier general analysis, a continuous deterministic approach

in the form of first order ODEs was employed here. Under these simplify-

ing assumptions the expression of gene i can be described by the following

system of equations:

dmi

dt
= kTS,i ai − kDm,imi (25a)

dp̄i
dt

= kTL,imi − kDp,i pi (25b)

with

ai = ai(p) (25c)

p̄i = p̄i(p) (25d)

Here the concentration of mRNA transcribed from gene i is denoted by mi.

The total concentration of the translated protein is symbolised by p̄i and its

unbound, freely available fraction by pi. kTL,i and kTS,i are the rate constants

of transcription and translation respectively, while the rate constants for

mRNA and protein degradation are denoted by kDm,i and kDp,i. Finally ai

represents the transcriptional activity of gene i.

Both the transcriptional activities, ai, and the total protein concentrations,

p̄i, depend on the concentrations of all free proteins, due to transcription

factors binding to the regulatory regions of each gene. The number of genes

per cell is discrete and the transcription of each gene occurs, at most, in

as many levels as there are different binding states of the regulatory region.

A continuous function for transcriptional activity can be justified by view-

ing it as an average over time periods which are long compared to the time

scale of regulator binding, but which are short in relation to the duration of

transcription. It has to be mentioned, however, that, while providing easily

tractable mathematical expressions, this approach neglects noise and stochas-
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ticity, which have been found to be of major importance in the regulation of

gene expression [109].

The more interconnected the gene regulatory network, the more distinct pro-

teins influence each transcriptional activity. For the simple cyclical repression

systems analysed in this work, ai depends on pi−1 for the pure repressilator

and on pi and pi−1 for the system with auto-activation. The total protein

concentration, p̄i, on the other hand is a function of pi in the first example

and of pi−1, pi and pi+1 in the latter case.

Following the example of Elowitz and Leibler [108] in their mathematical

model of the repressilator, and to further simplify the equations, only cases

of genes with identical parameter values were considered in the current study:

kTS,i = kTS, kTL,i = kTL

kDm,i = kDm, kDp,i = kDp

ḡi = ḡ

(26)

Using the framework set by Eqs. (25) two different cases of regulation are

considered:

RepLeaky : a repressilator with leaky repression (described in detail in sect. 2.2.1

page 52)

Transcriptional repression in this system is not complete, but only low-

ers the transcriptional activity to a basal rate - a process described as

“leaky transcription”. Transcription occurs at the highest rate when

the gene is free. Repressor binding is modelled to be cooperative using

Hill functions [183].

RepAuto : a repressilator with auto activation (described in detail in sect. 2.2.2

56)

Transcriptional repression in this system is considered to be complete,

such that genes bound by the repressor are not transcribed at all. Fur-

thermore, each protein functions as an essential transcriptional activa-

tor for its encoding gene, a process known as “auto activation”. Con-

sequently each gene is only transcribed when it is both unoccupied by
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repressors and bound by its own gene product. The binding of the

auto-activator and inhibitor can affect each other, exhibiting coopera-

tivity.

2.2.1 RepLeaky

In this case the regulatory region of each gene is exclusively bound by the

proteins encoded by its predecessor in the cyclical gene regulatory network.

Each gene Gi can be bound by up to b transcriptional inhibitors Pi−1 to form

a gene-repressor complex Gi···(Pi−1)b or C
(b)
i :

Gi + bPi−1
−−⇀↽−− C

(b)
i (27)

Complex formation can be envisaged by different mechanisms, the extreme

cases being either a stepwise process:

G + bP −−⇀↽−− C(1) + (b− 1) P −−⇀↽−− C(2) + (b− 2) P −−⇀↽−− ... −−⇀↽−− C(b) (28)

or the formation of a protein multimer with successive DNA binding:

bP −−⇀↽−− P2 + (b− 2) P −−⇀↽−− P3 + (b− 3) P −−⇀↽−− ... −−⇀↽−− Pb

G+ Pb
−−⇀↽−− C(b)

(29)

Under the assumption (d) (section 2.2), that regulator binding is fast com-

pared with the rates of gene transcription and mRNA translation, a mathe-

matical expression for the relative amount of gene G bound to b molecules P

can be derived using rapid equilibrium kinetics. In general the amount c(b)

of complex C(b) is a rational function of the total gene concentration, ḡ, and
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the free protein concentration p:

c(b)(p) = ḡ
A(p)

B(p)

with: B(p) ≥ A(p)

(30)

where A and B are polynomials in p of degree b.

By contrast, the simplest mechanism for complex formation would be the

case of single-step binding, following a reaction equation as given in Eq.

(27). With the dissociation constant K for this reaction defined as:

K =
gip

b
i−1

c
(b)
i

(31)

and using the mass conservation relation for the constant total gene concen-

tration:

ḡ = gi + c
(b)
i (32)

a functional relationship between c
(b)
i and pi−1 can be derived:

c
(b)
i (pi−1) = ḡ

pbi−1

K + pbi−1

(33)

While the reaction mechanism underlying this expression is rather improb-

able, it can be regarded as a useful approximation to more complex and

realistic mechanisms, especially in its purely empirical form as derived by

Hill [183] in the context of oxygen binding to haemoglobin. In this form the

exponent b is replaced by the Hill coefficient h, which can be non-integral

and, in general, has the number of proteins in the complex, b, as an upper

limit. The overall dissociation constant K is replaced by its hth root, K̃,

which has the units of a concentration.

Using this Hill function the concentration of C
(b)
i as a function of Pi−1 can

be written as follows

c
(b)
i (pi−1) = ḡis

(

pi−1

K̃

)

(34)
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in which:

s(x) =
xh

1 + xh
(35)

The amount of free and bound gene, gi and c
(b)
i respectively, together de-

termine the transcriptional activity of gene i, ai. Defining the ratio of the

activities of the fully repressed gene, C(b), to the repressor free gene, G,

as the leakiness δ, the following formulation can be derived for the relative

transcriptional activity:

ai = gi + δc
(b)
i

= (1− δ)gi + δḡi
(36)

Mass conservation for the binding proteins Pi−1 in the case of single-step

binding amounts to:

p̄i−1 = pi−1bc
(b)
i (37)

Using equations (34), (36) and (37) both the transcriptional activation, ai as

well as protein concentrations can be expressed as follows:

ai = ḡ

(

(1− δ)

(

1− s

(

pi−1

K̃

))

+ δ

)

(38)

p̄i = pi + bḡs

(

pi

K̃

)

(39)

This gives a complete model definition and allows the system, previously

described by (25), to be solved. However, in order to simplify the model

analysis, the system needs to be transformed into a more manageable form.

This is achieved, as in Elowitz et al. 2000 [108], by rescaling the variables,

namely time, mRNA and protein concentrations, and by the definition of

new lumped parameters.
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Time is rescaled to units of the average mRNA lifetime, 1/kDm. Proteins

are scaled in equivalents x of their half repression concentration, K̃. mRNA

concentrations, y, are expressed in units of the maximal steady state concen-

trations - again rescaled by K̃ - of the proteins they translate into:

τ = t/kDm , x =
p

K̃
, y =

mkTL

K̃ kDp

(40)

The general parameters, kDm, kDp, kTL, kTS defining gene expression can also

be used to define some characteristic values of the system. For the rescaled

system only two parameters are required to replace these four rate constants.

β, the ratio of the life times, or degradation rates, of the mRNAs and proteins,

and σ, the ratio of production to degradation rates. These two alone are

sufficient to calculate the ratio of mRNAs to proteins.

β =
kDp

kDm
, σ =

kTS kTL

kDm kDp
(41)

Finally, the promoter characteristics are described by the binding equivalents

per gene, γ, and the maximal rescaled transcription rate, α:

γ = b
ḡ

K̃
, α = γ σ (42)

With these variable transformations and lumped parameters the ODEs for

the expression of each gene of the RepLeaky system can be put into a concise

and simple form:

dx̄i

dτ
= β (yi − xi) (43a)

dyi
dτ

= α f(xi−1)− yi (43b)
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where:

f(xi−1) = (1− δ)(1− s(xi−1)) + δ (43c)

x̄i = xi + γ s(xi) (43d)

s(x) =
1

1 + xh
i

(43e)

For the limiting case γ = 0 this system mathematically corresponds to the

ones applied in [24, 384, 417] and [108], though it differs in its derivation

from some of these.

2.2.2 RepAuto

The expression of each gene, Gi, in the repressilator system with auto ac-

tivation depends on both its own gene product, Pi as well the product of

the preceding gene Pi−1. Binding of Pi activates gene transcription, while

Pi−1 - as in the RepLeaky system - functions as a repressor. If only a single

activator and a single repressor bind to the regulatory regions of the gene,

the following two cases have to be distinguished.

(1) Mutually exclusive binding of the two types of regulators

(2) Possibility of formation of a trimeric complex, containing an activator, a

repressor as well as the regulatory region.

The mutually exclusive form (1) corresponds to only one shared binding site

for activator and repressor per gene. Therefore, only one gene-activator, CA
i

and one gene-repressor complex, CR
i , can be formed:

Gi + Pi

KA−−⇀↽−− CA
i (44)

Gi + Pi−1

KR−−⇀↽−− CR
i (45)

KA and KR represent the dissociation constants of the gene-activator and

the gene-repressor complexes respectively.
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In the alternative case, (2), where there are two distinct binding sites for

either the activator or the repressor, an additional complex, CAR
i , containing

both regulators can be formed:

CA
i + Pi−1

KAR−−−⇀↽−−− CAR
i

KRA−−−⇀↽−−− CR
i + Pi (46)

Again KAR and KRA denote the dissociation constants of the complex CAR
i

in respect to dissociation of either the repressor or the activator. Following

Hess’ law, which states that the overall free energy difference ∆G between two

substances is independent from the reaction path, the following relationship

between the dissociation constants can be derived:

KAKAR = KR KRA (47)

This allows for the definition of a cooperativity constant κ, which describes

the mutual effect of the regulators on their binding affinities:

κ =
KA

KRA
=

KR

KRA
(48)

The value of κ represents the interaction of the two proteins in the complex.

κ = 1 indicates that the binding of the two regulators is completely inde-

pendent, while values greater or smaller than 1 signify positive and negative

cooperativity respectively.

Negative cooperativity means that the binding of one of the transcription

factors decreases the affinity of the other, with κ = 0 constituting mutually

exclusive binding. Therefore the case of a single binding site can, and will

be, treated as a special sub-case of the more general one with two binding

sites. As a consequence, different degrees of negative cooperativity can be re-

garded as varying degrees of steric hindrance by partly overlapping, or closely

neighbouring, binding sites. Positive cooperativity - or the enhancement of

regulator affinity - can be due to the presence of stabilising interactions be-

tween the proteins, either unspecific or via dedicated binding motifs.
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Assuming quasi-equilibrium conditions for the binding reactions, the follow-

ing expressions describe the concentrations of the complexes as functions of

the free protein concentrations:

cAi =
gi pi
KA

(49)

cRi =
gi pi−1

KR
(50)

and for κ > 0:

cAR
i =

cAi pi−1

KAR
=

cRi pi
KRA

=

=
gi pi pi−1

KAKAR

(51)

Mass conservation of genes and proteins gives the following relations:

ḡ = gi + cAi + cRi + cAR
i (52)

p̄i = pi + cAi + cRi+1 + cAR
i + cAR

i+1 (53)

The transcriptional activity of gene Gi in the RepAuto system only depends

on the amount of activator-gene complex, cA, formed, since all other variants

of gene are assumed to be transcriptionally inactive. Eq. (25d) therefore

follows as:

ai = cA (54)

cA can be described as a function of the free protein concentrations using

Eqs. (49),(50),(51) and (52):

cAi = ḡ
pi
KA

(

1 +
pi
KA

+
pi−1

KR

+
pi pi−1

KAKAR

)−1

(55)
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Inserting Eq. (55) and the similar ones for the repressor containing complexes

into the mass conservation for Pi (Eq. (53)), the following nonlinear relation

between the total and free protein concentrations can be derived:

p̄i = pi

[

1 +
ḡ

KA
(1 +

pi−1

KAR
) (1 +

pi
KA

+
pi−1

KR
+

pi pi−1

KAKAR
)−1

+
ḡ

KR
(1 +

pi+1

KRA
) (1 +

pi+1

KA
+

pi
KR

+
pi+1 pi
KAKAR

)−1
]

(56)

For the two special cases of either mutually exclusive regulator binding or two

completely independent binding sites the equations simplify considerably:

Mutually exclusive binding, ie. the availability of only one binding site for

both auto-activator and repressor, implies κ = 0. In this case all terms di-

vided by KAR and KRA vanish in Eqs. (55) and (56).

By contrast, if the binding of repressor and activator are completely inde-

pendent from each other, ie. κ = 1, KAR and KRA become KR and KA

respectively. The equations describing the total protein concentrations de-

couple as the pi−1 and pi+1 terms cancel out:

p̄i = pi

[

1 +
ḡ

KA
(1 +

pi−1

KR
) (1 +

pi
KA

+
pi−1

KR
+

pi pi−1

KAKR
)−1

+
ḡ

KR
(1 +

pi+1

KA
) (1 +

pi+1

KA
+

pi
KR

+
pi+1 pi
KAKR

)−1
]

=

= pi

[

1 +
ḡ

KA

(1 +
pi
KA

) +
ḡ

KR

(1 +
pi
KR

)
]

(57)

Again, to simplify the resulting system of differential equations, both time

and the time depending variables have to be rescaled and parameters have to

be lumped together in a similar way as previously described with the system

RepLeaky (Sect. 2.2.1). Time is rescaled by the average mRNA life time,

1/kDm, and the parameters β and σ are introduced as above in Eqs. (40) and

(41). Protein concentrations, similar to Eq. (40), are expressed in units of

the activator binding constant, KA, and mRNA concentrations are rescaled
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appropriately:

x = p/KA , m =
m

KA

kTL

kDp
(58)

Additionally the binding equivalents per gene γ and the maximal rescaled

transcription rate α are introduced as in Eq. (42) and the dissociation con-

stants are related to each other by the relative repressor affinity, ρ, and the

cooperativity constant κ (Eq. (48)).

γ = ḡ/KA , ρ = KA/KR (59)

These transformations allow the system RepAuto to be expressed succinctly

similar to Eqs. (43). For the expression of each gene Gi the following rescaled

equations can be derived:

dx̄i

dτ
= β (yi − xi) (60a)

dyi
dτ

= α f(xi, xi−1)− yi (60b)

where:

f(xi, xi−1) =
xi

1 + xi + ρ xi−1 + κρ xi xi−1
(60c)

x̄i = xi

[

1 + γ

(

1 + κ ρ xi−1

1 + xi + ρ xi−1 + κ ρ xi xi−1
+

ρ (1 + κ xi+1)

1 + xi+1 + ρ xi + κ ρ xi+1 xi

)]

(60d)

In the case of binding two independent binding sites without cooperativity,

κ = 1, the relation for the protein concentration, Eq. (60d), simplifies to the

uncoupled form:

x̄i = xi

[

1 + γ

(

1

1 + xi

+
ρ

1 + ρ xi

)]

(61)
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2.2.3 Elimination of the Total Protein Concentrations

In the form described above, RepLeaky and RepAuto are not pure ODE

systems. Instead they also contain algebraic relations between the free and

total protein concentrations which need to be solved simultaneously. The

amount of bound protein becomes negligible, if either protein concentrations

are high compared with the gene copy numbers, or in the case of low protein

binding - or high dissociation - constants, making the distinction between free

and total protein unnecessary. For all other cases it can be demonstrated,

that the total protein concentrations can be eliminated by replacing them

with the free protein ones. In both systems in vector notation, the total

protein concentration depends on the concentration of the free protein in the

following way (the dot-notation indicates time derivatives):

(

˙̄x

ẏ

)

=

(

β (y − x)

αF (x)− y

)

(62)

with:

F (x) i =







f(xi−1) in system RepLeaky, see Eq. (43c)

f(xi, xi−1) in system RepAuto, see Eq. (60c)
(63)

While it would be complicated, or even impossible, to analytically express

the free protein concentration in terms of the quantity of total protein, the

opposite can be achieved via a linear transformation using mass conservation

relations. By partially differentiating these relations to the protein concen-

tration the following relation can be obtained:

˙̄x =
∂ x̄

∂ x
ẋ = M(x) ẋ (64)

in which M(x) is called the mass transformation matrix. If the mass trans-

formation matrix is invertible, the system can be rearranged to form a true

ODE system expressed in terms of the free protein and total mRNA concen-
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trations:

(

ẋ

ẏ

)

=

(

βM−1(x)(y − x)

αF (x)− y

)

(65)

The mass transformation matrix M(x) can be derived from Eq. (43d) for the

system RepLeaky and from Eq. (60d) for RepAuto by partial differentiation.

For RepLeaky each entry Mij(x) takes the form:

M(x)i,j =







1 + γ
hxh−1

i

(1+xh
i )

2 if j = i

0 otherwise
(66)

This matrix is diagonal and therefore invertible.

For the system RepAuto a more complicated, cyclically tri-diagonal transfor-

mation matrix can be obtained:

M(x)i,j =































































1 + γ

(

(1+κ ρ xi−1) (1+ρ xi−1)
(1+xi+ρ xi−1+κρ xi xi−1)2

+ ρ (1+κ xi+1) (1+xi+1)
(1+xi+1+ρ xi+κρ xi+1 xi)2

)

if j = i

γ ρ (κ−1) xi

(1+xi+ρxi−1+κρ xi xi−1)2
if j = i− 1

γ ρ (κ−1) xi

(1+xi+1+ρxi+κρ xi+1 xi)2
if j = i+ 1

0 otherwise

(67)

It can be shown [290], that the diagonal elements of this matrix fulfil the

inequality Mii > |Mi−1,i| + |Mi+1,i| and that M(x) therefore is diagonally

dominant and hence invertible. It is also possible to proof, that x maps to

x̄ in a one-to-one fashion for all xn ≧ 0, allowing the system RepAuto to be

described in a concise form.

As stated above, for weak repressor binding, γ << 1, or high free protein con-

centrations, the mass transformation matrix approaches the identity matrix
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I, thereby reducing the systems to the simpler form:

(

ẋ

ẏ

)

=

(

β (y − x)

αF (x)− y

)

(68)

It can be shown that the stationary points of the exact system, Eq. (65), do

not depend on the transformation matrix and therefore are identical between

the full and the simplified systems. Equilibrium points have to satisfy the

following condition:

(

ẋ

ẏ

)

=

(

βM−1(x)(y − x)

αF (x)− y

)

=

(

0

0

)

(69)

Multiplication of the equations describing the development of protein con-

centrations, x, with M(x), allows the system being solved to become inde-

pendent of the transformation matrix. This means that the consideration

of mass conservation is not necessary for the derivation of the number and

position of the system’s equilibria. Also, as will be later demonstrated, the

influence of M(x) on the stability of these equilibria is often small or negli-

gible, meaning that the reactions and stoichiometries of transcription factor

binding do not need to be known in detail to describe the qualitative be-

haviour of a gene regulatory network. In general the simplified system has

been used as a sufficient approximation in most studies on gene regulatory

networks, though some interesting differences stem from the exact treatment,

as will be described later (Sect. 2.3.2).

2.3 Detailed Analysis of RepLeaky

Recapitulating the derivations given above, the system RepLeaky is a special

instance of the general system described by Eq. (65). The interactions of

the different genes are described by Fi(x) = f(xi−1), which, in turn, takes

the form of Eq. (43c). The transformation matrix M(x) is described by Eq.

(66).
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2.3.1 Equilibrium Points

As a starting point for a qualitative analysis of systems behaviour a general

expression for the stationary, or equilibrium points, has to be derived. After

setting the time derivatives of all variables to zero, as in Eq. (69), and mul-

tiplying the differential equations describing the development of the protein

concentrations by M(x) the following system needs to be solved:

(

ẋ

ẏ

)

=

(

0

0

)

=

(

β(y − x)

α f(xi−1)− y

)

(70)

Exploiting the cyclical nature of the system and with x0 = xn being the last

in the sequence of n repressors, the following relation can be derived from

the condition xi = yi = α f(xi−1):

xi = (αf(xi))
n (71)

Due to the use of the sigmoid function s(x), f(x) has certain properties which

can be exploited to derive the number and values of potential equilibrium

points. As x and y represent, albeit rescaled, concentrations, only solutions

in the positive orthant need to be considered. For positive values, x ≥ 0, f(x)

is a monotone decreasing, bounded function with at most, a single inflection

point. This is important for the determination of the number of the resulting

solutions of Eq. (70), as both monotonicity and boundedness, as well as the

maximal number of inflection points, are preserved during exponentiation.

Both boundedness and monotonicity of (α f(x))n follow from the definition

of f(x), Eq. (43c), and its derivatives:
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f(x) = (1− δ) (1− s(x)) + δ (72)

s(x) =
xh

1 + xh
(73)

f ′(x) = (δ − 1) s′(x) (74)

s′(x) =
h xh−1

(1 + xh)2
(75)

For δ ≤ 1 and h > 0, f(x) starts from f(0) = 1 and, with f ′(x) < 0 decreases

monotonically to limx→∞ f(x) = δ. The boundedness does not change by

multiplication with α or exponentiation. By contrast, for the monotonicity

the sign of the first derivative ((α f(x))n)′ = αn n(f ′(x))n changes according

to n. It is negative for odd n, and (α f(x))n therefore monotonically de-

creasing, and vice versa for even n. This behaviour also fits the nature of

the feedback loops, which are negative for an odd, and positive for an even

number of genes in the cycle.

To prove that (α f(x))n can have no more than a single inflection point, the

Schwarzian Derivative, SD, of s(x) has to be calculated:

SD(f) =
f ′′′(x)

f ′(x)
− 3

2

(

f ′′(x)

f ′(x)

)2

(76)

and therefore:

SD(s) = −nh2 − 1

2 x2
(77)

The Schwarzian Derivative of s(x) and therefore of αf(x) is negative, a prop-

erty which is transferred to the nth iterate, (αf(x))n . As shown above, de-

pending on the value of n, the nth iterate is either monotonically decreasing

or increasing for odd and even values of n respectively, such that its deriva-

tive is strictly negative or positive. From the definition of the Schwarzian

Derivative it follows that the only extremum of the derivative of (αf(x))n

is a minimum for odd and a maximum for even n. In other words, the nth

iterate can only possess, at most, one inflection point.

As for odd values of n the nth iterate of α f(x) is monotonically decreasing,

only one critical concentration xc = (α f(xc))
n = α f(xc) can exist. The
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corresponding equilibrium point is termed the central equilibrium, Ec, as all

rescaled concentrations are identical, xi = yi = xc, and all genes are equally

regulated. Incidentally, Ec is also the fixed point of the first iterate (see

figure 7).

For even n, as for the odd case, there exists only one central equilibrium

Ec, with the critical concentrations xc = xi = yi, satisfying xc = α f(xc).

Depending on the value of the critical acclivity at Ec, Ac = |αf ′(xc)|, two
further critical points xd and xu appear, with xd < xc < xu. These two

additional critical points exist when Ac > 1. As can be shown by reinserting

the solutions for these equilibria into the fixed point equation, these addi-

tional critical points are solutions of the second, but not the first, iterate,

(α f(xd/u))
2 = xd/u (see figure 7). The corresponding equilibria Eodd and

Eeven are given by xi = yi = xu for i odd, and xi = yi = xd for i even for

Eodd, and vice versa for Eeven. That is, at Eodd all odd genes are upregulated

while all even genes are repressed and vice versa at Eeven.
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Figure 7: The first, (solid), and second (dashed) iterate of αf(x), for different
values of α (a: α = 3; b: α = 10) and h (a: red: h = 1.5, green: h = 2; b: blue:
h = 1.4, red: h = 1.8, green: h = 4). The intersection points between the first
median (dotted) and the iterates indicate the fixed points. At the central fixed
point, xc, the first and second iterate coincide with the median. For |αf ′(xc)| > 1
two additional fixed points, xu and xd appear, which with increasing cooperativity
move towards 0 and α.

As shown in figure 8, Ac shows a strong dependency on α, h and δ. For

δ = 0, Ac increases monotonically with α and reaches a supremum with

limα→∞Ac(α) = h. In the case of leaky repression and δ > 0, Ac(α), shows
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maxima for given values of h with the following properties:

Amax
c = h

1− δ1/2

1 + δ1/2
at αmax = δ−(h+1)/2h (78)

This means multiple steady states, and therefore potential bistability, in this

system can only exist with at least some sort of cooperativity in repressor

binding. Especially for real systems, in which repression is never absolute,

even higher values of h, the Hill factor, are required to create a multistable

system.

1 100 104

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Ac

α

Figure 8: Value of the critical acclivity Ac as a function of α for different values
of binding cooperativity (blue: h = 1, red: h = 1.5, green: h = 2) and repression
leakiness (solid: δ = 10−3, dashed: delta = 0. The dotted line at 1 indicates the
criterium for multistability.

2.3.2 Stability Analysis

To analyse the qualitative behaviour of the system RepLeaky, the stability of

the identified equilibrium points has to be evaluated. This can be achieved

by analysing the Jacobian matrix, J(x), and its eigenvalues at these points.

The Jacobian matrix, J(x), using Eqs. (70) and (71), takes the following

form at an equilibrium point:

J(x) =
∂(ẋ, ẏ)

∂(x, y)
=

(

−β M(x)−1 βM(x)−1

A(x) −I

)

(79)
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where:

A(x) = α
∂f(xi−1)

∂xj

(80)

As described in the appendix A on page 167, the eigenvalues of this type of

matrix, can be calculated, by solving the characteristic equation of the form:

|T(x)| = 0 (81a)

with:

T(x) = β (1 + λ) I+ λ (1 + λ)M(x)− βA(x) (81b)

For the central equilibrium, Ec, T(x) becomes a bi-diagonal and circulant

matrix:

Ti,j =



















T∆ = β (1 + λ) + λ (1 + λ)Mc if j = i

T− = β Ac if j = i− 1

0 otherwise

(82a)

where:

Ac = −Ai,i−1 = −α f ′(xc) = α (1− δ) s′(xc) (82b)

Mc = Mi,i = 1 + γ s′(xc) (82c)

Using the nth root of unity, zk = ei2πk/n, the resulting equations for the n

eigenvalues can be solved to give:

λk,± = −1 + β/Mc

2
±
√

(

1 + β/Mc

2

)2

+ (β/Mc) (Ac zk − 1) (83)

The stability of the central equilibrium is determined by the eigenvalue with
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the largest real part, λmax.

λmax = −1 + β/Mc

2
+

√

(

1 + β/Mc

2

)2

+ (β/Mc) (Ac z − 1) (84a)

in which:

z =







1 n even

eiπ/n n odd
(84b)

Here again a difference between the behaviour of cycles with even or odd

members can be seen.

In the case of an even number of genes in the cycle, the largest eigenvalue

is always real. The stability of the central equilibrium depends on the value

of the critical quantity Ac. As shown above for the existence of multiple

equilibria, the stability of Ec switches at Ac = 1. For Ac < 1 the largest

eigenvalue λ is negative, Ec is the only equilibrium and it is asymptotically

stable. As Ac increases, the two additional asymptotically stable equilibria

Eeven and Eodd appear and Ec becomes unstable for Ac > 1. At Ac = 1

the system undergoes a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation. The point of

bifurcation exclusively depends on Ac, which is solely a function of α, h and

δ (see figure 9). This means that both the repressor binding strength, as well

as the correction for repressor binding, do not influence the stability of the

system.

It can be proven, that for even n the criterion Ac < 1 determines the global

behaviour of the system, by showing that it falls within the group of systems

for which Theorem 2.1 in [384] holds. To this end, the variables xi and yi

are divided into two distinct groups, one containing all even, and the other

all odd, indexes. The intra-group interactions of the variables can be shown

to be positive, while the inter-group interactions are negative:

∂ẋi

∂yi
= β/Mii(xi) > 0 and

∂ẏi
∂xi−1

= α f ′(xi−1) < 0 (85)
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Figure 9: Bifurcation diagram of RepLeaky with an even number of genes in
dependence of α. (a) shows the effects different degrees of cooperativity h (blue:
h = 1.5 , green: h = 4, both δ = 0.001), (b) of leakiness δ (blue: δ = 0.001 ,
red: δ = 0 , both h = 1.5 ). Solid lines indicate stable, dashed lines unstable
equilibria.

All other off-diagonal entries of the Jacobian matrix (Eq. (79)) are zero. This

means, that according to [385], the system converges to certain equilibria.

Recapitulating, for even n and Ac < 1, the central equilibrium, Ec, is globally

asymptotically stable and all orbits converge to it, while for Ac > 1 it becomes

unstable and almost all orbits tend to either Eeven or Eodd.

For systems with odd n, as shown above, Ec is the only fixed point. The

eigenvalues with the largest real part are a pair of complex conjugates and the

system undergoes a supercritical Hopf bifurcation. As Ec becomes unstable,

a stable limit cycle appears and the system starts to display oscillations.

The sign of the largest Eigenvalues’ real parts determines the stability of the

system and the following condition can be derived:

ℜ(λmax) < 0 ⇔ β/Mc

(1 + β/Mc)2
<

1− Ac cos(π/n)

A2
c sin

2(π/n)
(86)

In this form the condition for stability depends on all the parameters of the

system, n, α, δ and h via Ac, β and γ through Mc, making it difficult to

interpret. As the left hand side of the inequality in Eq. (86) is positive and

always smaller than 1, two simpler, but still sufficient, conditions for stability

and instability can be derived:

stable:Ac <
2

1 + cos(π/n)
resp. unstable: Ac >

1

cos(π/n)
(87)
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Figure 10: Stability diagram for RepLeaky with the smallest odd number of genes,
n = 3. The dependence of stability of the central (only) equilibrium on α and β is
shown for weak ((a) γ = 1), and strong ((b) γ = 103) repressor binding. Stability
boundaries enclose the regions of instability, that is, the regimes of oscillation.
Solid lines denote leaky (δ = 10−3), dashed non-leaky (δ = 0) repression, whereas
colours indicate different Hill coefficients (red: h = 1.5, green: h = 2, blue: h = 2).
(figure as in [290])

For large systems with n >> 3, these conditions converge to Ac ≈ 1 as the

bifurcation criterium. This means that it is harder to maintain an equally

expressed state for increasing sizes of negative feed back cycles. Also, it is

easier to obtain stable oscillations with larger systems.
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Near a Hopf bifurcation the frequency of oscillations, ω, can be approximated

by the imaginary part of the conjugated complex eigenvalue pair, λmax:

ω

kDm

= ℑ(λmax) =
β/Mc

1 + β/Mc

Ac sin(π/n) (88)

This expression contains three multiplicative terms, each depending on differ-

ent variables. As is to be expected, the bigger n, that is the bigger the system,

the slower the oscillations. Higher transcription and translation rates, as well

as higher Hill coefficients, h, and on the other hand lead to faster oscillations.

The leakiness δ has little to negative influence on frequencies, while the influ-

ence of the degradation rates for mRNA and proteins depends on the other

parameters values and can be negative or positive. Strong repressor binding

leads to slower oscillations.

The Poincaré Bendixon Theorem for monotone cyclic feedback systems de-

rived by Mallet-Paret and Smith [264] can be used to prove that the central

equilibrium and the limit cycle determine the global behaviour of the sys-

tem. If the system is written in terms of the variables (z1, z2, z3, z4, ...) =

(y1, x1, y2, x2, ...), it is easy to see that it is a monotone cyclic feedback sys-

tem. First each żi only depends on itself zi and its predecessor in the cycle

zi−1. Second the values of ∂żi
∂zi−1

are iteratively positive or negative, depend-

ing on i being even or odd. As the criteria for a monotonicity and cyclical

feedback are fulfilled every orbit either tends to the central equilibrium, Ec,

or if it is unstable, to a periodic orbit.
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2.4 Detailed Analysis of RepAuto

The gene-regulatory network with auto activation and cyclical repression

is, as the RepLeaky system, an instance of the general system (Eq. (65)).

However, the transcriptional regulation of each gene, Fi(x), is a function of

both xi−1 and xi, f((xi−1, xi). Further, the entries of the mass transformation

matrix, M(x), are more interconnected, as the free protein concentration xi

directly depends on the binding states of the genes Gi and Gi+1 and therefore

on xi−1, xi and xi+1. This increased complexity gives rise to additional forms

of dynamics; f((xi−1, xi) and M(x) are described by Eqs. (60c) and (67),

respectively.

2.4.1 Equilibrium Points

Similar to RepLeaky, by setting all time derivatives to zero, the full system

(Eq. (65)), can be reduced to a form which is independent of M(x). By solv-

ing this system, again a simple condition for all fixed points can be derived:

xi = yi = Fi(x) = α f(xi−1, xi) =

= α
xi

1 + xi + ρ xi−1 + κρ xi xi−1

(89)

In this system, genes require their own gene product for their expression

and no basal rate of transcription is assumed. Contrary to the classical

repressilator, RepLeaky, this means that a gene can be completely switched off

by repression and that all switched off genes stay silent. Therefore solutions

of Eq. (89) encompass the origin, O, and stationary points at which some

genes are silenced, xi = yi = 0. All solutions can be described by the

following conditions:

xi = 0 ∨ xi = g(xi−1) (90a)
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where:

g(x) =
α− 1− ρ x

1 + κ ρ x
(90b)

The existence of equilibria in addition to the origin, O, depends on the pa-

rameter α. For α < 1 degradation prevails, and the origin, O, is the only,

stable equilibrium. Genes can only be transiently expressed and all concen-

trations tend to 0. For α > 1, O becomes unstable, and additional equilibria

come into existence.

If all genes are expressed at equilibrium, that is all xi...n > 0, this condition

can be resolved as for the leaky repressilator in Eq. (71) via iterative insertion

to derive the following criterion:

x1...n > 0 ∧ xi = g(xi−1)
n (91)

g(x) becomes negative for values of x > (α − 1)/ρ, therefore meaningful

solutions can only be obtained in the interval [0, (α − 1)/ρ]. Within this

interval, g(x) is bounded, monotonic decreasing and has no inflection points,

properties which also propagate to its higher iterates. As with the system

RepLeaky, this implies that only one critical concentration xc can exist on

this interval, with g(xc) = xc. xc can be derived as the positive solution of

the equation

α = 1 + (1 + ρ)xc + κ ρ x2
c (92)

or

xc =
−(ρ+ 1) +

√

(ρ+ 1)2 + 4κρ(α− 1)

2 (κ ρ)2
(93)

The corresponding central equilibrium, Ec, again has all genes under equal

expression with xi = yi = xc > 0.

Apart from the central equilibrium, Ec, for α > 1 a number of boundary

equilibria exist with varying genes Gi switched off, xi = yi = 0. To describe

them, the support S of a point in concentration space is introduced, which

is the set of indexes i of a point with xi > 0. For the boundary equilibria
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this means that there is a group of silenced genes with xi = yi = 0 ∀i /∈ S
and genes which are expressed at a level xi = yi = g(xi−1) > 0. Otherwise,

depending on the value of relative repressor affinity, ρ, two possible cases of

boundary equilibria, Eb, arise.

For ρ < 1, meaning each protein has a higher affinity to bind its own gene

as an auto-activator than its succeeding gene as a repressor, each gene still

allows its successor to be expressed. In this case the boundary equilibria, Eb,

are all points whose support S are proper subsets of Nn = 1, 2, . . . , n. For

each S there exists a unique equilibrium ES , with all expressed genes having

steady state concentrations of xi = yi = g(xi−1). There exist 2n − 1 such

equilibria.

If ρ > 1, that is, each transcription factor binds stronger to the successive

gene than to its own, each unrepressed gene can effectively switch off its

successor. This can be deduced from Eqs. (90): assuming a gene Gi−1 is

not expressed, xi−1 = 0, its successor Gi is unrepressed and therefore at its

maximal expression level xi = α − 1. This expression level is higher than

the sustainable critical concentration xc = (α− 1)/ρ for ρ > 1, and does not

allow a positive solution to xi+1 = g(α − 1), ie. the succeeding gene Gi+1

is completely repressed. In this case only boundary equilibria ES exist in

which S is a subset of non-consecutive numbers from Nn. For each of these

equilibria ES no more than half of the genes can be expressed and their

expression level is α − 1. In total there are Ln of such boundary equilibria,

with Ln being the nth Lucas number (L1 = 1, L2 = 3, Ln = Ln−1 + Ln−2).

Due to the cyclical nature of the systems considered here, for even n two

equilibria exist, in which half of the genes are turned on, ie. with maximal

support: Eeven, in which all genes Gi with even, and Eodd, in which all genes

with an odd index i are expressed. For odd values of n, the maximal number

of expressed genes in boundary equilibria is n
2
−1. There exist n such maximal

boundary equilibria.

2.4.2 Stability Analysis

The Jacobian matrix J(x) of the system RepAuto is similar to the one de-

scribed previously by Eq. (79). The differences between them lie in the mass
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transformation matrix M(x) and also in the partial regulatory response ma-

trix A(x). M(x) is described by Eq. (60d) while A(x) can be derived from

Eq. (60c):

A(x)i,j = α
∂f(xi−1, xi)

∂xj
=































α 1+ρ xi−1

(1+xi+ρ xi−1+κρ xi xi−1)2
if j = i

α −ρ xi (1+κ xi)
(1+xi+ρ xi−1+κρ xi xi−1)2

if j = i− 1

0 otherwise

(94)

The stability of the origin, O, as an equilibrium, as mentioned before, depends

solely on the value of the parameter α. The eigenvalue with the largest

real part, λmax, can be derived to be the positive solution of the following

equation:

λmax = −1 + β/M0

2

√

(

1 + β/M0

2

)2

+ β/M0 (α− 1) (95a)

with:

M0 = 1 + γ
1 + ρ

α2
(95b)

For values of α < 1, λmax is negative, and O is the only equilibrium point in

the positive orthant and constitutes a stable global attractor. As α increases

above 1, additional fixed points appear in the positive orthant, and O loses

its stability.

To determine the stability of the central equilibrium, Ec, the characteristic

equation (81), needs to be solved to derive expressions for the eigenvalues.
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The matrix T(x) is circulant at Ec:

Ti,j =































T∆ = β (1 + λ) + λ (1 + λ)M∆ − β A∆ if j = i

T− = λ (1 + λ)M± + β A− if j = i− 1

T+ = λ (1 + λ)M± if j = i+ 1

0 otherwise

(96a)

where:

A∆ = Ai,i =
1 + ρ xc

α
(96b)

A− = −Ai,i−1 =
ρ xc (1 + κ xc)

α
(96c)

M∆ = Mi,i = 1 + γ
(1 + κ ρ xc) (1 + ρ xc) + ρ (1 + κ xc) (1 + xc)

α2
(96d)

M± = Mi,i−1 = Mi,i+1 = γ
ρ (κ− 1) xc

α2
(96e)

Again using the formula for circulant determinants, the characteristic equa-

tion can be factorised:

|T | =
n−1
∏

k=0

(T∆ + T− zk + T+ z−1
k ) = 0

with:

zk = ei2πk/n

(97)

Setting each factor individually to zero, a quadratic equation for each eigen-

value is obtained:

λk,± = −1 + β/Mk

2
±
√

(

1 + β/Mk

2

)2

+ (β/Mk) (Ak − 1) (98a)
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with:

Ak = A∆ − zk A− (98b)

Mk = M∆ −M± 2 cos (2πk/n) (98c)

For the principal stability analysis only the real-parts of the eigenvalues,

and of these the maximal ones, are of interest. The solutions of Eq. (98)

show a pattern in that ℜ(λk,−) = ℜ(λn−k,+), with the exception of n even

and k = n/2, where nevertheless λk,− < λk,+. This means that the negative

branch of the square root does not need to be considered and in the following

calculations λk,+ is shortened to λk.

As in the system RepLeaky, the stability of the central equilibrium, Ec, de-

pends on whether the number of genes, n, is odd or even. The critical

eigenvalue is the one with the largest real part and the following criterion

has to be fulfilled for Ec to be stable:

ℜ(λcritical) < 0 ⇔ ∀ k : ℜ(λk) < 0 (99)

If n is even, the expression under the square root in Eq. (98) is maximal for

k = n/2 as zn/2 = −1. The critical eigenvalue for even n, λeven, therefore

is λn/2 and is purely real. The sign of λeven, and with it the stability of Ec,

depends on the sign of An/2 − 1.

ℜ(λeven) < 0 ⇔ An/2 < 1 (100a)

with:

An/2 = A∆ − zk A− = 1 +
(ρ− 1) xc

α
(100b)

In other words for even n, the stability of the central equilibrium, Ec, solely

depends on the parameter ρ, the ratio of binding affinities. Ec is asymptot-

ically stable for ρ < 1, and unstable for ρ > 1. This criterion is identical

to the one previously defined for the occurrence of boundary equilibria with
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only non-consecutive expressed genes (see page 75). Ec undergoes a highly

degenerate bifurcation, since the number of boundary equilibria simultane-

ously decreases from 2n − 1 for ρ < 1 to Ln for ρ > 1. The reason for this

abrupt change again lies in the complete switching off of successive genes,

which occurs, if the affinity for binding as a repressor becomes stronger than

for binding as an auto-activator.

As shown previously for the leaky repressilator with even n (see page 69), for

the simplified system without mass conservation for regulator binding, the

system’s variables xi and yi can be divided into two disjoint groups with even

and odd indexes. As the inter- and intra-group variables interact negatively

and positively respectively, the system falls under the category considered in

Theorem 2.1. in [384]. This means that, at least for the simplified system

with even n and α > 1, the central equilibrium, Ec, is globally asymptotically

stable for ρ < 1, and almost all orbits converge to the boundary equilibria

for ρ > 1.

The critical eigenvalue for odd n, λodd, does not have to be the eigenvalue

with the largest absolute real part, as each eigenvalue’s sign depends on both

Ak and β/Mk. Still it can be shown that the real parts of the eigenvalues λk

with both k = (n + 1)/2 and k = (n− 1)/2 change signs first and therefore

determine stability. The sign of the real part always depends on the real part

of the solution of the full square root in Eq. (98), which cannot be solved

analytically in a general way. As β/Mk is always positive and real, however,

the following conditions describe the dependence of the sign of the eigenvalue

on Ak exclusively:

ℜ(
√

Ak) < 1⇒ ℜ(λk) < 0 (101)

ℜ(Ak) > 1⇒ ℜ(λk) > 0 (102)

Using the expression for α at xc, Eq. (92), clearly 0 < A− < 1. Together

with the definition of Ak, Eq. (98b), A∆ > 0 and the ℜ(zk) being minimal

for k = (n+1)/2 and k = (n−1)/2 this implies that the following conditions

hold for λodd,± representing both λ(n+1)/2 and λ(n−1)/2:
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ℜ(
√

Ak) ≤ ℜ(
√

Aodd,±) (103)

ℜ(Ak) ≤ ℜ(Aodd,±) (104)

Therefore λodd,±, a pair of complex conjugates, determines the stability of

the central equilibrium, Ec, for odd values of n.

ℜ(λodd,±) < 0 ⇔ ∀k : ℜ(λk) < 0 (105)

The values of λodd,± are given by Eq. (98) with the following expressions for

Aodd,± and Modd,±:

Aodd,± = A(n+1)/2∨ (n−1)/2 = A∆ + A− e±iπ/n (106)

Modd,± = M(n+1)/2∨ (n−1)/2 = M∆ −M± 2 cos(π/n) (107)

Using these expressions, the stability criterion can be derived by analysing

the square root in Eq. (98):

ℜ(λodd,±) < 0 ⇔ β/Modd

(1 + β/Modd)
<

1− ℜ(Aodd)

(ℑ(Aodd))2
(108)

As previously mentioned, the two eigenvalues λodd,± are a pair of complex

conjugates. When their real part crosses from a negative to a positive sign,

the system undergoes a Hopf bifurcation and a periodic orbit appears. Sim-

ilar to the leaky repressilator (Eq. (88)), the scaled angular frequency ω of

the oscillations close to the bifurcation is proportional to ℑ(λodd,±):

ω

kDm
= ℑ(λodd) =

β/Modd

1 + β/Modd
ℑ(Aodd) (109)

As seen with the leaky repressilator (Eq. (86)), the stability of the central

equilibrium depends on all parameters - with Aodd,± on n, α, ρ and κ and

additionally on β and γ. Again based on the fact that the left hand side of
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the right inequality in Eq. (108) is always positive and ≤ 1, the following

sufficient criteria, independent of β/Modd, for stability can be derived:

ℜ(
√

Aodd,±) < 1⇒ ℜ(λodd,±) < 0 (110)

ℜ(Aodd,±) > 1⇒ ℜ(λodd,±) > 0 (111)

This means that for a system with a given odd number of genes, n, while the

stability of the central equilibrium, Ec, in general depends on all parameters,

there exist regions in parameter space in which the parameters α, ρ and κ

exclusively determine its stability. These regions of definite stability and

instability are bounded by functions defined by Eqs. (110) and (111).

The expression ℜ(
√

Aodd,±) < 1 unfortunately cannot be simplified, so that

the boundary of the definite unstable domain, ℜ(
√

Aodd,±) = 1 is given by

an implicit function in n, α, ρ and κ:

ℜ(
√

Aodd) = 1 ⇔ A∆ + cos(π/n)A− +
1

4
sin2(π/n)A2

− = 1 (112)

The region of definite instability, however, can be explicitly described by the

following expressions after some reorganisation:

ℜ(Aodd) > 1 ⇔ (ρ− 1/ cos(π/n)) (ρ− cos(π/n))

ρ
>

(1− cos(π/n))2

cos(π/n)
κ (α− 1)

∧ ρ > 1/ cos(π/n) (113)

For the boundary equilibria at least some solutions of the characteristic

equation,|T(x)| = 0, can readily be found. Each silenced gene i produces

a row in the matrix T(x), in which only the diagonal entry Tii is non-zero.

The same is true for each gene surrounded by shut off genes. This means,

for an equilibrium with support S, that each gene Gi with either i /∈ S or

i ∈ S and (i− 1)(i+ 1) /∈ S produces a factor in the characteristic equation
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from which the following pair of eigenvalues can be derived:

Ti,i = β (1 + λ) + λ (1 + λ)Mi,i − β Ai,i = 0 (114)

λi,± = −1 + β/Mi,i

2
±
√

(

1 + β/Mi,i

2

)2

+ (β/Mi,i) (Ai,i − 1) (115)

with for each i /∈ S:

Ai,i =
α

1 + ρ xi−1

(116)

Mi,i = 1 + γ

(

1 + κ ρ xi−1

1 + ρ xi−1
+

ρ (1 + κ xi+1)

1 + xi+1

)

(117)

All these eigenvalues are purely real. Furthermore, for the stability analysis

only the positive branch of the square root is of interest, as it is always greater

than the negative one.

The sign of the eigenvalue λi,+ is determined by the sign of the expression

Aii − 1. As Aii depends on the values of xi and xi−1, different possible cases

have to be considered. For ρ < 1 all combinations of switched off and on

genes are possible, with xi ranging from 0 to α− 1. For any shut off gene Gi

with xi = 0 and xi−1 ≤ α− 1 that implies:

Ai,i ≥
α

1− ρ (α− 1)
(118)

With α > 1 and ρ < 1, definitely Aii > 1 and therefore there exists at

least one positive eigenvalue, λi,+, for each silenced gene. In other words, all

boundary equilibria are unstable for ρ < 1.

In the case of ρ > 1, as previously derived for the boundary equilibria,

every expressed gene is surrounded by switched off genes. So three different

combinations of xi and xi−1 need to be considered. One for expressed genes,
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xi = α− 1 and xi−1 = 0 and two for repressed genes, with xi−1 = 0 ∨ α− 1:

xi−1 xi Ai,i

0 0 α

α− 1 0 α
1+ρ (α−1)

0 α− 1 1
α

(119)

For ρ > 0 only the first case needs to be considered, that of two succes-

sive, completely shut off genes, gives Aii > 1 and therefore yields a positive

eigenvalue. This occurs at least once in all boundary equilibria for odd n,

indicating that they are unstable. For even values of n, the two equilibria

with maximal support S, Eeven and Eodd are the only ones without consec-

utive silenced genes. These two are the only stable equilibria for ρ > 1 and

almost all orbits starting from xi > 0 tend towards either of them.

Between the different unstable boundary equilibria, there exist heteroclinic

orbits for α and ρ > 1. This means that all trajectories starting at, or close

to, a boundary converge to a boundary equilibrium. This can be shown for

γ = 0 by considering a starting point with xi−1 = yi−1 = 0 and xi + yi > 0.

Unrepressed both xi and yi will tend to α− 1. Once xi(t) > (α− 1)/ρ, xi+1

will tend towards zero as insertion in Eq. (68) using (60c) shows:

dyi+1

dt
= α f(xi, xi+1)− yi+1 =

=
α

α + xi+1 (1 + κ ρ (α− 1))
xi+1 − yi+1 < xi+1 − yi+1

(120)

and hence:

d(xi+1 + β yi+1)

dt
= β (yi+1 − xi+1) + β

dyi+1

dt
< 0 (121)

For γ > 0 the case is equivalent and both xi+1 and yi+1 tend to zero. If

the gene Gi+2 is expressed, it tends to its maximal expression α− 1, thereby

switching off the next gene and so on. In the end, the alternating pattern

of expression propagates until the cycle is closed or an unexpressed gene is
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encountered. From a starting point at which all genes are expressed, if the

gene Gi is turned off the system converges to a boundary equilibrium with the

(maximal) support {. . . , i−3, i−1, i+1, i+3, . . . }. In general, for n ≥ 3, all

systems expressing only the genes i and i+1 converge against the boundary

equilibrium Ei. All such orbits are confined to a 4 dimensional - xi, yi, xi+1

and yi+1 - boundary face, whose closure contains two additional equilibria, the

origin, O, functioning as a repellor at α > 1, and the saddle Ei+1. Moreover,

there exists a heteroclinic connection from Ei+1 → Ei, which runs along a

one dimensional manifold. This connection can be imagined as a trajectory

starting from Ei+1 after the addition of an infinitesimal small amount of xi.

Together these heteroclinic trajectories connect all the boundary equilibria

of a given type in a heteroclinic cycle, eg. E1 → En → En−1 · · · → E2 → E1.
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Figure 11: The different dynamical behaviours of the system RepAuto for varying
values of ρ. Subfigures (a), (b), and (c) show time courses of the system exhibiting
mono-stability, limit cycle oscillations, and a stable heteroclinic cycle, respectively.
(d) shows a projection of all three trajectories into the protein subspace of phase
space. Parameter values: α = 1.1, β = 1.0, κ = 0 and (a): ρ = 1.6; (b): ρ = 2.0,
(c): ρ = 2.5.
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For even values of n, all heteroclinic cycles are generally unstable. Stable

heteroclinic cycles can only exist for odd values of n. In general they connect

the equilibria with maximal support S of the form {i, i+2, i+4, . . . i+n−3},
Ei,i+2,...i+n−3. This means that starting from an expressed gene Gi every

second gene is expressed, with the gene before Gi, Gi−1, being repressed,

that is n−1
2

genes are expressed. Each boundary equilibrium is stable in

the 2n − 1 dimensional manifold in which Gi−1 is turned off and connected

to the equilibrium Ei+2,i+3,...,i+n−3,i+n−1 by a heteroclinic orbit. For n = 3,

this would be E1 → E3 → E2 → E1, in the case of n = 5 the only stable

heteroclinic cycle consists of E1,3 → E3,5 → E5,2 → E2,4 → E4,1 → E1,3.
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Figure 12: Timecourse (a), and trajectory in the protein space (b) of a system
approaching a stable heteroclinic cycle. (c) shows the exponentially growing period
length. Periods where calculated by taking every second passage through the plane
x1 = x2 in protein concentration space. Parameter values: α = 1.1, β = 1.0, κ = 0
and ρ = 2.25.

The existence of stable heteroclinic orbits for the system RepAuto has been

proven by Stefan Müller and Josef Hofbauer [290]. Their proof uses the two

principal eigenvalues λ and µ of each boundary equilibrium. λ is the largest
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positive eigenvalue, and its corresponding eigenvector follows the leaving het-

eroclinic orbit, while µ is the negative eigenvalue corresponding to the eigen-

vector pointing in the direction of the incoming heteroclinic orbit. From their

proof a criterium for the stability of the heteroclinic cycle can be derived.

The system is permanent and the heteroclinic cycle unstable if λ+ n−1
2

µ > 0,

while the heteroclinic cycle becomes asymptotically stable for λ+ n−1
2

µ < 0.

At λ + n−1
2

µ = 0 an invariant set is created in a heteroclinic bifurcation.

In general this is a periodic orbit with very large periods. The principal

eigenvalues at a boundary equilibrium take this form for γ = 0:

λ = −1 + β

2
+

√

(

1 + β

2

)2

+ β (α− 1) > 0 (122)

µ = −1 + β

2
+

√

(

1 + β

2

)2

+ β

(

α

1 + ρ (α− 1)
− 1

)

< 0 (123)

As can be seen, these eigenvalues do not depend on κ. Both exclusive and

independent binding of transcription factors show the same pattern of stabil-

ity of the heteroclinic cycle as different levels of cooperativity. Elimination

of the other parameters from the stability criterion, though, is not possible.

However, the eigenvalues λ and µ, have an inherent symmetry around β = 1.

It can be shown that β · λ(1/β) = λ(β) and equivalent for µ. For the sta-

bility criterion this means that it is symmetric around the plane β = 1 on a

logarithmic scale. Furthermore, for a given set of parameters other than β,

the value of λ + n−1
2

µ is minimal for β = 1 and maximal for β = ∞ = 0.

This allows the derivation of two sufficient criteria for definite stability and

instability, independent of the value of β.

(λ+
n− 1

2
µ)β→∞ < 0 ⇒ λ+

n− 1

2
µ < 0 (124)

(λ+
n− 1

2
µ)β=1 > 0 ⇒ λ+

n− 1

2
µ > 0 (125)

Using the central and limit cases β = 1 and β = ∞ = 0, the following

inequalities for definite stability and instability, respectively, dependant on
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Figure 13: System RepAuto for n odd. Bifurcation diagrams in the (α, ρ)-plane
for different numbers of genes (n = 3 or n = 5) and different types of regulator
binding (κ = 0 or κ = 1). For α < 1, the only attractor of system RepAuto is the
origin. For α > 1, there are three possible attractors: the central equilibrium, a
limit cycle, and a heteroclinic cycle. The diagram shows the stability boundaries
of the central equilibrium (red) and the heteroclinic cycle (green). The central
equilibrium is stable below the solid red line (and unstable above the dashed
red line), whereas the heteroclinic cycle is stable above the solid green line (and
unstable below the dashed green line). Between the dashed lines there is a stable
limit cycle. Between solid and dashed lines the stability (of the central equilibrium
or the heteroclinic cycle) also depends on β and γ. (figure as in [290])

the parameters n, α and ρ can be derived:

(−1 + α) +
n− 1

2
(−1 + α

1 + ρ (α− 1)
) < 0 (stability ) (126)

(−1 +
√
α) +

n− 1

2
(−1 +

√

α

1 + ρ (α− 1)
) > 0 (instability ) (127)

Separated for ρ and α in dependency of the cycle size n this gives for the

regions of definite stability and instability respectively:

ρ >
n+1
2

n+1
2
− α

∧ α <
n + 1

2
(stability ) (128)

ρ >
n+1
2

(

n+1
2

+ n−3
2

√
α
)

(n+1
2
−√α)2 (1 +√α) ∨ α >

(

n+ 1

2

)2

(instability ) (129)
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Figure 14: Bifurcation diagram in the (α, ρ)-plane for the smallest odd number
of genes (n = 3), high cooperativity (κ = 10), and high degradation ratio (β →∞).
For α < 1, the only attractor of system RepAuto is the origin. For α > 1, there are
three possible attractors: the central equilibrium, a limit cycle, and a heteroclinic
cycle. The diagram shows the stability boundaries of the central equilibrium (red)
and the heteroclinic cycle (green). Below the red line the central equilibrium is
stable, and above the green line the heteroclinic cycle is stable. As a consequence,
in region (a) there is a stable central equilibrium and an unstable heteroclinic
cycle, whereas in region (c) there is a stable heteroclinic cycle and an unstable
central equilibrium. In region (b) there is a stable limit cycle. Finally, in region
(d) both the central equilibrium and the heteroclinic cycle are stable. (figure as in
[290])

2.5 Stochastic Simulation

To test whether the RepAuto system can also exhibit oscillatory behaviour

under the more realistic assumption of fluctuating and discrete molecule num-

bers, a stochastic kinetic model was developed. For activator and repressor

binding, fully detailed mechanisms were assumed following eqs. (44), (45),

and (46). Binding reactions were split into association and dissociation steps,

and all association rate constants assumed to be identical. For mutual ex-

clusive binding of activator and repressor, κ = 0, the reactions leading to

the ternary complex are omitted. Variation in binding affinities and coop-

erativity is achieved by varying the dissociation rates. In all other aspects

the model follows the description in Elowitz et al. (2000) [108], both in for-

mularisation and in the basic parameter values for transcription, translation,

and mRNA and protein stability. All reactions describing mRNA and pro-

tein synthesis and decay are modelled as first order processes. The detailed
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model equations and parameter values are given in appendix B.

(a) (b)

Figure 15: Single stochastic simulations of the classical repressilator, RepLeaky,
(a), and the repressilator with autoactivation, RepAuto (b). The simulations were
performed using the direct method implemented in the tool Copasi [196] with a
duration of 2500 min and 500 output intervals. The parameters were chosen as in
appendix B. The systems differ in the values for α (RepLeaky : α = 216, RepAuto:
α = 113) so that they exhibit comparable mean protein numbers and frequencies.
For RepAuto mutual exclusive binding of activator and repressor, κ = 0, was
assumed, and the ratio of repressor to activator binding affinity, ρ, set to 2. In
both systems β equals 0.2.

The three gene versions of the RepAuto, and, for comparison, the RepLeaky

system, were implemented in SBML [200] and simulated using the direct

method implemented in Copasi [147, 196]. Figure 15 shows representative

time courses for both systems for similar parameter values.

To compare the different systems, the autocorrelation functions of one protein

species were computed and averaged over a 1000 runs (see figure 16). From

these autocorrelation functions approximate autocorrelation times, τA were

calculated, by fitting their maxima to an exponential decay function:

D(t) = Dt=0 · e−t/τa (130)

For the parameters used, the classical repressilator shows a slightly shorter

autocorrelation time of 210 min or 1.6 periods compared to the repressilator
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(a) (b)

Figure 16: Normalised autocorrelation functions (a), and amplitude spectra (b)
for one protein averaged over 1000 stochastic simulations (endpoint: 2500 min,
500 print intervals). The dotted lines in (a) show the fitted exponential decay
functions used for calculating autocorrelation times. Both the autocorrelations
and the amplitude spectra were calculated using the python library numpy [15, 208]
for correlation and discrete Fourier transformation, respectively. Parameter values
and simulations as in fig. 15.

with auto-activation with 352 min or 3.4 periods. The average amplitude

spectra, derived by discrete Fourier transformation (see fig. 16(b)), also

show that the peak around the main period is slightly wider in RepLeaky

than in RepAuto. At least for these parameter values, the combination of

positive and negative feedbacks seems to give oscillations with more robust

and uniform periods in the stochastic framework.

As RepAuto was implemented with tight repression, and the requirement

of auto-activation, the oscillations exhibited by the stochastic version have

an increased tendency for dying out at parameter values that lead to low

minimal protein or mRNA amounts per cell. As soon as one species goes

extinct, the system tends to one of the corner equilibria, that is uniform

expression of one species alone, and the oscillations abort. For mutually

exclusive binding of activators and repressors, that is κ = 0, repressor affinity

double that of activators, ρ = 2.0, and parameter values as in figure 15,

abortion of oscillation occurs in ≈ 6% of simulations over 2500 minutes. For

higher values of ρ the abortion frequency increases rapidly reaching ≈ 80%
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at ρ = 2.5. Above ρ = 3.0 nearly all simulations show only a few oscillations

before two of the three species go extinct.

For values of κ > 0 and α > 100, the deterministic model predicts that higher

values of ρ are needed for to achieve stable oscillations. This leads to high

rates of species extinction in the stochastic model, and made it impossible

to find sustained oscillations for mechanisms other than mutually exclusive

activator and repressor binding.

By including a low transcription rate from free promoters this effect can be

mitigated. For this, similar to the leakiness in RepLeaky, basal transcription

from the unoccupied promoter was assumed at a rate of kbas
ts = δ ·kact

ts . While

this inclusion hardly influences the deterministic behaviour at the inspected

parameter ranges, and for small values of the leakiness δ, it reduces the

abortions of oscillations in the stochastic interpretation.

2.6 Discussion

The results presented in this chapter affirm and expand the behaviours pre-

viously suggested in [129] and proven by [384], for cyclic gene regulatory

networks with negative feedback for two generalised repressilator systems.

For both models of regulatory control, the repressilator with leaky repres-

sion and the one with autoactivation, multistability for even and oscillatory

behaviour for odd numbers of genes could be found.

Detailed analytical investigation of gene regulatory systems not only provides

us with an idea of which behaviours can be displayed by a given network lay-

out, but it also allows us to identify the key parameters that are required for

a specific behaviour to arise, and the ranges over which it is displayed. These

parameter ranges are of particular importance as some parameter values can

fluctuate considerably due to individual differences and noise in cellular envi-

ronments, or they can be sensitive to mutational changes in both the coding

and the regulatory gene sequences. Analysing them can help our understand-

ing of the evolution and robustness of existing systems, and provide clues as

to how we can synthetically create new ones.

As only approximate values are known for most parameters in biological
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

λh

λc

Figure 17: System RepAuto for n odd. A sketch of the four dynamical scenarios
for the smallest number of genes (n = 3) and high cooperativity (κ ≫ 1). There
are three possible attractors (denoted by colors): the central equilibrium (red),
the limit cycle (black), and the heteroclinic cycle (green). Stable orbits are shown
as filled circles or solid lines, unstable orbits as empty circles or dashed lines. The
”eigenvalue” of the central equilibrium, λc = ℜ(λodd), and the “eigenvalue” of the
heteroclinic orbit, λh = λ + µ, are indicated on the coordinate axes. In case (a)
there is a stable central equilibrium and an unstable heteroclinic cycle, whereas
in case (c) there is a stable heteroclinic cycle and an unstable central equilibrium.
In case (b) both eigenvalues are positive and there is a stable limit cycle. Finally,
in case (d) both eigenvalues are negative and there is a stable central equilibrium
and a stable heteroclinic cycle together with an unstable limit cycle. (figure as in
[290])

systems, the derived bifurcation diagrams are especially helpful in finding

the combinations which are most likely to lead to the desired behaviour.
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While the current analysis of the established RepLeaky system did not reveal

any unexpected behaviour, the detailed study of the dependence of previously

characterised behaviours on the various parameters may help to find the ideal

combinations of transcription factors and regulatory sequences when trying

to engineer robust oscillatory systems with specific properties.

Unexpectedly the inclusion of mass conservation for regulator binding did

not change the position of the equilibria of the considered systems, and only

affected the emergence and stability of periodic and aperiodic attractors.

While over large ranges of parameter space, the stability of these attractors

has been shown to be independent of the correction for transcription factor

binding, it shows some influence on the frequency of the resulting oscillations.

In general, mass conversation for transcription factor binding only becomes

important for high copy numbers of genes, strong binding, and weak pro-

moters. While chromosomal genes in bacteria commonly only exist in 1 to 2

copies, plasmids can have copy numbers in the tens to even thousands, which

could make such a correction necessary [304, 360].

The analysis of the repressilator with auto-activation, RepAuto, revealed

some interesting novel behaviours. This system shows a broader range of

behaviours than the classical repressilator, due to the existence of the hete-

roclinic cycle (figure 17). It can exhibit flow to a central equilibrium, stable

periodic oscillations, or oscillations with increasing period lengths (figures

11 and 12). In this RepAuto is similar to the system of three competing

populations described by May and Leonard [274, 326].

In real gene regulatory networks this kind of behaviour does not have much

direct significance, as protein and mRNA amounts per cell are discrete num-

bers. The system would stop after a few oscillations in the nearest corner

equilibrium, once the copy number of one type of transcription factor be-

comes too low. Also, the stable heteroclinic orbits require relatively low

values of α in combination with high values of ρ (fig. 13), which would be

unrealistic in real systems, and did not show any oscillations in the stochastic

system. However, the existence of the heteroclinic orbit by itself has some

implications. It gives an upper limit for repressor binding, above which os-

cillations die out. For the three gene case, this means that the system tends
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to a state in which one gene is actively transcribed, while the other two are

silenced.

The stochastic simulations showed that, for comparable parameter values,

RepAuto has a slighter higher period stability than the classical repressila-

tor. This could be due to the, on average, higher minimal protein numbers

during oscillations. In the classical repressilator during oscillations one gene

is repressed nearly to the limit of leaky transcription, which could lead to

more fluctuation in the times between peaks.

Another important difference between the two systems analysed lies in the

dependency of oscillations on cooperativity in transcription factor binding.

While the classical repressilator requires a minimal degree of cooperativity in

repressor binding, the combination of independently binding activators and

repressors suffices to give stable oscillations.

In the deterministic version of RepAuto sustained oscillations can be achieved

both with independent and cooperative activator and repressor binding, with

the region of oscillatory being greatest for mutually exclusive binding, κ = 0

(see fig. 13 and eq. (113)). For realistic parameter values sustained oscil-

lations were only achievable with strong negative cooperativity with values

of κ ≤ 0.1. Further, while the analysis of the deterministic system suggests

that high values of the ratio of repressor to activator affinity, ρ, together with

high values of α would robustly lie in the oscillating region, in the stochastic

simulations the strong repression leads to the abortion of oscillations and the

expression of only one of the genes.

In this case the deterministic treatment alone gives insufficient information

for choosing the right combination of parameters. By complementing it with

stochastic simulations, a better picture of the requirements for a in vivo

system exhibiting sustained oscillations can be provided.

For such a system, an architecture with mutually exclusive binding of activa-

tors and repressors should be chosen. This could for example be achieved by

having overlapping binding sites close to the promoter region of each gene.

If each gene encodes for an activating transcription factor, its product could

function as an activator or repressor, depending on the position of the binding

site [337].
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The main practical problems to tackle would be the mutual exclusivity of

binding of repressors and activators, κ≪ 1, and the ratio of affinities of the

each transcription factor to the promoter of the repressed and the activated

gene, ρ. A higher value of ρ leads to higher amplitudes, and is also required

for oscillations in combination with the high values of α necessary to achieve

protein concentrations high enough to minimise fluctuations. ρ could be var-

ied to some extent by changing the DNA sequences the transcription factors

bind to, although more than a factor of 10 could be hard to achieve without

losing binding specificity completely. Similar to the classical repressilator it

is beneficial if the protein and the mRNA half-life are similar, that is β ≈ 1.

Both the half life of the mRNA and the protein can be altered, for example

using destabilising sequence tags [70, 108]. Altering the half-lives of proteins

should also be one of the easier means to change the frequency of oscillations.
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3 Gene Regulatory Networks and Gene Du-

plication

3.1 Introduction

Studying the effects of mutation on gene regulatory networks is important to

improve our understanding of both their evolution and the robustness of their

behaviour. While many mutations only lead to subtle changes in a single in-

teraction, some can completely alter the topology of a network by adding

or removing new transcriptional regulators and by rearranging their targets.

Gene duplication, followed by mutation of the paralogous genes, is one such

radical mutational process, and its various effects on gene regulatory net-

works with feedback loops are intriguing. In this chapter the effects of gene

duplication on auto-regulatory GATA-type transcription factors are studied

using analytical and numerical methods. Potential network topologies, de-

duced from yeast data, are taken as starting points, and are subsequently

combined with physiological parameter ranges from the literature. The cho-

sen parameters are refined and validated by creating a core model of nitrogen

catabolite repression in S. cerevisiae and comparing it to experimental data.

3.1.1 Gene Duplication

One of the driving forces of evolution is the emergence of new genes. While

point mutations and small-scale sequence alterations can have an important

impact on the genetic variability of a species, sequencing projects have shown

that a high percentage of expressed genes in higher eucaryotes stems from

duplication events, and the reuse of existing sequences [81, 102, 169, 401].

During the recent evolution of primates, gene gain and loss have been found

to be particularly accelerated relative to the mammalian average, while nu-

cleotide substitutions appear to be less common [169]. These copy number

variations could be one of the factors underlying the large morphological

differences between some primates, which are present despite their highly

conserved nucleotide sequences. For example, brain related gene families in

humans have been found have doubled in size in comparison to other mam-
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mals, which could be linked to the increased relative brain mass. Further,

the intra-species variability seems, to a high degree, to stem from variations

in gene copy numbers [363].

Gene duplication has been postulated to be a paramount factor in the devel-

opment of complex organisms and new genes by Ohno and Kimura [223, 310]

and over the years, this view has been corroborated [39, 401]. Several differ-

ent processes can lead to gene duplication, ranging from duplication of the

whole genome, over single chromosomes, to smaller DNA fragments, such as

tandem gene duplications. The mechanisms underlying such duplications are

diverse, ranging from polyploidization, over incomplete separation of chro-

mosomes and unequal crossovers during meiosis, to the action of transposable

elements and retroviruses.

Whole genome duplications (WGD) are assumed to have occurred multiple

times during the evolution of most eukaryotes. In the evolution of vertebrates

alone, at least three potential WGDs have been identified [81, 215]. Budding

yeast, S. cerevisae, seems to have undergone at least one round of genome,

and numerous tandem gene duplications in its divergence from the other

hemiascomycetes [102] (see figure 19).

As found with S. cerevisae, massive gene duplication events can be followed

by wide ranging loss of gene copies. The processes of gene loss and reten-

tion following duplication have been studied extensively and found to vary

between different types of gene functions and families. One potential expla-

nation for the different rates of gene copy loss and retention is that some

classes of genes are very much dependent on the number of copies in the

genome, that is they posses a higher gene dosage sensitivity. Duplications

can therefore lead to a selective pressure to either the loss of a copy, or di-

vergence of the paralogous genes by sequence mutation. Genes involved in

signal transduction, transcriptional regulation, or those which encode parts

of macromolecular complexes depending on a strict stoichiometry have been

speculated to be particularly dosage sensitive [47, 318].

It has been suggested, that gene duplications can lead to a certain degree of

redundancy, meaning that less selective pressure is exerted on the paralogous

gene copies. Such conditions would allow the genes to accumulate mutations
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and diverge in function over time. The classical view for many years was that

of neofunctionalization, meaning that one paralog diverges to acquire novel

functions, while the other retains the original role [311]. Another possibility

for the retention of both gene copies is the division of the original functions

between the paralogous genes, an evolutionary process termed subfunction-

alization [128].

The effect of gene duplication on transcriptional networks is especially in-

triguing, as a duplication of a transcription factor followed by a few alter-

ations in regulation and/or binding specificity could lead to completely new

network topologies and complex behaviours. An example of such a duplica-

tion and subsequent divergence of regulatory sequences has been described

in the genetic switch controlling the GAL pathway in S. cerevisiae [187].

3.1.2 The GATA Family of Transcription Factors

GATA-type transcription factors constitute an ubiquitous family of DNA-

binding proteins found in almost all eucaryotes from fungi to vertebrates

[256, 320]. They are characterised by containing one or two Zn-finger domains

with an adjacent, highly conserved, basic region. Most GATA factors bind

to a consensus sequence containing the name-giving (A/T)GATA(A/G) motif.

Outside the DNA binding region little sequence conservation is observed and

GATA factors can function as either transcriptional activators or repressors,

and sometimes even as both, depending on their context and co-factors [256].

Distinct from other widely spread families of transcription factors, such as

winged helix or homeo-box domain containing factors, of which dozens to

hundreds of different factors have been identified in some genomes, most

species only posses a few closely related forms of GATA factors.

GATA-type transcription factors are involved in the regulation of diverse pro-

cesses ranging from basic metabolism to developmental processes, cell differ-

entiation and immune response. They have been found to be part of feedback

loops and feed-forward motifs of varying size. Small auto-regulatory loops

have been identified [350, 412], as well as larger loops in combination with

other GATA type [160, 161] or different transcription factors [59, 61, 199].

In C. elegans a complex, three tiered cascade of GATA-type transcription
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factors has been implicated in endomesoderm differentiation [261]. At least

one of these GATA factors, ELT-2, furthermore seems to be auto-activating.

Transcriptional feedback loops are fascinating, as they can give rise to phe-

nomena such as bistability and oscillation, which have been proposed to un-

derlie biological phenomena such as cell differentiation, rhythmic processes,

and tissue morphogenesis [118, 159, 403, 409]. The involvement of GATA-

type transcription factors in one such phenomenon, the differentiation of

T-helper (Th) cells into Th2 cells, has been studied in detail with both ex-

perimental methods and mathematical models [192, 292]. In this process,

the stimulation of Th cells by the cytokine IL4 leads to sustained activa-

tion of GATA-3 via the STAT-6 transcription factor. Assuming a positive,

autoregulatory feedback loop for GATA-3, bistability in the expression of

GATA-3 was found, giving a possible mechanism for Th2 cell differentiation

and memory cell formation.

3.1.3 GATA Factors in S. cerevisae

In the yeast S. cerevisae GATA factors play a central role in the regulation of

amino acid uptake and metabolism. Nitrogen catabolite repression (NCR)-

sensitive gene expression is, to a large extent, regulated by four members of

the GATA family: two transcriptional activators, Gln3p and Gat1p/Nil1p,

and two repressors, Dal80p and Deh1p/Gzf3p. These four GATA factors are

interconnected by transcriptional regulations, forming an intricate network

with positive and negative feedback loops [83, 84] (see figure 18). The term

NCR describes the observation, that during the growth of yeast on good

nitrogen sources, such as ammonium or glutamate, certain genes needed for

the assimilation of nitrogen from poor sources, such as proline or arginine, are

not transcribed, or only to a lesser degree - hence the slightly missleading

term ’repression’. NCR-sensitive genes comprise enzymes and permeases

mainly required for growth and survival on substrates with poor nitrogen

availability.

As shown in figure 18, expression of NCR-sensitive genes is tightly controlled.

The whole system is regulated by at least two types of ubiquitous eukaryotic

transducers of nutrition status signals. In budding yeast these are the TOR
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Figure 18: Schematic representation of the regulatory interactions of GATA
type transcription factors involved in NCR in the yeast S. cerevisiae. GATA
factors are shown as elipses, bars and arrowheads stand for positive and negative
regulation, respectively. Dotted lines indicate weaker or speculative interactions.
After Cooper (2002)[84].

kinases, Tor1p and Tor2p, and the AMP-activated kinase Snf1p [84]. Of the

GATA factors involved in NCR, only GLN3 transcription seems not to be

regulated by other GATA factors [83], and instead is expressed constitutively.

In presence of a good nitrogen source, both Gln3p and Gat1p are exported

from the nucleus into the cytoplasm, where they are subsequently sequestered

by association with the prion-like Ure2p protein. While the exact mechanisms

are unknown, upon deactivation of TOR, Gln3p and Gat1p dissociate from

Ure2p and translocate into the nucleus. Under conditions promoting NCR,

Gln3p, and possibly also Ure2p, has been found to be phosphorylated, leading

to the assumption that Tor1/2p could either directly phosphorylate Gln3p,

or, alternatively, inhibit a phosphatase acting on it [84].

Once Gln3p has been translocated to the nucleus, it activates GAT1 tran-

scription. Most other GATA regulated NCR sensitive genes require both

Gln3p and Gat1p for their expression, which is indicative of their finely tuned

regulation. With increased Gat1p expression, DAL80 and GZF3 are ex-

pressed, leading to subsequent down-regulation of Gat1p and NCR-sensitive

genes. Dal80p, and most probably also Gzf3p, has been found to compete
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with Gln3p and Gat1p for available (A/T)GATA(A/G) sequences and been im-

plicated in the fine-tuning of final gene expression. Directly after the release

from NCR, the GATA regulated genes are only transcribed at a high level

for a short period, until Dal80p concentrations increase and down-regulate

expression to the final steady-state levels [92]. Such interplay between a pos-

itive and negative feedback is a common feature in homoeostasis and can

help to overcome gene dosage effects [403]. In combination with a time delay

- such as the one present in this system and as seen in the repressilator (see

chapter 2) - it can even lead to oscillations.

In several fungal species, excluding S. cerevisiae, another family of GATA-

type transcription factors is involved in the transcriptional regulation of genes

encoding parts of iron import systems [167]. This family of transcription

factors contains a small iron binding domain, conferring sensitivity to iron

dependency, and functions as an inhibitor of transcription. Whilst none of

these repressors has been shown to regulate their own expression, their DNA

binding domain shows significant similarities with those of GATA factors

involved in NCR regulation [256]. This could point to a common origin and

also opens up the possibility of a potential cross-talk between the regulation

of iron uptake and nitrogen metabolism.

3.1.4 Duplication and Mutation in GATA Type Gene Regulatory

Networks

The development of different GATA-type transcription factors has been tightly

linked to various duplication events in many organisms. A study on the phy-

logeny of GATA genes suggested that the numerous GATA factors of the

GATA123 and the GATA456 families in vertebrates stem from two ancestoral

GATA genes in the invertebrate deuterostomal progenitor. Furthermore, it

was noted that they were mainly derived in two - or three in the case of

teleost fish - rounds of whole genome duplications [151, 174]. There is also

evidence of tandem gene duplications, as was speculated in the development

of the GATA genes containing two Zn-fingers [256]. Another example has

been found in the nematode C. elegans, in which the elt-4 gene most likely

stems from a tandem duplication of elt-2, a gene encoding a GATA factor in-

volved in gut development. While no function has been ascribed to the elt-4
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gene, it has survived longer than the average duplicated gene in C. elegans,

leading to the assumption that it does - or once did - confer some selective

advantage [132].

The involvement of GATA type transcription factors in intricately cross-

regulated networks, such as the one governing NCR-sensitive genes in yeast,

leads to the question of how such complexity could evolve. One possibility

would be rounds of gene duplication, followed by mutation of the paralogous

genes and their regulatory sequences. This type of transcription factor could

be predestined to this kind of network generation for various reasons. For

one, they can function both as activators as well as repressors of transcrip-

tion. Further, they bind similar DNA motifs, and, in at least some cases,

both inhibitory and activating GATA factors have been found to compete for

the same sequences. Starting from a possible ur -GATA factor, a gene regu-

latory network, such as the one shown in figure 18, could have evolved by a

gene duplication, loss of the transactivator domain in one paralog, another

duplication event, and loss or mutation, respectively, of the gene regulatory

sequences.

This reasoning follows the line of the classical theory of neofunctionalization

of paralogous genes [401]. The case of GLN3 and GAT1 could also be envi-

sioned to stem from subfunctionalization after a duplication event. In this

case the progenitor could have been more like GAT1, auto-activated and with

a positive feedback on its own expression. After a duplication one paralog

could have lost the regulatory regions and become consitutively expressed at

a low level, while the other would have stayed strongly regulated, together

leading to a more efficient switching behaviour in response to a stimulus.

3.2 Derivation of Potential Network Topologies

PSI-BLAST [9] was used to retrieve 106 open reading frames (ORFs) from 15

completely sequenced fungal genomes downloaded from the NCBI webpage

using the sequences of the core Zn-finger domains of the S. cerevisiae GATA

factor Gat1p as a basis for the search. To narrow down the results to only

closely related factors, first the core Zn-finger domains comprising around 60

amino acids were identified using the program DIALIGN [287]. These partial
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Figure 19: Maximum likelihood phylogeny of 42 fungal species based on 153 genes found
in all taxa (taken from Fitzpatrick et al. BMC Evolutionary Biology 2006 6:99 [122],
doi:10.1186/1471-2148-6-99, Creative Commons Attribution License). Taxa in the branch
under WGD have undergone a whole genome duplication, the clade under CTG translate this
codon as serine instead of leucine. The bar inciates the distance in expected substiutions per
site. The figure was slightly altered to highlight the species used in this study in red.

sequences were subsequently aligned using Clustal W [410].

The multiple alignment demonstrated that only 49 of the 106 potential pro-
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Total ZN2FB ZNFB ZN2 GAT1 GAT1inh GZF3 GLN3

Encephalitozoon cuniculi 1 1

Cryptococcus neoformans 2 1/1 1
Ustilago maydis 3 1 1 1

Schizosaccharomyces pombe 3 1 1/1 1/1

Aspergillus terreus 2 1/1 1/1
Aspergillus nidulans 3 1 1/1 1/1
Aspergillus fumigatus 3 1 1/1 1/1

Neurospora crassa 3 1 1 1/1

Yarrowia lipolytica 4 1 1 1 1/1
Debaryomyces hansenii 5 1 2∗/1 1/1 1
Candida albicans 6 1 2∗/1 2/2 1
Ashbya gossypii 3 1/1 1/1 1
Kluyveromyces lactis 3 1 1/1 1
Candida glabrata 4 1/1 2/2 1
Saccharomyces cerevisiae 4 1/1 2/2 1
Total 49 9 1 2 16 2 13 6

Table 1: Numbers per organism and classifications of the 49 potential GATA factors retrieved
from 16 fungal genomes. Boldface numbers indicate the number of genes with multiple adjacent
HGATAR motifs in their 500 bp upstream regions.
GATA factors similar to iron-sensitive inhibitors: ZN2FB: GATA factors with 2 Zn-finger
domains and iron-binding domain, ZNFB: iron-binding domain, but only C-terminal Zn-finger,
ZN2: 2 Zn-fingers without iron-binding domain
GATA factors potentially involved in NCR: GAT1: Gat1/AreA-like activating GATA factors,
GAT1inh: Gat1/AreA-like GATA factors without the N-terminal trans-activation domain,
Gzf3: Gzf3/Dal80/AreB-like inhibiting GATA factors, Gln3: Gln3-like GATA factors.
∗) the Zn-finger domain of one of the proteins differs significantly, but, according to the full
length alignment, the protein is most closely related to Gat1.

teins were closely related, while the remaining proteins displayed little se-

quence similarity. These 49 related proteins were then further subdivided

into different classes. First, they were grouped according to the similarity of

their core Zn-finger regions to activators and inhibitors involved in S. cere-

visiae NCR, Gat1p, Gln3p, and Gzf3p, and to the iron-sensitive inhibitors

SreA of A. nidulans [168] and URBS1 of U. maydis [10]. The iron sensitive

GATA factors were further subdivided according to the number of Zn-fingers.

In ambiguous cases the full length alignments to the seed sequences were used

to find the most closely related factor (see table 1).
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While the binding specificities of these potential GATA factors have not

been analysed in detail, as mentioned above most GATA factors show simi-

lar consensus binding motifs [256]. The retrieved core sequences have been

mapped onto an NMR structure of an AreAp:DNA complex [392], and most

residues involved in specific interactions with nucleotides were found to be

fully conserved in all 49 proteins (Rainer Machné, personal communication).

This further supports the hypothesis that this set of proteins have similar,

or maybe even identical, DNA binding specificities.

To find genes, whose transcription is potentially regulated by GATA-type

transcription factors, in this set of 49 proteins, the 500 bp upstream of their

start codons were screened for potential GATA binding sites using a HGATAR

consensus sequence [341] where H stands for A, T or C and R for A or

G. There has been evidence that repeats of HGATAR motifs are required for

efficient transcriptional regulation by GATA factors alone [158, 339], so as

an additional constraint a distance of at most 37 or 51 bp between adjacent

motifs was used. Table 2 shows the individual results for each of the 49

proteins, and table 3 gives an overview of the basic architecture and potential

regulation of the proteins found.

3.2.1 Evolution of GATA Factors in Fungi

While the species most distantly related to the other examined fungi, the

microsporidium E. cuniculi, only possesses a single truncated GAT1 related

gene, GAT1-like and iron-sensitive GATA factors are found in both Basid-

iomycotes and Ascomycetes, pointing to an ancient common origin of these

genes. Of the Ascomycetes only S. pombe and A. terreus do not possess a

GZF3-like inhibitor, which indicates that this innovation might have arisen

after the branching off of the Taphrinomycotina, and lost in A. terreus.

Nearly all of the closely related Saccharomycetales possess a GLN3-like gene,

apart from Y. lipolytica, which separated quite early from the other Saccha-

romycetales. By contrast, Y. lipolytica possesses a gene similar to GAT1,

only without the trans-activation domain, potentially functioning as a com-

petitive inhibitor to its GAT1-like gene. While S. cerevisiae and C. glabrata

supposedly underwent a WGD before they diverged [102], only the GZF3-like
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Gene GATA sites # repeats dist. Gene GATA sites # repeats dist.
total num. ≤ 36/50bp total num. ≤ 36/50bp

Zn2FB Gat1
Nc SREP Kl 50312349 1
Yl 50552360 Ag 45199031 2 1/1
Sp 19113848 2 Sc GAT1 6 4/5
Af SreA 2 Dh 50421709 2
At SREP 3 1/2 Ca 46438200 3 1/1
An 40746893 2 Cn 58258269
Ca SFU1 2 Um 46100068 1
Dh 50420129 2 At AreA 4 3/3
Um Urbs1 1 Af AreA 3 1/2
ZnFB An AreA 4 3/3
Cn SREP 4 1/1 Nc 28925530
Zn2 Sp 63054447
Sp 19075466 5 1/2 Yl 50556296
Um 46099653 Cg 50292241 6 1/3
Gzf3 Ca 46443763 2
Ca 46437465 8 1/4 Dh 50427591 4 1/1
Ca 46437412 7 1/4 Gat1inh

Dh 50418791 9 6/7 Yl 50551201
Sc DAL80 8 4/5 Ec GATA 1
Af AreB 8 4/5 Gln3
An 40738445 7 3/3 Dh 50424457 1
Yl 50549355 5 3/3 Ca 46434483 2
Nc 28923776 9 6/6 Kl 50302249 2
Kl 50312009 6 2/2 Ag 45198755 2
Cg 50288243 8 5/5 Sc GLN3 2
Ag 45198587 2 1/1 Cg 50285693
Sc GZF3 6 3/3
Cg 50292953 8 5/6

Table 2: Total number of GATA binding sites (HGATAR) and number of adjacent sites with a
distance of maximal 36 (left) and 50 bp (right), respectively, for the 500 nucleotide upstream
sequences of each of the 49 putative GATA factors. Protein classes (bold) as defined in table
1.

inhibitors are found to exist in two closely related forms. The duplicates of

GLN3 and GAT1 seem to have been lost, which might be indicative of a po-

tential disadvantageous gene dosage effect of these activating GATA factors.

Interestingly all 13 GZF3-like genes, putative transcriptional inhibitors, pos-

sess at least one repeated HGATAR motif, which points to a strong conservation

of regulation of repressor expression by GATA type transcription factors in

all the yeasts inspected. Strict transcriptional regulation could be a reason

for the retention of these genes after duplication, as it could mitigate dosage

effects.
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Class Structure Genes GATA sites
Zn2FB ----//--ZnN-FeB-ZnC-------C- 9 1
ZnFB ------FeB-ZnC------C- 1 1
Zn2 --(TAD)----ZnN-ZnC------- 2 1
Gat1 ---TAD--//-----ZnCe--//-H 16 8
Gat1inh -ZnCe-----H 2 0
Gzf3 --ZnC---//---C 13 13
Gln3 ---TAD--//-----ZnCe--//-H 6 0

Table 3: Protein classes as defined in table 1. Domains: ZnN/C: N- and C-
terminal Zn-fingers, e: nuclear export signal, FeB: iron-binding domain, TAD:
(putative) TransActivation Domain, C: coiled-coil domain, H: small C-terminal
domain/helix, -: strongly disordered regions, //: length variations, GENES:
number of genes assigned to this type, GATA sites: number of genes with mul-
tiple HGATAR motifs in their 500 bp upstream region.

Similarly a considerable number of the GAT1/AreA type genes show multiple

HGATARmotifs in their upstream sequences. Among the Ascomycetes K. lactis

and Y. lipolytica seem to have lost these motifs, and hence maybe regulation

by other GATA factors. The GLN3-like genes on the other hand, only posses

one or two separated GATA binding motifs, which fits with the assumption

that their transcription is neither auto-regulated nor influenced by other

GATA factors [84]. In summary, the core architecture of the GATA factors

network involved in NCR appears to be reasonably conserved over all the

Saccharomycetes.

The three Aspergillus species and N. crassa each possess one GATA factor

similar to AreA and GAT1, and with the exception of A. terreus, one AreB-

like inhibitory factor similar to GZF3. The lack of a GLN3-like protein is

in agreement with the findings on the differences in regulation of the NCR-

sensitive genes to S. cerevisiae. It seems that the activity of AreA in A.

nidulans and N. crassa is mainly controlled at the post-transcriptional level

via mRNA stability [288, 328], although it has been suggested that AreB is

capable of inhibiting AreA expression under certain conditions [440].
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3.2.2 Potential Network Structures

The different GATA factors related to types involved in the regulation of ni-

trogen catabolic gene transcription inspired the derivation of the topologies

for the underlying GATA factor gene regulatory networks. Additional infor-

mation for the regulation of the activity of the GAT1/AreA-like transcription

factors was taken from S. cerevisiae, N. crassa or A. nidulans, depending on

which species the regulation of a particular gene is best characterised in.

The evolution of the assumed network starts with a single activating GAT1-

like transcription factor, as in the Basidiomycotes. Then the network is

altered by gain of auto-activation, emergence of inhibitors, and, in the case

of Hemiascomycetes, of an constitutively expressed GLN3-like activating fac-

tor (see figure 20). As mentioned above, the latter two cases can easily

be envisioned as gene duplication events followed either by the loss of the

trans-activation domain, or subsequent mutation of the upstream regulatory

sequences, respectively.

3.3 Base Model of NCR in S. cerevisiae

As parameter values and mathematical relations are of paramount impor-

tance for the behaviour of a dynamical system, at first a basal model of the

core regulation in yeast NCR was created for validation and to find suitable

parameter ranges. As a starting point for the model, the model of GATA-3

regulation in human Th2 cells as described in Höfer et al. [192] was taken

and adapted.

The modelled cell consists of a nucleic and cytoplasmic compartment, with

mRNA transcription and transcription factor binding confined to the nucleus,

and translation taking place in the cytoplasm. mRNA is exported to the

cytoplasm, translated, and the resulting proteins, the transcription factors,

can be imported into the nucleus. Import of the activating transcription

factors Gat1p and Gln3p from the cytosol into the nucleus is hindered by

reversible complex formation with Ure2p (see figure 21).

Transcription of genes is modelled with low basal level in the absence of tran-

scriptional activators, and a higher level if the regulatory region is bound by
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Figure 20: Potential topologies of regulatory networks derived from the sequence analysis.
Gln stands for the level of readily available nitrogen sources, e.g. Glutamine. Gat1/AreA and
Gln3-like factors, were assumed to be trans-activators with an activity regulated indirectly by
Gln. All other factors were taken as inhibitors. The name of the closest related factor from
either S. cerevisiae, N. crassa, or A. nidulans was taken. Solid lines represent transcriptional
regulations, dashed ones stand for general up or down regulation of activity. Blunt arrows
represent inhibitory, normal arrows activating interactions. For the topology maximal connec-
tivity was assumed, even for cases as in the Aspergilli, and S. cerevisiae, in which some of the
depicted regulatory interactions have not been found.

transcriptional activators. As a simplification, two independent binding sites

that can be bound by both activators and inhibitors are assumed. Transcrip-

tional activation is modelled to occur only if both sequences are bound by

an activator. The underlying assumption for this is that GATA factors can

bind as monomers, and that Dal80p and Gzf3p act as competitive inhibitors

to Gat1p and Gln3p [84, 142].

As experimental data have indicated that only GAT1 and Dal80 expression

are regulated by other GATA factors during NCR [50, 68, 84, 153, 359] (see

Tab. 6), transcription factor binding was only considered for these two genes.
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Figure 21: Reaction diagram of the base model of GATA factor regulation involved in NCR
in S. cerevisiae. NTP and AA represent nucleotides and aminoacids as the building blocks for
RNAs and protein, respectively. Amongst macromolecules, purple stands for genes, blue for
RNAs, and green for proteins. Gln represents the level of available nitrogen, or glutamine,
and inhibits the complex formation between Ure2p and Gln3p or Gat1p, respectively. The
figure was created as a process diagram compliant to the Systems Biology Graphical Notation
(SBGN [239]) using CellDesigner 4.2.

The level and quality of the nitrogen source was subsumed in a single param-

eter, Gln, ranging from 0 to 100. To account for the dependence of Gat1p

and Gln3p sequestration in S. cerevisae on the nitrogen availability, the rate

of complex formation, and with it the dissociation constants of the complexes

Gln3p-Ure2p and Gat1p-Ure2p, is linearly varied by the value of Gln.

While actual complex formation has only been experimentally verified be-

tween Gln3p and Ure2p [34, 38, 263], there exists evidence that Ure2p also

regulates Gat1p by similar mechanisms: transcriptional activation by Gat1p

as well as localisation of an EGFP-Gat1p construct have been found to de-
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pend on relative expression levels of GAT1 and URE2 [91], and interaction

between Ure2p and Gat1p has been observed in two-hybrid screens [378].

Therefore, in the model an identical mechanism was assumed for Gat1p and

Gln3p sequestration. There seems to exist at least an additional, Ure2p

independent, mechanism for Gat1p sequestration [142], which for the sake

of simplicity and lack of mechanistic detail is neglected in this model. A

graphical representation of the finally created model is shown in figure 21.

3.3.1 Parameter Derivation

The values of parameters and initial concentrations have a great influence

on the behaviours shown by a dynamical model. Therefore the literature

was searched to obtain physiologically feasible ranges of parameters. As the

model is analysed over ranges of parameter values and not meant to directly

reproduce quantitative experimental results, the values retrieved from the

literature were only taken as starting points for approximations. Whenever

possible, values for S. cerevisiae were used. The cell size was assumed to be

33 femtolitre, with a nuclear compartment of 3 fl and a cytoplasm of 24 fl

(total cell volume minus the volumes of mitochondria, vacuole, and nucleus)

[411, 446]. All amounts of involved components and parameter values were

converted into molecules, femtolitre, and minutes for easier comparison.

As no data for the dissociation constants of GATA transcription factors in

S. cerevisiae were available, data from various other species were compared

(Table 4). Dissociation constants were estimated to range from 10 to 100

nM. For binding of Ure2p to Gln3p, and Gat1p respectively, a strong bind-

ing with a KD of 50 nM was assumed under high nitrogen availability. Basal

transcription rates, mRNA half-lifes and abundances as well as protein num-

bers per cell were obtained from published single cell studies (see table 5)

[144, 195], and an average chosen for all GATA factors. Due to lack of data, a

half-life of 45 min was assumed for proteins. Based on the single cell data for

protein and mRNA abundance, an average translation rate was calculated

using the models differential equations for mRNA translation and protein

degradation under a steady state assumption.

The predicted time-courses of mRNA expression after a switch from a good
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DNA:GATA factor binding
protein KD [nM] KD [mol/fl] source
AreA 18 10 [76]
GATA3 73 44 [237]
Fep1 63 38 [323]

Table 4: Data on GATA factor DNA binding constants.

to a bad nitrogen source were compared to a comprehensive set of mea-

sured time-courses for all four GATA factors [50] (figure 22). As neither the

temporal sequence nor the relative levels of expression coincided, the basal

and maximal transcription rates of the inhibiting GATA factors Gzf3p and

Dal80p, as well as their binding affinity were manually adjusted.

Figure 22: Experimental mRNA time courses obtained for the yeast strain
BT4743 after a switch from glutamine, a good, to proline, a bad source of ni-
trogen. Time is measured in minutes. DAL80: blue, GAT1: black, GLN3: red,
GZF3: yellow (next to GLN3), URE2: green. (Reproduction of figure 2B from
Boczko et al. 2005 [50] with kind permission of the author.)

After lowering basal transcription and affinity of the inhibiting GATA fac-

tors, the resulting time courses after switching from a good to bad source

of nitrogen (figure 23(d)) reproduce the temporal sequence of activation and

the relative expression levels at least qualitatively. The key characteristics of

the experimental time series, a much faster increase of DAL80 than GAT1

mRNA levels, and a slow decline after reaching a maximum, are also repro-

duced by the model. A global parameter fit using the tool COPASI proved

to produce better matches, but due to the little data available and the sig-

nificant measurement errors, this strategy was abolished. The parameters
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finally chosen are given in appendix C.1 page 171 together with the kinetic

laws and initial conditions. An SBML version of the model is available under

http://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/~luen/Diss/GATA/models/.

Transcription rates and mRNA half-lives
Gene transcr. freq. mRNA half-life source
GZF3 0.012 mol/min 27 min [195]
GAT1 0.024 mol/min 13 min [195]
GLN3 0.007 mol/min 25 min [195]
ADH1 2.1 mol/min 15 min [195]

Proteins numbers per cell
Protein molecules per cell localisation source
Gat1p 1180 c&n [144]
Gzf3p 319 c&n [144]
Ure2p 7060 c [144]
Gln3p 589 c&n [144]

Table 5: Transcription frequencies (in molecules per minute per cell ) and mRNA
half-lifes as well as protein numbers per cell in S. cerevisiae grown in medium with
glutamine.

GAT1 DAL80 GZF3 GLN3 DAL5 source
+ Rap 3.1 8.2 - - - [68]
+ Rap 3.5 4.1 ∼1.5 ∼1.5 48.9 [173]
Pro/Gln 2.3 7.7 1.1 - 25.9 [153]
Pro/Gln 2.3 1.5 - - 14.8 [359]
Pro/Gln ∼1.4 ∼3 ∼1 ∼1 - [50]
± N 2.5 6.5 1.8 1.1 27.1 [51]

Table 6: Maximal fold change of mRNA transcription of genes in S. cerevisiae

after addition of rapamycin (+ Rap), on growth on proline as a nitrogen source
in relation to growth on glutamine containing medium (Pro/Gln), and with or
without NH+

4 (± N) as a sole nitrogen source. The data from [50] is estimated
from a graph.

AreA mRNA stability ± glutamine [288]
glutamine half life τ1/2 degradation rate kd
- 40 min 0.017 min−1

+ 7 min 0.1 min−1

Table 7: Stability of AreA mRNA in A. nidulans grown in medium with and
without glutamine, a good nitrogen source (from [288]).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 23: Steady state (left) results under varying levels of nitrogen availability
(Gln) and time course (right) after a shift from a medium of high nitrogen avail-
ability (Gln = 100)to low (Gln = 0). The upper row shows the concentrations
of transcription factors in the nucleus, the lower the cytosolic concentrations of
mRNAs.

3.3.2 Model Validation

To validate the model predictions for the steady-state behaviour of the tran-

scriptional activation patterns of various deletion and over-expression strains

were compared to experimental data from the literature. For the in silico

experiments gene-knockouts were simulated by setting the respective gene

number to zero. The steady-state concentrations for high nitrogen availabil-

ity were used as initial conditions for deriving the steady state at low nitrogen

availability.

Predictions for deletions of all four GATA factors, ∆gat1, ∆gln3, ∆gzf3,

and ∆dal80, were compared to data from Georis et al. 2009 [141] (GAT1

mRNA: wt, ∆gln3, ∆dal80 in figure 1B, ∆gzf3 in figure 7B; DAL80 mRNA:

wt, ∆gln3, ∆gat1 figure 5B). Furthermore, ten fold over-expression of URE2,

10·Ure2p, was compared to the results in Cunningham et al. 2000 [91].
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(a) (b)

Figure 24: Steady state concentrations for wild-type, various gene knockouts,
and 10 fold over-expression of Ure2p (10·Ure2p) as predicted by the NCR model
for DAL80 (a) and GAT1 (b) mRNA. The white bars indicate high (Gln = 100),
the black bars low (Gln = 0) nitrogen availability.

In accordance the experimental data, for growth on good nitrogen sources the

model predicts hardly any change in expression for the various deletions and

the over-expression (figure 24). Deletion of either one of the activating GATA

factors, GAT1 or GLN3, leads to diminished expression in comparison with

the wild-type (WT) after shift to a bad nitrogen source, with GAT1 having a

much bigger effect on DAL80 expression (figure 24(a)). Conversely, deletion

of the repressors DAL80 or GZF3 increases expression of GAT1 relatively

to the WT after changing to a low nitrogen medium (figure 24(b)). As

shown in Georis et al. 2009 [141], deletion of DAL80 shows a much bigger

effect compared to deletion of GZF3, although the difference is much more

pronounced in the model’s prediction than in the experimental observations.

In accordance to Cunningham et al. 2000 [91], over-expression of Ure2p leads

to a greatly diminished response to low nitrogen availability.

All in all the results of the validation show that, while the model does not

reproduce experimental results quantitatively, it can predict behaviours of a

variety of mutations at least qualitatively.

3.3.3 The Function of the Negative Feedback

To better understand the function of the negative feedback loop of the acti-

vating GATA transcription factor Gat1p via Dal80p, the influence of inhibitor

binding on GAT1 expression was inspected. Decreasing DNA binding of the
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(a) nuclear Gat1p (b) GAT1 mRNA

Figure 25: Effect of varying strength of repressor binding on steady-state Gat1p
concentration and GAT1 expression in dependence of the nitrogen availability,
Gln. The affinity of the repressor is indirectly proportional to the value of the dis-
sociation constant KI , a lower KI -value means stronger, a higher weaker binding.

inhibitor by increasing its dissociation constant KI leads to increased sensi-

tivity to the nitrogen availability, Gln (figure 25). Without any inhibition,

the response curve becomes sigmoid, while increasing inhibition creates a

more gradual response.

The form of the response of course depends highly on the way nitrogen avail-

ability influences the sequestration of Gln3p and Gat1p in the cytoplasm. In

this model a linear dependency was assumed, while Boczko et al. 2005 [50]

use an all-or-nothing approach. Experimental results show that genes con-

trolled by NCR exhibit differential expression in dependence on the nitrogen

source [153], fitting well to a gradual activation in dependence of nitrogen

availability.

3.4 A Single Auto-activating GATA Factor

As a basic unit before gene duplication, a simplified system with only one

auto-activating GATA factor, A, was assumed. The parameters and equa-

tions for the model where adapted from the base model for NCR in S. cere-

visiae, though the system was extended slightly.

To model the direct influence of nitrogen availability on the expression of A,

the half-life of the A mRNA is assumed to depend on the concentration of

glutamine, similar to a mechanism influencing AreA mRNA stability found
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Figure 26: Reaction diagram of a single auto-activating GATA factor, A1, with
both mRNA degradation and sequestration in cytoplasm as post-transcriptional
regulation mechanisms. The figure was created using CellDesigner 4.2.

in A. nidulans [328]. In A. nidulans an element in the 3’-UTR of the AreA

gene has been identified to be necessary and sufficient to change the half-life

of the mRNA from 40 min under low nitrogen availability to 7 min under

high levels of glutamine (see Table 7) [288, 289]. Similar sequence elements

have been identified in genes encoding related GATA factors in several other

Aspergilli ([134] and Rainer Machné, pers. communication), indicating that

this constitutes a general mechanism in regulation of this type of GATA

factor.

As another mechanism of post-transcriptional control of A activity, the A

protein is assumed to be bound and sequestered in the cytoplasm by a protein

U acting in a similar fashion to Ure2p in the basal NCR model. To be able

to separate the sequestration from the degradation mechanism, high and low

nitrogen availability is simulated by both high and low concentrations of U

and Gln.

While both mechanisms have been not been observed to occur together in

the same organism, it is convenient for technical reasons to include them in

the same model. By setting the total concentration of U to 0 or by equating

the decay rates of mRNA bound to Gln and free mRNA, the model can be

restricted to one of the two mechanisms.
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Finally, an additional activating transcription factor, S, altering expression

of A was introduced, to allow for yet another signalling input on the sys-

tem. The regulatory region of GAT1 features several binding sites for the

transcription factor Swi5p that activates expression of genes in the M/G1

and G1 phase [259], and has furthermore be suggested to be controlled by

the forkhead proteins Fkh1p and Fkh2p [450]. As all of these transcription

factors are involved in cell cycle specific gene regulation, this could constitute

at a potential link between cell cycle and nitrogen metabolism, for example

to account for higher demands of nitrogen in specific phases. The main moti-

vation, though, for including this additional signal, was to make the model a

more general representation of gene-regulatory modules with auto-regulation.

Not to impose any further non-linearities, S is modelled to bind non-cooperatively

at a single, independent site. Also, the maximal rate of transcription from

a promoter activated by S was chosen to be only 1
75

th
of the rate of a pro-

moter bound by A, limiting the influence of S. To further broaden the scope

of behaviours, the basal transcription rate of A was lowered, so that S can

also be viewed as a change of basal transcription, for example by chromatin

remodelling.

A reaction diagram of the simplified model of an auto-activating GATA factor

is shown in figure 26. The parameter values for this model were assumed to be

similar to the values used for the basal NCR model, with only slight changes

to move it into a bistable region (see appendix C.2 page 173 for details and

reactions). An SBML version of the model is available under http://www.

tbi.univie.ac.at/~luen/Diss/GATA/models/.

3.4.1 Steady States and Regions of Bistability

In the case of the system with a single transcription factor it is possible to

derive a closed analytical form for its steady states. The parameters for tran-

scription, expression, and decay can be combined into two variables, α and

δ. δ subsumes induced and basal transcription and depends on the signal S,

while α subsumes auto-activation, and expression against degradation and

retention in the cytoplasm, and depends on the concentration of the cyto-

plasmic factor U, as well as the influence of the nitrogen level, Gln, on mRNA
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Figure 27: Bifurcation diagram of a single auto-activator in the δ-α plane. The
diagram displays solutions of equation (131), calculated using the base values for
transcripiton, translation, and decay. Dotted lines show effects of variations in
three external parameters: the concentration of cytoplasmic A binding protein U
(◦), the effect of Gln on mRNA decay (•) and the transcription factor S (+). The
concentration ranges are U: 0-600 molecules/fl, Gln: 6 - 18·106 molecules/fl, and
S: 0 - 500 molecules/fl. For variation of S the U dependent activator was assumed
with a concentration of U of either 0 or 200 molecules/fl. Calculations performed
using Mathematica 7.0

Defining:

δ =
VaS

VaA

· S

KS + S
+

Vb

VaA

α =
kexm

kexm +Dr
· ktl · (1 + ξG)

Dm +DCG · ξG
·

kimp · (VaA/KA)

Dpc · kexp +Dp · (Dpc + kimp) +Dpc · (Dp + kexp) · ξU

with:

ξG =
G

KCG +DCG
, ξU =

kUass · U
kUdiss +Dpc
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the steady states of the system can be derived as:

A

KA
= α ·

(

δ +

(

A

A+KA

)2
)

(131)

This means that the system can either possess one stable, or two stable and

one unstable steady state in the positive orthant. Figure 27 shows the bifur-

cation diagram of the system in the α-δ plane and the effects of the variation

of the concentrations of U, and S as well as the influence Gln dependent

mRNA stability.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 28: Bifurcation diagrams of expression of A in the model of the single
auto-activator in dependence of S, Gln, and U. Solid lines indicate stable, broken
unstable steady-states, circles indicate saddle-node bifurcations. For the variation
of U (subfig. b and d), Gln was set to 12.

The system can show bistability over a range of values of each of the three

independent parameters S, Gln and U. With the parameters of the basal

model, it can switch reversible and with hysteresis from high to low expression

levels of A in dependence of Gln and U (see Fig. 28). For Gln a level of 20

mM ≡ 12 ·106 molecules/fl was assumed to be high, for U a concentration
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of 300 molecules/fl is equivalent to conditions of high N availability in the

basal NCR model.

This shows, that both the sequestration, as well as the mRNA degradation

mechanism on their own are sufficient to achieve reversible switching un-

der the assumed parameter values. For high values of either S, Gln, or U

the bistable region collapses to sigmoid behaviour and finally to hyperbolic

response curves.

3.5 Effects of Gene Duplication on the Simple Auto-

activator

Gln

A

S

t a r g e t
g e n e s

(a)

Gln

A1 A2

S

t a r g e t
g e n e s

(b)

Figure 29: Schematic representation of the interactions in the single auto-
activator and the same system after a gene duplication. Solid lines indicate tran-
scriptional regulation, broken lines post-transcriptional. For simplicity only Gln

is shown as a post-transcriptional inhibitor.

To analyse the effects of gene duplication, a model with two identical copies

of gene A, A1 and A2, was created, and additional parameters were intro-

duced to vary both the affinity of the transcription factors to the original

promoter region, and the affinity of the promoters regions of the genes to the

transcription factors (see Fig. 29). While divergence of the produced paral-

ogous genes can also influence other properties, such as mRNA and protein

stability, these effects were neglected for a first study.
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Interestingly, the model predicts pronounced gene dosage effects on the signal-

dependent expression dynamics. For the signal S the switching becomes ir-

reversible, while for Gln, and U the bistable region moves to nearly ten fold

higher concentrations (see figure 30).

The change of region of maximal sensitivity to nitrogen availability, as well

as the irreversibility switching in response to S, should severely disrupt the

normal functioning of this gene-regulatory module. In this case, a gene dupli-

cation event could not only allow mutation through functional redundancy

[311, 312], but could actually create pressure to relieve an adverse signal-

dependency by mutation.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 30: Bifurcation diagrams of expression of A in dependence of S, Gln, and
U after a gene-duplication event.

3.5.1 Relieve by Feedback Loop Disruption

As the effects of gene duplication on the behaviour of the model are dramatic,

ways to restore switching back to the regions of the single auto-activator were

inspected. While a lot of different parameters could be influenced by mu-
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tation, such as the protein and mRNA half-lives, or the basal and maximal

transcription rates, considering to many factors quickly leads to a combina-

torial explosion of parameter combinations to inspect. To limit the different

possibilities, only three parts of each gene where varied in isolation as exem-

plary cases. In the non-coding region these were the binding sequence for the

signal S and the GATA motif, in the coding region, the DNA binding region.

Gln

A1 A2

S

old
t a r g e t s

n e w
t a r g e t s

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 31: Restoration of the original switching range by mutation and change of
the specificity of the HGATAR binding domain in the coding region of gene A2. This
abolishes the auto-activatory loop of A2 and creates a feed-forward loop of S over
A1 on A2. In subfigure (a) grey lines indicate interactions lost by mutations. In
the steady-state response curves, red lines show the curves after gene duplication,
the green lines after mutation of the DNA-binding domain of gene A2. (parameters
used in subfig. (b): Gln = 12, U = 0; (c): S = 50, U = 0; (d): Gln = 12, S = 100)

A few mutations of the paralogous genes can suffice to bring switching back

into the original regions. The simplest way is mutation of the DNA binding

region of one of the proteins, changing its affinity to the HGATAR motif.

Figure 31(a) shows the regulatory network resulting from the extreme case

of such a mutation leading to complete abolishing of binding of A2 to the

common HGATAR motif. Such a mutation destroys the positive feed-back of A2
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on its own expression both directly and via the activation of A1 expression,

resulting in a feed-forward loop. As the binding affinity of A2 changes, this

could also influence the regulation of downstream targets, and could allow,

or require A2 to find new regulatory targets. The switching behaviour of

A1 expression is completely restored to the one of the single auto-activator

(figure 31).

Gln

A1 A2

S

t a r g e t
g e n e s

(a)

Gln

A1 A2

S

t a r g e t
g e n e s

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 32: Restoration of the original switching range by cascade formation. In
the first step mutation of the regulatory region of gene A2leads to change or total
loss of the HGATAR site (subfig. (a), green curves in (c),(d), and (e) ), in the second
the binding site for S in the regulatory region of gene A1 vanishes (subfig. (b),
blue curves in (c),(d), and (e)). Parameters as in 31

Alternatively, cross regulation of the two paralogous genes can be diminished

by mutation, or complete loss, of the HGATAR sites in the upstream regulatory

region of one of them. Again, complete loss of this motif leads to a form of

feed-forward loop ( figure 32(a)). This kind of regulatory motif is similar

to the cross-regulation of GLN3 and GAT1 found in S. cerevisiae and A.

gossypii (figures 20(e) and (h)). While this step does not completely restore

the switching behaviour to the one before duplication, it moves switching

in dependence on S back into the reversible region and on Gln into ranges
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similar to before (figure 32, green curves).

A further loss of the binding site of the signal S in the other paralogous gene

(32(b)) nearly completely restores the switching behaviour to the ranges prior

to duplication (figure 32, blue curves). In relation to the signal S this network

constitutes a cascade, which is intriguing, as a three tier cascade of GATA

factors has been suggested in endomesoderm development of the nematode

C. elegans. In this and other nematodes a the two GATA-type transcription

factors MED-1 and 2 have been indicated to activate the GATA factors END-

1 and 2, which again seem to regulate expression of the, potentially auto-

regulatory, GATA factors ELT-2 and 7 [261].

Gln

A1 A2

S

t a r g e t
g e n e s

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 33: Diagram of the regulatory interactions (a) and response curves after
mutation or loss of the TAD in the coding region of gene A2 turns A2 from a
trans-activator to a competitive repressor.

3.5.2 Loss of the Trans-Activation Domain

Another interesting mutation changing the behaviour of the system is loss

of the trans-activating domain (TAD) of one of the paralogous genes. This

converts an activating GATA factor into a competitive repressor, similar to
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Dal80p and Gzf3p in S. cerevisiae, both of which have been indicated to have

evolved from a GLN3- or GAT1-like, trans-activating ancestor [256].

Simple change of one paralogue to a repressor (figure 33(a)) creates a negative

feedback loop and alters the behaviour of the system dramatically. Similar to

the basic NCR model, the system exhibits only gradual, hyperbolic response

curves and does not display bistability on variation of S, Gln, or U for the

base parameter values (figure 33).

name value description
base slow. osc.

ba1 1 2.52 modifier for GATA factor binding to gene A1
Va1 S 0.00125 0.00034 transcription rate for gene A1 bound to S
Va2 S 0.00125 0.000032 transcription rate for gene A2 bound to S
D pc 0.015 0.0023 A2 protein degradation constant (cytoplasm)

Table 8: Values of parameters changed from the base model to achieve slow
oscillations.

As gene regulatory networks with a negative feedback have been shown to

exhibit bistable and oscillatory behaviour, Dr. James Lu used his previously

developed Mathematica package for inverse eigenvalue analysis [257] to find

parameter values leading to stable oscillations. To find the minimal num-

ber of changes in parameters, this method uses a sparsity constraint, that

is, it employs a penalty function increasing with the number of parameters

changed.

Three changes in parameter were found to be necessary to create a system

that can exhibit both stable oscillations, and also shows switching behaviour

in ranges similar to the system before gene duplication. First the dependence

of both genes on the signal S needs to be weakened, less for the activating

GATA factor A1, but to a much higher degree in case of the repressor A2.

Furthermore, the repressor needs to be stabilised in relation to the activator,

for example by changing its degradation rate (see table 8).

The resulting system exhibits very slow oscillations with a period of approx-

imately 2000 minutes ( figure 34). As shown in the bifurcation diagrams

(figures 34(c) and (d)) the system has two curves of saddle-node bifurcation

points in the S-Gln and S-U planes vanishing in a cusp point. From one of

the saddle-node curves a Hopf-curve emerges at a Bogdanov-Takens bifurca-
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(a) (b)

oscill.
stable

bistab.

(c)

stable
oscill.

bistab.

(d)

Figure 34: Upper row: time courses of protein (a) and mRNAs (b) of the slowly
oscillating system (S = 50, U = 0, and Gln = 12). Lower row: bifurcation diagrams
in the S-Gln (with U = 0, (c)) and the S-U (with Gln = 12, (d)) plane. Blue line
indicate saddle-node curves, red Hopf-curves. The open diamond stands for a
Cusp-point, the black disk for a Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation.

(a) (b)

Figure 35: Steady state curves in dependence of S for various values of Gln (a))
and Gln for various values of S (b)) with U = 0. The circles stands for Saddle-Node
bifurcations, the black diamonds for Hopf bifurcations. Solid lines connect stable
steady states, dashed ones unstable. For all calculations U was set to 0.

tion, and with it stable limit cycle oscillations. This means, that the system

can exhibit bistability and stable oscillations in dependence on S, Gln, and
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U (figure 35). For a small region in the S-U and S-Gln plane falling on

the Hopf-curve between the two saddle-node curves, the system shows both

bistable switching and stable oscillations together (figure 36(b)), while for a

bigger range of combinations it just switches from low expression of A1 to

slow oscillations with a big amplitude (figure 36(a)).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 36: Steady states (upper row) and periodes (lower row) for varying values
of S (left, U = 0, Gln = 18) and Gln (right, U = 0, S = 75). For the upper
panels the symbols are as in 35. The dotted, red line shows the minimal and
maximal concentrations during oscillations, the asterisks stand for Period Doubling
bifurcations.

As the oscillation periods of this system lie outside the biologically meaning-

ful range by at least one magnitude, again inverse bifurcation analysis was

used to obtain oscillations with a smaller period. It was found, that faster

oscillations require many more parameter changes. The time-courses and

bifurcation diagrams for a system with a period of approx 75 minutes are

shown in figure 37. For this set of parameters, the system simply changes

from stable oscillations to a single stable equilibrium in dependence of any

of the three signals, S, Gln, and U.

To achieve these faster oscillations 21 changes of parameters were needed,
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(a) (b)

stable oscillations

one stable equilibrium

(c)

stable oscillations

one stable equilibrium

(d)

Figure 37: Upper row: time courses of protein (a) and mRNAs (b) of the fast
oscillating system (S = 50, U = 0, and Gln = 12). Lower row: bifurcation diagrams
in the S-Gln (with U = 0, (c)) and the S-U (with Gln = 12, (d)) plane. The white
square indicates the location of a Generalised Hopf point.

some for more than a factor 10. The most notable changes are the activator

having a decreased stability, and a stronger affinity to both genes. Also, the

effect of the activator, the activated transcription rate, is increased.

3.6 Discussion

A very interesting finding is, that all GFZ3-like genes were found to poten-

tially be controlled by GATA-type transcription factors, with all of them

possessing multiple adjacent HGATAR sites in their upstream regions, which

could indicate transcriptional control by GATA type transcription factors.

GLN3-like genes, on the other hand, seem to lack adjacent GATA binding

sites in their upstream regions, fitting the observation, that GLN3 is not

controlled by GATA-type transcription factors in S. cerevisiae [84]. While

the GFZ3-like gene was retained after the WGD event before divergence of

S. cerevisae and C. glabrata, no duplicates of GAT1 and GLN3 were found.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 38: Steady states (upper row) and periodes (lower row) of the faster
oscillating system for varying values of S (left, U = 0, Gln = 18) and Gln (right, U
= 0, S = 75). The dotted, red line shows the minimal and maximal concentrations
during oscillations.

This loss of duplicates could be due to adverse gene-dosage effects. Further

all examined fungi with more than one activating GATA factor, also possess

at least one potentially inhibitory GATA factor (see fig 20). Apart from

differential regulation, mentioned above, this could point to the function of

inhibitory regulation in mitigation of gene dosage effects.

While the methodology for finding and classifying potential GATA-type tran-

scription factors cannot be directly validated, it is somewhat supported by

identifying topologies similar to those assumed to exist in nitrogen depen-

dent gene regulation in S. cerevisae and filamentous fungi [84, 439]. Further

corroboration for the mehtod comes from the finding that GZF3/DAL80-like

repressors appear to be an innovation restricted to the Ascomycetes, and

GLN3-like genes to the Saccharomycetes after divergence of Y. lipolytica,

which fits well with the independently derived results of Wong et al. 2008

[439].
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For the dynamical modelling, the parameter values taken from the literature

together with the rather simple model can qualitatively reproduce time series

of mRNA expression, and predict gene deletions in accordance with experi-

mental observations. This fit is astounding, taking into account the diverse

sources for parameters and the sparse mechanistic detail incorporated. One

reason for the good fit could lie in a structural robustness of the modelled

network, which might lead to qualitatively similar results over big ranges of

parameter values.

In S. cerevisae NCR, DAL80 and GZF3 are assumed to mainly fine-tune the

expression of GAT1 and downstream targets [84, 439]. The results of this

chapter further suggest that they could be important in creating a gradual,

rather than a sigmoid or bistable, response to low nitrogen availability. Such

a response could be better suited for differential expression of target genes

over a variety of nitrogen sources, as found with NCR sensitive genes [153].

Further, as shown in the simplified model of the auto-activator, inhibition

can mitigate effects of varying gene copy numbers, for example during the

cell cycle.

While bistable expression of GATA-type transcription factors has not been

shown experimentally, it has been suggested to underlie mammalian Th2 cell

differentiation [192]. Apart from cell differentiation, such as the former, or the

endomesoderm determination in nematodes, bistability could be beneficial in

many contexts, for example in metabolic regulation and cell cycle coupling

in yeast. While the differential expression of target genes in dependence

of nitrogen sources fits well with a gradual NCR in S. cerevisiae [153], the

core nitrogen metabolism constitutes a central node between respiration and

amino acid metabolism, and is increasingly recognised as a pivotal point of

cellular growth regulation [72, 293] with highly conserved target genes in

fungi [139]. The potential coupling of GAT1 expression to the cell cycle

by Swi5p and Fkh2p [259, 450] in S. cerevisiae, could for example activate

nitrogen metabolism in a switch-like fashion. As a cell in the growth phase

has a higher demand of nitrogen, keeping NCR controlled genes switched on

until a higher level of available nitrogen is reached in the cell than required

to activate them in the first place, could be beneficial under conditions of

insecure and quickly changing nitrogen availability in a natural environment.
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For gene duplication events the model predicts profound gene dosage effects.

Duplication of an auto-activatory gene, including its regulatory region, could

lead to pronounced hypersensitivity to the biological signals which modu-

late the gene’s expression through either activation or deactivation. Several

mutations are possible to relieve such hypersensitivity, some leading to reg-

ulatory motifs found in yeasts and other organisms such as cascades or feed-

forward loops. Such transitions to relieve gene-dosage effects after gene and

genome duplication could constitute a driving force behind the evolution of

auto-regulatory gene networks. A contrary effect due to loss of one allele, and

thereby loss of - or changes of - the regions of bistability, could also shed light

on several human diseases which have been related to haploinsufficiency of

the - potentially auto-regulatory - GATA-type transcription factors GATA-2

[348], GATA-3 [114], and GATA-4 [322].

The model also predicts, that loss of the trans-activation domain in one

paralogue after gene duplication could lead to a simple two-gene oscillatory

system, similar in topology to the tunable oscillator of Stricker et al. (2008)

[397]. The onset of the oscillations and their frequency could be modulated

by various signals, for example by transcriptional activation, or, on the post-

transcriptional level, by protein sequestration and mRNA stabilisation. Gene

regulatory oscillators with long periods have been found to underlie for ex-

ample circadian clocks [103], and developmental processes [186], although up

to date, no oscillatory system involving GATA factors has been identified.

One oscillating system possibly involving GATA factors could be underly-

ing yeast respiration, which exhibits oscillations with periods in the range of

hours under certain conditions [293]. Given that many compounds involved

in nitrogen metabolism, such as glutamine, vary with the oscillations, at least

some GATA factors of the NCR network could influence them.
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4 MiniCellSim - a Self-Contained In Silico Cell

Model Based on Macromolecular Interac-

tions

4.1 Introduction

An important question in biology is how the heritable genetic information,

the genotype, is transformed into the phenotype, the observable physical,

chemical and biological characteristics of an organism. The driving forces

of evolution, genetic variation - for example by mutation and recombination

- and selection, work on two different layers: variation of the genotype can

produce new and distinct phenotypes on which selective pressures can sub-

sequently work. This means that both the genotype and the phenotype have

to be integral parts of any model used for studying evolution.

This chapter describes MiniCellSim, a purely computational framework for

deriving gene regulatory and metabolic networks from a sequence, which,

while using complex genotype-phenotype maps, still remains sufficiently sim-

ple to allow for large scale evolutionary studies. The main aim was to build

a deterministic hierarchical mapping, which decrypts a dynamical system

representing the phenotype from a single string or nucleotide sequence - the

genotype. This approach separates the genotype, upon which the genetic

variation operators act, from the phenotype which is under selection pres-

sure. The dynamical system itself is a minimal version of a gene regulatory

and metabolic network11 represented by a system of ODEs. The source code

of MiniCellSim is freely available under http://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/

~luen/Diss/MiniCellSim/.

4.1.1 The Genotype-Phenotype Map and Fitness Landscapes

The relationship between a genotype and its physical expression, the pheno-

type, is a complex one, that involves a forbiddingly large range of processes,

11Since gene regulation and metabolic control is intimately coupled in cellular dynamics
the term genabolic network for the functional combination of genetics and metabolism is
used.
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interactions and regulations. It is further complicated by environmental and

epigenetic factors influencing the phenotype.

Still, as a correlation between genotypes and phenotypes is of fundamental

importance for studying evolutionary processes, many different mathematical

mappings, called genotype-phenotype maps, have been developed.

In nature the relation between genotypes and phenotypes is not a simple one

to one mapping. One genotype can produce a whole range of phenotypes

depending on environmental influences and chance, and, on the other hand,

different variants of a gene can produce identical phenotypes. For theoretical

considerations, though, it is favourable to assign each genotype a unique phe-

notype. Additionally, for studying evolutionary dynamics, the reproductive

success, or fitness, of a specific genotype needs to be considered, to deter-

mine its success under selective environmental conditions. Again, in nature

the fitness of an organism is a complex function of the phenotype and the

environment. One useful approach to tackle this additional layer in theo-

retical systems, is to derive an explicit fitness function, which assigns each

phenotype a discrete fitness value (see figure 39).

Phenotype

Space

Genotype

Space
Fitness

Figure 39: Sketch of a genotype-phenotype map followed by the assignment of
fitness values to phenotypes. Both maps can be many-to-one mappings. (adapted
from [395] with kind permission from the author)

The genotype-phenotype-fitness mapping facilitates the description of evo-

lutionary processes on “fitness landscapes”, a concept first introduced by

Wright (1932) [442]12. In essence it describes a projection from genotype

12Wright’s original concept of fitness landscapes was not based on the complete genotype
space but on recombination space.
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space onto real numbers. Assuming increased fitness and reproductive suc-

cess is symbolised by higher fitness values, selection pressures on a population

in general lead to hill climbing in such a landscape, while variational pro-

cesses, such as mutation, are shown as random movement in all directions.

It has been proposed that genotype-fitness mappings have to be highly non

linear for successful evolutionary optimisation, meaning that small changes

in the genotype can lead to large changes in fitness [216]. As small changes

of genotypes would only translate to slightly changed fitness values in linear

mappings, evolutionary processes could easily get stuck at local optima. Ad-

ditionally, highly non-linear mappings can also allow organisms to adapt to

changing environmental conditions more readily.

Another property of genotype-phenotype mappings that influences evolvabil-

ity, is the fraction of neutral mutations. Mutations are called neutral, if they

do not influence the phenotype, or at least the fitness of an organism. A

common example of neutral or nearly neutral mutations in protein coding

sequences are synonymous substitutions in codons that do not alter the amino

acid encoded by the nucleotide triplet. Other mutations are neutral, in that

they change the phenotype, but without affecting the organisms fitness very

much, for example by changing amino acid stretches which are non-essential

for a protein’s function [223]. According to the neutral theory sketched out

by Kimura (1983) [222], neutral and deleterious mutations constitute the

main part of genetic variation in organisms, while adaptive mutations are

much rarer and contribute to a lesser extent to the emergence of new species.

Neutrality results in many-to-one maps with a high degree of redundancy,

in which many genotypes give rise to the same phenotype. These neutral

genotypes can be connected by point mutations - or are reachable via other

single mutational events - and create neutral networks that span wide ranges

and different parts of sequence space, thereby allowing populations to explore

wide ranges of genome space by random drift without substantial selective

disadvantages [202, 343]. This can increase the ability of a population to

find new and beneficial genotypes by enabling it to have a wider range of

possible genotypes with similar selective advantages and by reducing the risk

of getting stuck at local optima [104, 216].
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4.1.2 The Function of RNAs

For a long time ribonucleic acids, or RNAs, were largely regarded as mere

messengers with a passive role in the information flow from DNA to proteins.

This viewpoint has changed in the last three decades with the discovery of

RNase P in E. coli [166] and the self-splicing introns in Tetrahymena [232],

showing that RNAs could also possess catalytic activities. The later discovery

of RNA interference [295], and the miRNA pathways in animals [242] and

plants [345], established, that RNAs played an active role in regulating gene

expression.

Another layer of regulation by RNAs was found in mRNAs containing special

segments called riboswitches, which can directly interact with small molecules

to modulate gene expression [436]. As riboswitches do not require any addi-

tional factors, apart from the interacting RNAs and ligands, and as they are

found in a wide range of taxonomic backgrounds with varying functions, it

has been suggested they constitute one of the oldest gene regulatory mecha-

nisms identified so far [430].

4.1.3 RNA structure

RNA is a linear hetero-polymer consisting mainly of the four nucleotides ade-

nine, uracil, guanine and cytosine. The 5’ and 3’ carbons of the ribose units

are linked to each other by phospho-diester bonds. DNA differs structurally

from RNA mainly in the missing 2’ OH group, rendering it chemically more

stable and less prone to hydrolysation. Similar to DNA, RNA can form base

pairs between cytosine and guanine, adenine and uracil and guanine and

uracil, but due to the missing hydroxy group, the preferred form of RNA

double-strands are A-type, and not B-type helices as are commonly found in

DNA. Moreover, RNAs often act as monomers and can fold back on them-

selves, leading to complicated structures with stretches of double stranded

stems and unpaired loops.

Similar to proteins, the different structures an RNA molecule can assume

are mainly determined by its nucleotide sequence. Also, as with proteins and

distinct from DNA, the final three dimensional structure of an RNA molecule
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is of major importance to its functional activity. Due to the specificity of base

pairing, RNA possesses the ability to target specific nucleic acid sequences,

such as the Shine-Dalgarno sequences in prokaryotic translation [379] and

gRNAs involved in RNA editing in kinetoplastid mitochondria [7, 130].

Analogous to proteins the fold of an RNA molecule can be hierarchically clas-

sified into primary, secondary and tertiary structure (see figure 40) [60]. The

primary structure of an RNA molecule simply consists of its base sequence

and it suffices to distinguish chemically different RNA molecules. It is con-

vention to write it from the 5’ to the 3’ direction using the first letters of each

nucleotide name, A, U, C and G. Between the different bases either Watson-

Crick (G-C and A-U) or wobble (G-U) base pairs can form [89, 424]. A list

of such base pairs, with the constraint that they do not cross, is called the

secondary structure of the RNA. Crossing base-pairs, also known as pseudo-

knots [329], are generally not subsumed under secondary structures. The

tertiary structure is the three dimensional fold of the RNAmolecule, en-

compassing pseudo-knots and more complex interactions between bases and

longer stretches of sequences. Finally, the quaternary structure of an RNA

molecules involves the interactions with other molecules, such as in RNA-

protein or multimeric RNA complexes.

There exist several practical reasons for this distinction between secondary

and tertiary structures. First, the Watson-Crick and wobble base pairs which

comprise the secondary structure of an RNA molecule, substantially con-

tribute to its final free energy and therefore to the thermodynamical stability

of the folded tertiary structure. While the free energy contribution of the

individual base-pairs themselves is rather small, adjacent base pairs are able

to stack vertically and stabilize the structure via electrostatic and dispersion

attraction [445]. Furthermore, the formation of the final tertiary structure

seems to follow the formation of stable secondary structure elements in at

least some cases, implying that there exists a kinetic hierarchy in structure

formation that is reflected in the classification [60]. Finally, the interaction

leading to tertiary structures, especially pseudo-knots and coaxial helix stack-

ing are much harder to predict computationally and to track experimentally.

The elements encompassed by secondary structure, on the other hand, can

be predicted using efficient dynamic programming algorithms and explored
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(((((((..((((........)))).(((((.......))))).....(((((.......))))))))))))....

a)

b) c)

d)

GCGGAUUUAGCUCAGUUGGGAGAGCGCCAGACUGAAGAUCUGGAGGUCCUGUGUUCGAUCCACAGAAUUCGCACCA

Figure 40: Primary (a), secondary (b and d) and tertiary (c) structure of the
tRNAPhe of S. cerevisae. (d) shows the secondary structure in dot-bracket nota-
tion, in which each dot represents an unbound nucleotide, each opening bracket
the 3’ and each closing bracket the 5’ nucleotide in a base pair. Both the pri-
mary and the dot bracket notation are written with the 3’ end on the left by
convention. (Source: secondary structure: adapted from http://en.wikipedia.

org/wiki/File:TRNA-Phe_yeast_en.svg under CC3 Attribution Share like 3.0
license, sequence and tertiary structure PDB ID: 1ehz )

using simpler experimental methods [190, 454]. In support of this view, the

predicted RNA secondary structures have been found to be up to 70% faith-

ful to experimentally determined structures on the level of individual bases

[100, 271].

An RNA molecule can fold into an ensemble of secondary structures, each of

them exhibiting a specific free energy change, ∆Gs, compared to the open

chain. The most stable structure is the one with lowest free energy, also

called the the minimal free energy (MFE) structure. As the energy differ-

ences between the various possible secondary structures are within the ranges

of the thermal energies of the molecules at room temperature, RNAs under

physiological conditions are not restricted to the optimal structures, but in-

stead various secondary structures coexist with relative frequencies according

to their folding free energies. The relative frequency of a sequence x existing

in a specific secondary structure s is given by its Boltzmann weight divided

by the partition function of the ensemble, Q, which represents the sum of the
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Boltzmann weights of all possible structures, S, the sequence can assume:

P (s|x) = e
−∆Gs
RT

∑

t∈S e
−∆Gt
RT

(132)

For the standard nucleotide alphabet, A, U, C and G, and a sequence of

length n, the number of different valid secondary structures Sn is considerably

lower than the number of possible sequences, n4, and according to Schuster

et al. (1994) [370] is given by:

Sn = 1.4848 · n−3/2 · 1.8488n (133)

This shows a high degree of redundancy, and therefore neutrality, between

RNA sequences and secondary structures, or between sequence space and

shape space. Computational studies showed furthermore that sequence space

is highly connected by randomly distributed neutral networks [365]. Another

important property of the RNA sequence-to-structure mapping is, that the

most common structures can be attained by closely related sequences. By

estimating the average radius of a sphere in sequence space around a random

sequence containing the most common structures, it could be shown that

this covering radius is much smaller than the overall radius of sequence space

[365].

4.1.4 RNA as a Model for Evolution

A self-replicating RNAmolecule is one of the simplest imaginable concepts for

an evolvable system, as it comprises an inheritable genotype, its nucleotide

sequence, and a phenotype, the RNA structures derived from it, in one and

the same object. With the help of computational RNA secondary structure

prediction this “RNA model” has been used extensively to elucidate evolu-

tionary processes [367, 370].

Intensive studies of the RNA sequence-to-structure map during the last

decade have revealed how the properties of this map influence the dynamics of

evolutionary processes. However, whilst these studies have been very success-
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ful in elucidating the mechanisms governing molecular evolution [126, 366,

368], many concepts associated with biological genotype-phenotype maps,

such as signal transduction or developmental processes, have no concrete

analogue within the RNA model [125]. In particular, the absence of any

form of control, or regulation in the RNA model is a major difference, since

regulatory networks play an important role in the unfolding of genotypes to

phenotypes in living organisms [27, 95].

Apart from purely computational descriptions, RNA has also successfully

been used subject of experimental studies of evolution. Mills et al. (1967)

[281] created a test tube system using the RNA of the self replicating Qβ

phage RNA replicase, the replicase protein and nucleotides. By removing

the need for the RNA to encode a functioning replicase, but selecting for fast

replication, they were able to follow the emergence of increasingly efficiently

replicated RNAs under the loss of replicase function. Later, a similar in

vitro approach was used to create a more efficient version of a ribozyme

[33]. Using serial dilutions and special selection for a template directed RNA

ligase function, Wright and Joyce (1997) [441] created a system to follow the

evolution of both the catalytic and the amplification rate of a population of

RNA molecules. Most recently, it has even been possible to create a system

of cross-replicating RNA molecules, which allows the study of interacting

populations of RNA molecules [251].

4.2 Model Description

As a basic requirement to be suitable for studying evolution, a model has to

be self-contained in the sense that it does not require input of parameters

on the fly. This has been achieved in the RNA model mentioned before by

defining rules that provide the frame-work for the computation of the required

parameters. The development of the model described in this chapter pursues

the same strategy.

The decoding step is done in such a way, that all the relevant parameters

needed to compute the time evolution of the dynamical system are calculated

from within the model. This enables the individual system to freely explore

genotypes by increasing its complexity without imposing limitations from the
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exterior.

In molecular terms the genotype is thought to be an RNA molecule, which

is transcribed in pieces to yield other RNAs, which have regulatory and cat-

alytic functions. It is based on the empirical evidence that natural occurring

and engineered RNAs can fulfill a wide scope of different functions [400].

4.2.1 Related Work

The mathematical model presented in this chapter builds on related work in

the area of artificial regulatory network (ARN) models. In 1993 Kauffman

used random Boolean networks (RBN) to model gene regulatory networks

[216]. RBNs show a broad range of dynamical behaviour from cyclic and

multiple attractors to chaos. However, the majority of these interesting dy-

namical features disappear, if the updating rule for the temporal evolution

of the network’s state is changed from a synchronous to a biologically more

realistic asynchronous one. Furthermore, RBNs display only a limited ability

to structurally represent genes and genomes.

In 1999 Reil [344] enhanced the RNB approach by introducing the concept

of an artificial genome to overcome this structural weakness. The artificial

genome is essentially a biologically inspired representation of genes and their

interactions. The model allows manipulation of the topology of the gene reg-

ulatory network at the level of the genome, implemented as a string of digits,

by a set of genetic variation operators which closely resemble their natural

counterparts. This allows the study of questions regarding the evolution of

the ARN and its quantised Boolean dynamics from the point of view of the

changing genome.

Analogous to Reil, Delleart and Beer [97], Eggenberg [107] and later Bon-

gard [52] embedded an ARN into a hand-coded morphogenetic system to

evolve “multi-cellular” objects capable of performing some predefined tasks.

Bongard demonstrated that within this framework, commonly referred to as

artificial embryogeny (AE), gene reuse and modularity in terms of regulatory

circuits can arise [391].

Banzhaf refrained from using the Boolean paradigm and expressed the dy-
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namics of his ARN model as a system of ODEs [26]. Many dynamical

phenomena of natural gene regulatory networks, such as point attractors,

damped oscillations and heterochronic control can be reproduced by the ARN

model[25]. By introducing an arbitrary “virtual” binding site for a desired

output function, networks could be evolved where the activation pattern of

the virtual binding site follows a predefined mathematical function [234]. The

model described in this chapter differs from prior work with respect to the

following points:

• First, the process of competition between molecular species that bind

to regulatory regions of genes is modelled explicitly in mass-action-

governed elementary reactions. The rational behind this decision lies

in the fact that (i) competition for a common resource is one of the

core reactions in gene regulatory networks, which requires an accu-

rate mechanistic description and (ii) mechanistic details can have un-

expected consequences in terms of dynamic phenomena, especially if

coarse-grained approximations e.g. Michaelis-Menten type kinetics or

concentration weighted mean values are used [179, 219]. Also the sys-

tem can more readily interpreted in a stochastic framework, which is

especially relevant for gene regulation by low numbers of transcription

factors.

• Second, the genome and the gene products are modelled entirely in

terms of RNA molecules. At the level of RNA secondary structure,

efficient, well-established algorithms exist to compute nearly any de-

sired molecular property. In particular the statistical properties of

the sequence to structure map, and its implications for evolutionary

processes, have been profoundly enlightened. Therefore operations on

RNA molecules, as used in the presented model, possess a certain de-

gree of physical realism which is lacking if binary or real-valued vectors

are used.

• Third, molecular interactions, another key feature of gene regulatory

networks, are modelled within the framework of RNA secondary struc-

tures. This provides us with a physically meaningful, temperature de-

pendent energy function, which is absent in Hamming-distance based
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approaches operating on bit strings.

• Finally, the current model is equipped with a minimal version of a

metabolism and a simple membrane similar to the model described by

Kennedy et al. (2001) [217].

4.2.2 The Cell

The basic unit of MiniCellSim is a putative protocell from the RNA world. It

contains a genome, constituting the heritable information, ribozymes catalysing

the metabolic reactions and RNA molecules functioning as transcription fac-

tors and regulating transcription.

Not every component of this cell is explicitly included in the model. The tran-

scriptional apparatus and all components needed to reproduce the genome

were omitted due to the increased complexity of including further classes of

ribozymes. While this reduces the degrees of freedom for evolution of the

system, assuming a functioning layer of basic processes allows us to concen-

trate on the regulatory aspects of transcription and increases the probability

of obtaining cells that can have a functioning metabolism. Also, it is easier to

alter this basic functions, without having to care about a definite underlying

mechanism.

4.2.3 Genome, Genes and Gene Products

The genotype of the cell is represented by an RNA string of appropriate

length. This genome can be either linear or circular, with both genes and

regulatory regions extending over the string’s start and beginning, respec-

tively, in the latter case. The genome is assumed to be single stranded and

to be transcribed exclusively in one direction. Genes on the genome are al-

lowed to overlap, but each gene has a strictly defined structure (see figure

41). A gene’s coding sequence starts directly after a short sequence pattern

which is reminiscent to the Pribnow box of prokaryotic and the TATA-box

of eukaryotic promoter regions. Upstream of this sequence pattern up to two

regulatory sites of fixed length are located. In the case of linear genomes,

up- and downstream of each starting motif, enough space for the regulatory
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and the coding sequence is required for a gene to be functional.

CCGAUAUACGCGUUUAUAUCUCCUAUUAGACGAUUUCGCCCAGGACCC

CUCCUAUUAGACGAUUUCGCCC

Transcription

URS

TATA−Box
coding sequence

FunctionBinding

Figure 41: Gene control structure of a typical gene in the proposed model. Up-
stream of the coding sequence (green), lie the promotor region or TATA-box (red)
and an upstream regulating sequence (URR, blue), consisting of two transcription
factor binding sites. The function of the gene transcript is determined by folding
into secondary structures representing the different classes of functional RNAs.
(from [123])

Gene products fall into two major categories: (i) transcription factors and (ii)

structural RNAs. While the former constitute the gene regulatory network,

the latter fulfil catalytic tasks. The genome is central to the system, as all

properties of the cell are derived from it. Mutation of the genome’s sequence

can alter the whole system.

4.2.4 Classification of the Gene Products

The classification of the gene products determines the decoding of the phe-

notype of the genome, and therefore is of great influence on the evolvability

of the system. Due to the assumed nature of the gene products, a method

based on RNA secondary structure prediction was chosen.

The function of a given gene is determined by means of an energy based com-

parison with given target secondary structures. The gene’s RNA sequence

is folded into all target structures yielding a series of free energy values. In

case of incompatibilities between the sequence and the structure an arbitrary

penalty is given for each omitted base pair. The target structure with the

lowest free energy for the gene’s sequence determines the function. In case

of two structures exhibiting the same free energy, the first target in the list

is assumed to determine the function, to ensure a unique mapping.

For each functional class, at least one target structure is needed. The
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first gene classification round is between transcription factors and metabolic

genes, the second determines what kind of regulatory effect the transcription

factors have and which reactions the metabolic genes catalyse.

The list of target structures has to be provided beforehand, and all targets

need to be of the same length as the classified coding sequences. The dis-

tribution of functions in the ensemble of gene products can be influenced by

choosing target structures of different probabilities of occurrence and folding

energy. Target structures with specific probabilities can be retrieved by sam-

pling large amounts of random sequences and looking at the most common

structures and folding free energies.

This secondary structure folding approach is supported by the fact that the

function of naturally occurring non-coding RNAs is not only determined by

their nucleotide sequence alone, but to a big part by their folded structure

[400]. Furthermore, the high degree of neutrality and connectivity in RNA

sequence-structure mappings are advantageous for evolvability of a system

[104].

The statistical properties of the sequence-function mapping were probed in

collaboration with Alexander Ullrich. To probe the genotype-function map-

pings, random neutral walks were performed by Ullrich (see details in Ullrich

et al (2009) [419]) using different sequence lengths and classification algo-

rithms. In such a walk each step equals a point mutation, that is neutral

with respect to the phenotype. In case no new neutral mutation can be

found, the walk is abandoned. At each step, the fraction of neutral point

mutations and the number of reachable new phenotypes are recorded. The

degree of neutrality is a measure for the robustness of the mapping, while

the new phenotypes encountered indicate the connectivity of the neutral net-

works. The sum over all different phenotypes encountered on a neutral walk

gives a measure for its potential for innovation, or evolvability.

Five sequence-function mappings were compared, three of which were based

on RNA folding, one on a random Boolean network (RBN), and one on a

cellular automata (CA) (both described in Ebner et al. (2001) [104]). Of the

three RNA based mappings two were based on comparison to target struc-

tures, and one on mapping the sequence of the longest loop of the MFE
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Figure 42: Number of different phenotypes reached on neutral random walks
using different mappings for sequences of 20 (left) and 100 (right) nucleotides.
For each curve 1000 random neutral walks of length 20 (left) and 100 (right)
were performed. RNA loop: mapping using the sequence in the biggest loop of
the MFE secondary structure; RNA full: target structure based mapping used
in MiniCellSim; RNA distance: a target structure based mapping using ensem-
ble distances; RBN: a mapping based on random Boolean networks; CA: cellular
automaton mapping. (taken and adapted from [419] with kind permission of the
author)

secondary structure [419]. Amongst the target based mappings, one is de-

scribed above and used in MiniCellSim (RNA full), the other is based on

the base pair distance of the whole ensemble of possible secondary structures

to the target structure (RNA distance). For this the ensemble distance,

de(T, S), [165] was changed to the following:

de(T, S) =
∑

(i<j|ij∈ptT )

(1− pji)
2 +

∑

(i<j|ij /∈ptT )

p2ji (134)

with T : target structure and S = sequence, pij = bp probability of pair ij

in sequence S, ptT = pair-table of T.

As the ensemble distance based mapping is computationally more expensive

than the simple energy based one, but does exhibit lower connectivity and

evolvability, the energy based one was chosen for MiniCellSim.

For each mapping 1000 random neutral walks with sequences of a 100 or 20

nucleotides, and 100 or 20 steps, respectively, were performed. The number

of all possible phenotypes was restricted to 28 = 256 for all algorithms. In
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terms of neutral point mutations all mappings performed similarly, with the

RBN having the highest fraction (58%), followed by the RNA based mappings

(50%), and the CA with 40%. Concerning the degree of innovation, two of

the RNA based mappings, the loop and the energy based ones, outperform

the others. For the longer sequences, the loop based mapping reaches on

average 200 out of 256 phenotypes, the energy based one 175, followed by

the ensemble distance (150), the RBN (145), and the CA (100) (fig. 42).

The difference is even more pronounced for shorter sequences. This is also

reflected in the connectivity of the different mappings. With the loop and

energy based mappings a sequence on average has 27 and 26, respectively,

unique phenotypes in its one mutation neighbourhood, significantly more

than the RBN (21), ensemble distance (19) and CA (14) based ones.

4.2.5 Transcription Factor Binding

Transcription factors are further subdivided into two types, activators and

repressors again using the classification method based on target structures

described above. Since the structure of the gene regulatory network itself

should be a target of evolution, a model based on molecular interactions

is required that decides upon two questions: (i) Which transcription factor

binds to the distinct URR of the gene, and (ii) to what extend is the URR

bound by the different transcription factors.

Both repressors and activators are explicitly modelled to bind to one of the

two binding sites in the upstream regulatory region (URR) of the gene (see

figure 41), inhibiting or enhancing polymerase recruitment to the gene’s pro-

motor. Transcription factor binding to a given regulatory site is assumed to

occur via RNA-RNA heteroduplex formation. The binding affinities, ∆Gbij ,

of a transcription factor, TFi, to the binding sites of a gene, Gj, are calcu-

lated using the RNAcofold routine of the Vienna RNA package [37, 190]. To

remove weak interactions a cutoff binding energy above which interactions

are rejected is used. Since computation of binding affinities is straightfor-

ward, the topology of the gene regulatory network can be readily derived

from the genome sequence.

The free binding energies, ∆Gbij , computed this way can be used directly to
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calculate dissociation constants, KDij:

KDij = e−∆Gbij/β with: β = RT (135)

Under the assumption that the association rate, kasss, of the TF-URR com-

plex, Cij , is constant and limited by diffusion, a dissociation rate constant,

kdiss, can be calculated, giving the following rates for complex formation, vass

and dissociation, vdiss:

TFi +Gj

vass−−−⇀↽−−−
vdiss

Cij (136)

vass = kass · [TFi][Gj] (137)

vdiss = KDij · kass · [Cij]

The definition of the model parameters provides an opportunity to design

more complex regulatory mechanisms, such as cooperativity in transcription

factor binding. Cooperativity is introduced by allowing stabilising interac-

tions between the transcription factors bound to adjacent sites in a gene’s

URR (see figure 43).

To derive the parameters for cooperative binding of two transcription factors,

TFA and TFB, they are first bound the two URR binding sites individually

using RNAcofold to derive their binding MFEs, ∆GA and ∆GB, and their

cofolded structures. The sequences of the two transcription factors are then

allowed to hybridise with each other using RNAduplex under the constraint

that the base pairs of the MFE structures bound to the URR sites are pre-

served. A negative free energy, ∆Gcoop is assumed to lead to an additional

stabilisation of the TF-URR complexes and result in cooperative binding,

again with a threshold to weed out weak interactions.

Table 9 shows exemplary results of this model of cooperative interactions

on a sample of random sequences. For the URR sequences, the influence

of AU and GC contents was separately studied. ∆Gbind is the sum of the

binding energies, ∆GA +∆GB, of the two transcription factors. As is to be

expected, GC rich URR sequences are able to a much higher degree than
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Figure 43: Cooperativity as modeled in the presented framework. If two tran-
scription factors, independently bind the adjacent sites of an URR with an overall
binding energy, ∆Gbind, they can form interactions with their unbound sequences,
leading to an additional stabilising energy ∆Gcoop. (from [123])

AU rich sequences to form stable complexes. Pure AU URR sequences are

characterized by slightly higher cooperativity as the G and C nucleotide in

the transcription factor sequences are left free to interact with each other.

In pure GC sequences binding to the URR and cooperativity energy are of

about the same magnitude. The average differences between heterodimers

and homodimers of transcription factors (self-cooperativity in table 9) are

negligibly small.

For the modelling of the formation of a cooperative complex CAB of the

transcription factors TFA and TFB on the URR of gene G the following

reactions are assumed:

TFA +G
KA−−⇀↽−− CA− (138)

TFB +G
KB−−⇀↽−− C−B

TFB + CA−

KBA−−−⇀↽−−− CAB

KAB−−−⇀↽−−− TFA + C−B

with: KA = e−∆GA/β; KB = e−∆GB/β; Kcoop = e−∆Gcoop/β

KBA = KB ·Kcoop; KAB = KA ·Kcoop
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These binding reactions are divided into single steps using the same assump-

tions as above (see eq. (137)).

4.2.6 Transcriptional Regulation

Transcription of genes is modelled after a three state regulated recruitment

mechanism observed with some bacterial genes (see [337], pp.13-42 and [336]).

The transcriptional activity of a gene is assumed to depend on the state of its

URR. Free URRs recruit RNA polymerase at a low, basal rate, URRs bound

exclusively to activating transcription factors at a high rate. If at least on

least one site of a gene’s URR is bound by a repressor, it is considered si-

lenced.

A fixed amount of RNA polymerase molecules, pol, is assumed to be present

in each cell, leading to competition between the different promoters. Only

free, G, and activator bound, CA, URRs recruit polymerase. Once the poly-

merase is bound, transcription of the gene starts with the same rate under

consumption of activated building blocks, XA .The following reactions govern

RNA transcription from each gene:

G + pol
vfree−−−→ polG + nXA

kTS polG−−−−−→ G+ pol + RNA (139)

CA + pol
vact−−→ polCA + nXA

kTS polCA−−−−−−→ G+ pol + RNA

with: vfree = kBP · [pol][G];vact = act · kBP · [pol][CA];

In eq. (139), n is the length of the gene, XA are the activated nucleotides,

and, kTS, is the transcription rate. The transcription rate, kTS, itself also

depends on the concentration of active nucleotides. The analytic expression

for the dependence was adopted from the mechanism of RNA replication by

the replicase of the phage Qβ[44]:

kTS =
[XA]

2

cTS0 · [XA]
2 + cTS1·]XA] + cTS2

(140)
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Table 9: Binding energies of random RNA pairs of length 25 to two URR RNAs of length 5. Different base compositions in the
URR sequences from pure AU to pure GC were studied. The free energies for cooperative interaction (∆Gcoop) are calculated for
the conformations of lowest free binding energies (∆Gbind) as indicated in figure 43 and given with the standard deviation. For each
URR sequence enough sequence pairs to give 8000 stable hetero-cooperativity complexes where sampled.

Sequence Sample Sample size: Hetero-cooperativity Self-cooperativity

%AU #URR Sequence Stable −∆Gcoop −∆Gbind Stable −∆Gcoop −∆Gbind

pairs (%) [kcal·mol−1] [kcal·mol−1] (%) [kcal·mol−1] [kcal·mol−1]

100 11 1000000 0.1 ± 0.1 3.13 ± 2.26 0.32 ± 0.22 0.2 ± 0.3 4.00 ± 2.77 0.32 ± 0.21

90 56 824301 1.0 ± 1.2 3.02 ± 2.21 0.58 ± 0.55 0.9 ± 1.1 3.71 ± 2.65 0.72 ± 0.68

80 223 364473 8.8 ± 9.2 2.90 ± 2.15 0.87 ± 0.76 7.5 ± 8.5 3.53 ± 2.57 0.92 ± 0.78

70 557 163760 18.4 ± 12.7 2.85 ± 2.12 1.14 ± 0.98 14.2 ± 10.1 3.35 ± 2.46 1.17 ± 0.99

60 1021 62027 31.6 ± 14.3 2.80 ± 2.10 1.45 ± 1.17 23.9 ± 11.7 3.24 ± 2.39 1.47 ± 1.18

50 1265 28598 42.7 ± 13.3 2.78 ± 2.08 1.74 ± 1.35 32.2 ± 11.8 3.20 ± 2.35 1.74 ± 1.32

40 1007 16860 53.8 ± 11.0 2.75 ± 2.07 2.09 ± 1.50 41.6 ± 10.9 3.17 ± 2.33 2.03 ± 1.45

30 574 14305 60.9 ± 9.6 2.75 ± 2.07 2.43 ± 1.66 48.4 ± 10.2 3.21 ± 2.34 2.33 ± 1.59

20 238 13105 65.7 ± 8.6 2.75 ± 2.06 2.69 ± 1.76 54.0 ± 9.6 3.27 ± 2.37 2.55 ± 1.67

10 35 12054 70.9 ± 7.0 2.76 ± 2.07 3.07 ± 1.91 58.9 ± 9.1 3.31 ± 2.39 2.85 ± 1.80

0 8 11860 73.3 ± 8.4 2.85 ± 2.11 3.51 ± 2.07 66.0 ± 4.1 3.67 ± 2.63 3.29 ± 1.98
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With the parameters cTS0, cTS1, and cTS2 estimated from Biebricher et al.

(1983) [44] and Arnold (2003) [14].

4.2.7 The Metabolism

EI

EA

Gi

RNAi

Classification

Transcription
+nXA

activating or inhibiting
TFs

TFi

SRi

+nXI

XA

XI

TF binding

polfree

Polymerase
recruitment

polGi

SRs

M

Mext
I

RNA decay
transport Membrane

decay

Metabolism

M int
I

synthesis

Figure 44: A sketch of the basic reaction network of the presented model. The
RNA polymerase is assumed to be available in a fixed amount and recruited to
the genes (green) promoter region (red) at a rate determined by the TF s bound to
the upstream regulating sequence (blue). The RNA transcription rate depends on
the concentration of activated RNA building blocks (XA) and consumes nXA per
RNA. The RNAs decay to inactivated components (XI), which are reactivated
via consumption of activated energy rich metabolites (EA). The gene products
are categorized into structural (SR) and gene regulatory (TF ) RNAs. The SRs
catalyze the activation of metabolites (EI) and the incorporation of membrane
building blocks (M int

I ) into the membrane (M). The internal pool of M int
I is

coupled to the exterior pool (M ext
I ) via diffusion through the membrane. All

parameters for transcription factor binding to regulatory regions and the catalytic
efficiencies of structural proteins are obtained by a mapping process (see text for
details) and are therefore targets of evolution. (from [123])

The central reactions of the cellular metabolism are catalysed by the gene
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products classified as structural RNAs, SRs. Structural RNAs are thought

of as ribozymes, and are either capable of catalysing either a chemical re-

action that activates a mediator molecule EI , or a reaction that transforms

membrane precursor molecules MI into membrane building molecules MA

(see figure 44).

The active mediator, EA, in turn, transfers energy to monomeric building

blocks, XI , converting them into active nucleotides, which can be directly

used for transcription. Eventually we end up with RNAs, which may in-

fluence their own production directly or in-directly by either transcription

regulation or creating more activated mediator, very much in the manner of

an auto-catalytic cycle.

Catalysts are assumed to require specific, predefined, structural elements for

their activities. To this end a target secondary structure, Sj , is associated

with each reaction, j, and the sequence of the structural gene is folded into

this structure Sj. The catalytic efficiency, eff , of a ribozyme in the catalysis

of a metabolic reaction is derived from the activating energy Ea = εj − ε0

required for the transition from the MFE structure with an energy ε0 into

the (lowest) suboptimal state, that folds into the structural element, Sj, and

constitutes the active form of the ribozyme (figure 45). eff is derived as:

eff = e−EA/β = e(ε0−εj)/β (141)

This concept for the evaluation of catalytic efficiency can also be interpreted

as a distance measure between structures on an energy scale. It is pre-

ferred here over simpler distance measures, such as the Hamming distance

based string comparison methods, because it retains the useful and realistic

statistical properties of the RNA sequence to secondary structure map as

exemplified by the evolutionary fitness landscape [126, 127].

Moreover, the activation concept allows the optimization of the catalytic

efficiencies of ribozymes through accumulation of mutations that reduce Ea

by stabilizing the suboptimal structure Sj relative to the MFE conformation

S0. Ideally, if a structural gene’s MFE structure S0 is identical to the target

structure Sn, e
−Ea/β = 1, and the ribozyme catalyses reactions at maximum

velocity.
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Figure 45: Activation of the ribozyme. The active structure (right) catalyses the
metabolic reactions. The free energy needed to form the the secondary structure
of the active ribozyme from the minimal free energy secondary structure of the
RNA (left) is used to derive the catalytic efficiency of the ribozyme. (from [123])

For reactions catalysed by a ribozyme, SR, simple irreversible Michaelis-

Menten kinetics are assumed, in the case of the metabolite, E for example:

EI
SR−−→
vR

+ EA (142)

vR = eff ·kEA
[EI] · [SR]

KmEI + [EI]

In this kEA is the rate of the ideal ribozyme, and KmEI is the Michaelis

constant of the inactive metabolite.
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RNA degradation to inactive nucleotides XI is assumed to be of first order,

as is the inactivation of EA and XA (see figure 44).

For the cell membrane building blocks, a constant exterior concentration is

assumed, and the flow through the membrane is modelled proportional to

the concentration gradient times the cell surface, A:

Mext
I

vtrans−−−−⇀↽−−−− Mint
I (143)

vtrans = kex·A · ([Mext
I ]− [Mint

I ])

The cell surface is determined by the size of the cell membrane M , that grows

with introduction of MI facilitated by ribozymes and decays in a first order

fashion. The cell volume, V , is derived via the cell surface and assuming a

spherical cell with radius R:

R =

√

A

4π
V = A · R/3 (144)

4.2.8 Creation and Evaluation of the Dynamic System

After the determination of the parameters by the respective mapping, the

genabolic network is translated into a set of ODEs. In order to describe the

system in a general and easily accessible format, it is implemented in SBML

[200]. A full list of reaction rates and parameters is given in appendix D on

page 174.

The derived dynamical system can then be evaluated, for example by time

course integration. From the integrated time courses, fitness values can be

deduced to drive an evolutionary optimization procedure (see Figure 46).

The integrator front end currently used is the SBML-ODE Solver, a versatile

integrator for continuous ODE systems [258].

Due to the use of SBML a variety of integrators and analysis software can

easily be adopted and a flexible handling is facilitated.
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Figure 46: Schematic representation of an evolutionary cycle. The topology
of the genabolic network together with the reaction parameters is decoded from
the genotype. This information is translated into an ODE system which after nu-
meric integration provides the concentration time coarse of the individual chemical
species (the phenotype) which in turn modulates via a fitness function the repro-
ductive efficiency of the genome. (from [123])

4.3 Results

As a proof of concept, the following experiment was designed and carried out.

The objective was to find out whether a cell with capable of adapting its cell

volume to a predefined target volume could be found using a mutational

adaptive walk. Figure 47 shows the dynamical behaviour of the final cell of

the adaptive walk. The balance between regulatory and metabolic dynamics

indeed adjusts the cell’s volume exactly to the target volume.

4.4 Discussion

The model described in this chapter can be directly used for evolutionary

studies. The encryption of all relevant system information within a string

genome allows the description and evolution of genabolic networks in an
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Figure 47: Integrated time course of a cell evolved via an adaptive walk targeting
a cell volume of 1. A genome of length 100 and a gene length of 20 nucleotides
were chosen. URR length was 5 per site and the promoter sequence motif was
CC. Genes, transcription factors and ribozymes are labeled GN , TF and SR.
The TF/gene complexes are labeled either CX or CI for activating or inhibit-
ing complexes. The first index denotes the gene, letters a and b the sites the
transcription factors bind to. (from [123])

entirely independent fashion. No external sources of additive information

are necessary, the system is self-determined and closed as far as rules and

system-sustaining model functions are concerned. In contrast to prior exclu-

sively RNA based auto-catalytic systems, the genotype and the phenotype in

the presented model constitute separate objects. This allows an unhindered

evolvability of the minimal cell on the way from a random dynamical net-

work to an adapted functional system. There is also a substantial fraction

of neutral mutations, which was found to be an important factor for efficient

evolutionary optimization [127, 202].

Due to the regulation mechanisms implemented, in particular the direct in-

teraction of the transcription factors in a cooperative manner, the model
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allows for studies of the evolution of a great variety of regulatory networks.

Experiments regarding an optimization of certain qualities or functions, for

example high adaptability, high robustness, insensitivity to environmental

stress, are conceivable.

In order to study evolutionary phenomena, genome replication could be con-

sidered too. One natural selection criterion would be a short time of self-

reproduction for the individual system. As the model includes an explicitly

modelled membrane as described, for example, in the chemoton systems [136],

the growing cell membrane could be taken as an indicator for cell growth and

replication. At a certain cell volume and concentration of the cell compo-

nents the individual cell could be deemed ready for cell division, and the time

between divisions be taken as a direct fitness measure. The evolutionary eval-

uation of different genabolic networks could also be based on a fitness value

that results from a combination of replication rate and metabolic efficiency.

4.4.1 Limitations of the Model

One minor limitation of the system is the slow speed of evaluation and com-

putation. While many of the time-critical functions for RNA folding as well

as the solver for the dynamical system are fast, the main package is pro-

grammed in Perl and is relatively slow. A simple adaptive walk over a 1000

steps with a short genome of 100 nucleotides took about an hour of computa-

tion time, but with longer genomes and more genes the cost in computation

time increases significantly. Studies on populations of hundreds of individuals

would be very time consuming with the current state of the program.

Another more fundamental limitation is the closed concept of the metabolism

and the dependence of the mapping on fixed target structures. While it is

possible to create more than one energy-rich metabolite, all potential re-

actions in a metabolism would have to be encoded in advance and target

structures assigned for each reaction, restricting the directions the model

can develop considerably.

A much more general model, solving the problem of a rigid and limited

metabolism with an open sequence-function mapping, has been developed

in our group by Ullrich et al. (2008) [418, 419]. Similar to MiniCellSim,
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Ullrich et al. use an RNA genome with TATA-box like promoter sequences,

and a sequence-function mapping based on RNA secondary structure predic-

tion. However, different from MiniCellSim, their mapping does not depend

on comparison to prior defined target structures, but uses the sequence of

the longest loop in the MFE secondary structure, to generically assign each

sequence to a reaction. The pool of all potential reactions is calculated by

the graph based artificial chemistry package ToyChem [36], which also pro-

vides reaction energies and kinetic constants. This way sequences can be

mapped onto a much bigger reaction network and create a more realistic cel-

lular metabolism. The chemical reaction network, on which the ribozymes

can be mapped, can encompass tens of thousands of metabolites. Due to

the energetic parameters provided by the artificial chemistry, the direction-

ality of reactions can be evaluated. For quantifying the fitness of a network,

metabolic flux analysis is performed, and the fitness is assumed as the max-

imum yield over all extreme pathways [124].

The loop based mapping also exhibits a slightly higher innovation rate than

the energy based one used in MiniCellSim and a high degree of neutrality

(see fig. 42 and [419]). Simulations with this framework have shown, that

it can produce metabolic networks encompassing more than 500 metabolites

with realistic characteristics [418, 420].

4.4.2 Possible Extensions

Several extensions to the MiniCellSim model can be envisioned that would

increase the framework’s utility. The lack of a realistic metabolism could be

remedied using the approach of Ullrich et al. (2008) [419]. As both models

build on a similar RNA genome, both mapping methods can be integrated

into one, using the energy based one for a first round of classification, and

the loop based one for a second round mapping ribozyme activities to the

reaction network. This way a combination of gene regulatory with realistic

metabolic networks could be achieved.

Another missing feature is the direct influence of metabolites and small

molecules on gene regulation, which would allow the model to react on

changes in the environment more readily, and develop a simple form of signal
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processing. One idea to include this, based on some riboswitches [436], is to

assign a short RNA sequence to each metabolite and see whether the bind-

ing of this sequence to transcription factors can make them switch from one

classification, say activators, to the other inhibitor. Alternatively, binding

of a small RNA sequence could enhance, or inhibit their binding to URR of

genes.

A simpler enhancement planned is the inclusion of membrane bound im-

porters. Similar to ribozymes, the transportation rate constants and sub-

strate specificity could be determined by folding into target structures, and

transport against a gradient be coupled to consumption of energy-rich metabo-

lites.

Feed-back loops resulting in hysteretic gene switches are one kind of epige-

netic phenomena that could occur in MiniCellSim. However, MiniCellSim

could also be altered to include other epigenetic effects, for example by allow-

ing nucleotide modifications akin to DNA methylation as found in eukaryotes

[204]. For this additional groups of ribozymes could alter the methylation

state of genes’ promoters, and thereby the genes’ expression rates, in a se-

quence specific way by either using sequence complementarity or hybridisa-

tion.
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5 Conclusion

5.1 Thesis Incentive

The aim of this thesis was to use mathematical abstractions of biological

regulatory systems to gain a better understanding of their behaviours. Gene

regulatory systems are especially suited for this kind of analysis as they are

well studied mechanistically, easy to manipulate, and experimentally acces-

sible. Further, the emerging field of synthetic biology shows the direct appli-

cability of mathematical prediction in the design of gene regulatory networks

with specific functions [178, 390].

As there was little quantitative data available on the systems studied, and no

possibility to measure parameters or verify predictions in vivo, quite general

abstractions were used. The only exception to this was the model of the

GATA network underlying yeast NCR (section 3.3 page 108) where expres-

sion data was available for model validation.

For most of the analyses deterministic, continuous models were used, com-

plemented by stochastic simulations for the repressilator-like systems. This

combination seems especially promising as the deterministic approach allows

the derivation of general behaviours over large ranges of parameter values,

while the stochastic simulations can be used to check these behaviours under

more realistic assumptions of low molecule numbers and random fluctuations.

5.2 Discussion

The comprehensive analysis of the behaviours of two cyclic repression sys-

tems extends previously published work in a few respects. While the global

stability of the classical repressilator, RepLeaky (section 2.2.1 page 52), has

been studied before [24, 108], this work extends the analysis to describe sys-

tems of arbitrary numbers of genes and strong repressor binding, as well as

giving more detailed dependency of the bifurcations on the different param-

eters. This allows the identification of key parameters determining certain

behaviours, and the ranges in which these behaviours are displayed. Fur-

thermore, a novel system, which is a combination of cyclical repression and
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auto-activation, RepAuto (section 2.2.2, page 56), is analysed in detail.

Both systems show the either oscillatory behaviour or multistability for odd

or even numbers of genes, respectively. Distinct from the classical repressi-

lator, the combination of cyclical repression and auto-activation allows os-

cillations to appear in the absence of cooperative binding. This means that

transcription factors binding as monomers could also be used to create oscil-

lators.

The repressilator with auto-activation can also possess stable heteroclinic

cycles as attractors, leading to oscillations with increasing periods. Such dy-

namics are known as May-Leonard behaviour [191], and have been described

in models of competing populations [274, 326, 371]. For discrete systems this

can lead to a sort of molecular roulette wheel, as the system could oscillate

a few times and then get stuck in one of the corner equilibria [326].

The stochastic modelling showed that some parameter combinations pre-

dicted to give oscillations in the deterministic system could prove unstable

in real biological systems due to fluctuations and low molecule numbers.

Together, stability analysis of the deterministic system and stochastic sim-

ulation give a good picture of the main requirements to implement a stable

oscillator in vivo.

Another point illustrated by the analytical bifurcation analysis of the repres-

silator and the single auto-activator (section 3.4 page 116) is the importance

of rescaling of variables and parameters. Without proper rescaling to reduce

the complexity of the problem, it would have been much harder to achieve

meaningful results. The independent parameters could be reduced from 7

to 4 in the case of RepAuto and from 17 to 3 for the single auto-activator,

reducing the dimension of the parameter space to be examined.

The sequence-based approach for deriving potential GATA-type transcription

factor regulatory networks in fungi (sect. 3.2 page 102) cannot be directly

validated. The correct identification of GATA-type transcription factors and

regulatory interactions between them found in S. cerevisiae and in some

Aspergillae [84, 439] supports the methodology. All predicted topologies can

be imagined to be derived from a ur -GATA-type transcription factor via gene

duplication events, followed by loss of trans-activatory domains in protein
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and HGATAR motifs in the promoter regions. It is especially striking that

all potentially inhibitory GATA-type transcription factors identified possess

paired GATA binding motifs upstream of their genes. This indicates that

they could be controlled by other GATA factors, and maybe even be auto-

regulating.

Furthermore, all fungi possessing more than one gene encoding GATA-type

transcription factors classified as activating also possess at least one poten-

tially repressing GATA-type transcription factor. The same holds true for

all save two fungi possessing potentially auto-activating GATA factors. One

reason for this could be the suppression of gene dosage effects, another the

transformation of a sigmoid into a gradual response.

The simple model of the central yeast NCR, created with approximate pa-

rameter values, validated astonishingly well against experimental data (sect.

3.3 page 108). One possible explanation for this could be the robustness of

the underlying network against parameter variation. The negative feedback

exerted by GFZ3 and Dal80 has been argued to be involved in rapidly at-

taining a steady-state, and fine tuning of the nitrogen starvation response

[84, 92]. Simulation results of the model suggest, that the negative feedback

could be important for achieving a gradual, instead of a highly nonlinear or

sigmoid activation in dependent on the nitrogen source.

While the model of NCR regulation as a whole did not exhibit bistable

switching dependent on nitrogen availability, the single auto-activator part

exhibited bistability over physiologically meaningful ranges of nitrogen con-

centrations (sect. 3.4 page 116). To keep the model as generic as possible,

three signals were incorporated in this simplified GATA-type auto-activator

- two acting at the post-transcriptional level via mRNA stability and pro-

tein retention in the cytoplasm, and one directly affecting the rate of basal

transcription. This model showed reversible, bistable switching over ranges

of all three signals, showing that each of the mechanisms alone suffices to

create a bistable system. While multistable GATA-type transcription fac-

tor expression has not been described in the yeast NCR - and potentially

does not exist there because of the negative feedback - bistability has been

suggested to underlie TH2 cell differentiation and could also play a role in

endomesoderm development in nematodes [192, 261].
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Further, for the parameter ranges chosen, the simple auto-activator also ex-

hibits a high sensitivity to the copy number of genes. In the model a simple

gene duplication event would lead to irreversible activation for the signal

influencing transcription directly, while, for the post-transcriptional mecha-

nisms, deactivation shifts to nearly ten times higher signal strengths. This

strong gene dosage effect could be an important factor in the divergence

of duplicated genes, as the change of both the switching behaviour and the

ranges over which it occurs could influence an organism’s fitness dramatically.

A few changes in both the non-coding, as well as the coding regions of the du-

plicated genes, can compensate for this change, and revert switching back to

before the duplication. Some of these changes lead to motifs commonly found

in gene regulation, such as feedforward loops and cascades [243, 261, 377].

Also some of the topologies for GATA-type gene regulation in fungi predicted

in this work could have developed this way. GATA-type transcription fac-

tors should be especially suited for such evolution, as they can posses similar

DNA sequence specificity, potentially leading to cross-regulation and com-

petitive inhibition, which can be varied by point mutations in the coding

region [84, 142, 341].

Another interesting mutation in GATA-type transcription factors is the loss

of the trans-activatory region, transforming an activating transcription factor

into a repressor. This could have occurred in the evolution of Dal80 and GZF3

from a GAT1-like common ancestor [256]. For the loss of trans-activation in

one of the paralogous genes, the model predicts a loss of bistability leading

to a gradual in- or decrease of activation in dependence on the three different

signals.

Intriguingly, the combination of activation and inhibition can also lead to

occurrence of stable oscillations. Inverse eigenvalue analysis revealed that

as few as four parameter changes suffice to achieve a system that switches

from expression at a single level to stable oscillations dependent on all three

signals. While such oscillatory expression has not been described for GATA-

type transcription factors up to now, it has been found to be the case for other

transcription factors, such as Hes1 involved in somite segmentation [186], the

tumour suppressor p53 [28], the mammalian transcriptional activator NF-κB

[193], and the Period and Timeless genes in circadian rhythms[244]. Under
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certain conditions, yeast exhibits respiratory oscillations with periods in the

range of hours [293]. As these oscillations also encompass metabolites central

to the cellular nitrogen cycle, a connection between them and expression

GATA factors involved in NCR is imaginable.

With MiniCellSim (see sect. 4 page 133) a framework of a self-contained

in silico cell is presented, that could be used for studies of the evolution of

gene regulatory networks. All information necessary to describe the cell’s

processes can be derived from the genome, on which mutation operations

can be performed. As the principal mappings are based on RNA folding

and binding thermodynamics, they possess some characteristics favourable

for evolutionary studies, such as a high fraction of neutral mutations, and

a high connectivity between neutral networks. The framework should also

be easy to extend, especially to accommodate a more complex metabolism,

such as the one used by Ullrich et al. (2008) [418].

5.3 Perspective

While oscillating systems of the repressilator type have been analysed exhaus-

tively in a variety of ways, there still exist numerous interesting challenges.

One obvious challenge would be an implementation of the RepAuto system in

a living cell and a subsequent comparison to various other synthetic oscilla-

tors. Further, different kinds of cell-cell coupling, for example via a quorum

sensing system, such as the LuxR/I system widely used in synthetic biology,

and suggested for the classical repressilator [137, 185], could be studied both

computationally and in vivo.

Another interesting aspect of repressilator like systems is the influence of

additional feedback loops and coupling mechanisms which are found in bi-

ological systems, such as the recently suggested three element repressilator

in the Arabidopsis thaliana circadian clock [330]. With the abundance of

sequence data available it might be possible to identify more repressilator-

like systems in living organisms, and maybe study their evolution directly.

An analysis of the compensation of stochastic effects on period robustness

via network topology would be especially intriguing, as it also should have a

strong impact on the evolution of such oscillators.
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The predicted GATA-type transcription factor network topologies are spec-

ulative, but all predictions could be quite readily examined experimentally.

One possibility for testing would be gene knockouts and over-expression ex-

periments, as well as alterations of GATA-factor binding sequences in the

genes’ upstream sequences. Another possibility would be the reconstruction

of some network topologies in related organisms to test them independently.

The strong gene dosage effects predicted would be a particularly interesting

experimental find. This could be studied using a reconstructed GATA-type

auto-activator in a yeast strain devoid of GAT1, GFZ3, DAL80, and GZF3,

and by looking at reporter gene transcription. Maybe even a synthetic gene-

regulatory oscillator could be constructed out of GATA factors this way.

The model of the central NCR in yeast requires some expansion. The mecha-

nisms for Gln3p and Gat1p sequestration could be differentiated and refined

in the light of recent publications [141, 142]. Furthermore, the model needs

additional quantitative data to allow estimation of the subtle differences in

parameters describing binding and expression of the individual GATA fac-

tors. One straightforward prediction of the model is the effect of the inhibitor

DAL80, which could be examined by growing a DAL80 knockout strain on

different nitrogen sources and measuring GAT1 expression.

For MiniCellSim numerous extensions are imaginable, as mentioned above.

Apart from a more complex metabolism, different ways of interactions be-

tween the metabolic state and gene regulation should be easy to implement.

Other refinements could be more types of trans-membrane transporters, and

modelling of genome duplication of cell division in dependence of the cellular

state.

The derivation of gene regulatory networks on its own can be used to identify

network topologies capable of performing tasks such as bistable switching,

oscillations, and simple arithmetical and Boolean operations using appropri-

ate fitness functions [11, 313]. As all reactions governing gene regulation are

implemented as mass action kinetics, the derived models can also be adapted

for use in a stochastic framework for better exploration of robustness to ran-

dom fluctuations.
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A Characteristic Equation of RepLeaky

The Jacobian matrix, J(x), of system (70), at an equilibrium x = y = αf(x)

(71), appears as follows (79):

J(x) =
∂(ẋ, ẏ)

∂(x, y)
=

(

−β M(x)−1 βM(x)−1

A(x) −I

)

where:

A(x) = α
∂f(xi−1)

∂xj

For a 2 × 2 block matrix

(

A B

C D

)

with commuting blocks, AB = BA, the

determinant can be derived as follows [382]:

det

(

A B

C D

)

= det(AD − BC)

As J(x) is a matrix with commuting blocks, the eigenvalues λj at an equi-

librium can be derived as follows:

0 = |J(x)− λ I|

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

−βM(x)−1 − λ I βM(x)−1

S(x) −(1 + λ) I

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

=
∣

∣

∣β (1 + λ)M(x)−1 + λ (1 + λ) I − β S(x)M(x)−1
∣

∣

∣

= |T (x)M(x)−1|

where:

T (x) = β (1 + λ) I + λ (1 + λ)M(x)− β S(x)

The characteristic equation for the system (70) at an equilibrium (71) can

be written as:
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|T (x)| = 0

B Stochastic model ofRepAuto and RepLeaky

Species Nomenclature

Gi gene i

Xi protein i

Yi mRNA i

CRi complex of Xi-1 with the promoter of Gi

CRRi complex of two Xi-1 with Gi

CAi complex of Xi with Gi

CARi complex of Xi and Xi-1 with Gi

B.1 RepLeaky

The model for RepLeaky was formulated as in Elowitz and Leibler (2000)

[108], with slight changes to allow direct incorporation of the parameters α,

beta, and δ. The basic parameters were chosen identical for both models.

Reactions for Gene i

reaction propensity description

Xi-1 +Gi −−→ CRi 2 · ka ·Xi−1 ·Gi first repressor binding

Xi-1 +CRi −−→ CRRi ka ·Xi−1 · CRi second repressor binding

CRRi −−→ CRi +Xi-1 kd1 · CRRi dissociation of CRRi

CRi −−→ Gi +Xi-1 kd2 · CRi dissociation of CRi

Gi −−→ Gi +Yi kts ·Gi transcription of free gene

CR/2i −−→ CR/2i +Yi ktsl · (CRi + CRRi) transcr. of repr. gene

Yi −−→ Xi +Yi ktl · Yi translation

Yi −−→ ∅ kdm · Yi mRNA degradation

Xi −−→ ∅ kdp ·Xi protein degradation
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Parameter values

parameter value unit description

α 216.4 – rescaled transcription rate

β 0.2 – ratio protein to mRNA decay

δ 10−3 – ratio leaky to activated transcr.

eff 20 proteins/mRNA translation efficiency

KA 44.9 molecules num. of repressors for half max.

repression

ka 60 1/(molec ·min) association constant

kd1 13440 1/min first repressor dissociation const.

kd2 540 1/min second repressor diss. const.

τm 2 min mRNA half life

τp 10 min protein half life

kdm ln 2/τm 1/min mRNA decay constant

kdp β · kdm 1/min protein half life

kts α·β·kdm·KA

eff 1/s full transcription rate

ktsl kts · δ 1/s repressed transcription rate

B.2 RepAuto

For mutually exclusive binding of activator and repressor, κ = 0, all associa-

tion and dissociation reactions leading for the ternary complex CARi where

omitted.

Reactions for Gene i

reaction propensity description

Xi +Gi −−→ CAi ka ·Xi ·Gi activator binding

Xi-1 +Gi −−→ CRi ka ·Xi−1 ·Gi repressor binding

Xi-1 +CAi −−→ CARi ka ·Xi−1 · CAi repressor binding CAi

Xi +CRi −−→ CARi ka ·Xi · CRi activator binding CRi

CAi −−→ Gi +Xi kda · CAi activator dissociation from CAi

CRi −−→ Gi +Xi-1
kda
ρ · CRi repressor dissociation from CRi

CARi −−→ CRi +Xi kda · CARi activator dissociation from CARi

CARi −−→ CAi +Xi-1
kda
ρ·κ · CARi repressor dissociation from CARi

CAi −−→ CAi +Yi kts · CAi transcription of act. gene

Gi −−→ Gi +Yi ktsb ·Gi basal transcription

Yi −−→ Xi +Yi ktl · Yi translation
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Yi −−→ ∅ kdm · Yi mRNA degradation

Xi −−→ ∅ kdp ·Xi protein degradation

Typical parameter values

parameter value unit description

α 113.2 – rescaled transcription rate

β 0.2 – ratio protein to mRNA decay

δ 10−3 – ratio of bas. to act. transcrip-

tion

ρ 2.0 – ratio of repressor to activator

binding affinities

κ 0 – degree of cooperativity

eff 20 proteins/mRNA translation efficiency

KA 44.9 molecules half activation number

ka 60 1/(molec ·min) association constant

kda 13440 1/min dissociation prop. const. ac-

tivator

τm 2 min mRNA half life

τp 10 min protein half life

kdm ln 2/τm 1/min mRNA decay constant

kdp β · kdm 1/min protein decay constant

kts α·β·kdm·KA

eff 1/s full transcription rate con-

stant

ktsb kts · δ 1/s basal transcription rate
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C Models of GATA Networks

C.1 Base Model of NCR

General reactions for all genes (X)

description reaction kinetic law

basal transcription of

gene X

∅ −−→ rX gene x · V x b

RNA transport to cyto-

plasm

rX −−→ mX kex m · [rX]

translation ∅ −−→ Xc ktl · [mX] · c2
protein translocation to

cytoplasm

Xc←−→ X kim p · [Xc]− kex p · [X]

RNA degradation (nu-

cleus)

rX −−→ ∅ D r · [rX] · c1

RNA degradation (cy-

toplasm)

mX −−→ ∅ [mX] ·D m · c2

protein degradation

(cytoplasm)

Xc −−→ ∅ D pc · [Xc] · c2

protein degradation

(nucleus)

X −−→ ∅ D p · [X] · c1

Additional cytoplasmatic reactions for activators A

binding to Ure2p Ac + U −−⇀↽−− C ([Gln] · kC ass · [Ac] · [U]− kC diss · [C]) · c2
complex degradation C −−→ ∅ D pc · [C] · c2

Regulated transcription

regulated transcription

of GAT1

∅ −−→ rA1
gene a1·V a1 A·([A1]·Ka1 A1+[A0]·Ka1 A0)2

(1+[A1]·Ka1 A1+[A0]·Ka1 A0+[I0]·Ka1 I0+[I1]·Ka1 I1)2

regulated transcription

of DAL80

∅ −−→ rI1
gene i1·V i1 A·([A1]·Ki1 A1+[A0]·Ki1 A0)2

(1+[A
1
]·Ki1 A1+[A

0
]·Ki1 A0+[I

0
]·Ki1 I0+[I

1
]·Ki1 I1)2

Initial conditions

species value [molec/fl] description

genea0 1 GLN3 gene

rA0 0 GLN3 RNA (nucleus)

mA0 0 GLN3 mRNA (cytoplasm)

A0c 0 Gln3p (cytoplasm)

A0 0 Gln3p (nucleus)
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C0 0 Gln3p-Urep complex

genea1 1 GAT1 gene

rA1 0 GAT1 RNA (nucleus)

mA1 0 GAT1 mRNA (cytoplasm)

A1c 0 Gat1p (cytoplasm)

A1 0 Gat1p (nucleus)

C1 0 Gat1p-Urep complex

genei0 1 GZF3 gene

rI0 0 GZF3 RNA (nucleus)

mI0 0 GZF3 mRNA (cytoplasm)

I0c 0 Gzf3p (cytoplasm)

I0 0 Gzf3p (nucleus)

genei1 1 DAL80 gene

rI1 0 DAL80 RNA (nucleus)

mI1 0 DAL80 mRNA (cytoplasm)

I1c 0 Dal80p (cytoplasm)

I1 0 Dal80p (nucleus)

Parameters for the base NCR model

name value unit description

c 1 3 fl nuclear volume

c 2 24 fl cytoplasmic volume

U tot 300 molec/fl total number of Ure2p molecules

V b 0.03 min−1 GAT1 and GLN3 basal transcription rate

VI b 0.0075 min−1 GZF3 and DAL80 basal transcription rate

va vb 10 maximal to basal transcription rate ratio (GAT1)

vi vIb 20 maximal to basal transcription rate ratio (DAL80)

ba1 1 modifier for TF affinities to GATA sites (GAT1)

bi1 2 modifier for TF affinities to GATA sites (DAL80)

KDa A 25 molec/fl dissociation constant from GATA sites (Gat1p,Gln3p)

KDa I 25 molec/fl dissociation constant from GATA sites (Dal80p,Gzf3p)

kex m 10 fl/min rate constant for RNA export

ktl 20 min−1 translation rate constant

kim p 10 fl/min rate constant for protein import to nucleus

kex p 10 fl/min rate constant for protein export to nucleus
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D r 0.023 min−1 rate constant of RNA degradation

D m 0.046 min−1 rate constant of mRNA degradation

D pc 0.015 min−1 rate constant of cytoplasmic protein degradation

D p 0.015 min−1 rate constant of nuclear protein degradation

kC ass 4 fl/(molec min) association rate constant of Ure2p complex

kC diss 100 min−1 dissociation rate constant of Ure2p complex

C.2 Base Model of Auto-Activator

Reactions added to or altered from NCR

description reaction kinetic law

transcriptional activa-

tion by S

∅ −−→ rA gene a · V A S · [S]
KaS+[S]

RNA degradation (cy-

toplasm)

mA −−→ ∅ [mA] · c2 · D mA·K CG+D CG·[Gln]
K CG+[Gln]

binding to Ure2p Ac + U −−⇀↽−− C (kC ass · [Ac] · [U]− kC diss · [C]) · c2

Parameters for the base Auto-Activator

name value unit description

V b 0.000026 min−1 gene a basal transcription rate

V aA 0.026 min−1 gene a maximal transcription rate bound to A

V aS 0.00125 min−1 gene a maximal transcription rate bound to S

K A 10 molec/fl dissociation constant of A from GATA sites

K S 100 molec/fl dissociation constant from gene a for S

kex m 10 fl/min rate constant for RNA export

ktl 20 min−1 translation rate constant

kim p 10 fl/min rate constant for protein import to nucleus

kex p 10 fl/min rate constant for protein export from nucleus

D r 0.023 min−1 rate constant of RNA degradation (nucleus)

D m 0.017 min−1 rate constant of mRNA degradation (low nitrogen)

D CG 0.1 min−1 rate constant of mRNA degradation (bound to Gln)

K CG 60 molec/fl dissociation constant for mRNA-Gln binding

D pc 0.015 min−1 rate constant of cytoplasmic protein degradation
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D p 0.015 min−1 rate constant of nuclear protein degradation

kU ass 0.1 fl/(molec min) association rate constant of A-U complex

kU diss 300 min−1 dissociation rate constant of A-U complex

D MiniCellSim Reactions & Parameters

Reactions

reaction kinetic law description

TFi +Gj
−−⇀↽−− Cij kass · [TFi][Gj ]−KD · kass · [Cij ] transcription factor (TF)

binding

CA + pol −−→ polCA act · kBP · [pol][CA] RNA polymerase recruitment

to activator bound promoters

G + pol −−→ polG kBP · [pol][G] RNA polymerase recruitment

to free promoters

polG + l XA −−→ G+ pol + RNA kTS · [polG] RNA transcription

polC + l XA −−→ C+ pol + RNA kTS · [polC] RNA transcription

RNA −−→ l XI kqR · [RNA] RNA decay

XA −−→ XI kqX · [XA] nucleotide deactivation

XI + EA −−→ XA + EI kX · [XI ][EA] nucleotide activation

EI
SR−−→ EI kEA · [EI ][SR] metabolite activation by SR

EA −−→ EI kqE · [EA] metabolite deactivation

M −−→ ∅ kqM · [M ] membrane decay

Mext
I −−⇀↽−− Mint

I kex · A · ([M ext
I ]− [M int

I ]) memb. building block trans-

port

Mint
I

SR−−→ M kaM · eff [M int
I ][SR]

V K̇M+[M int
I

]
membrane growth via SR
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Initial conditions

species value [molec/fl] description

pol 20 free polymerase

XA 10000 activated building blocks

XI 0 inactive building blocks

EA 100 activated metabolites

EI 0 inactive metabolites

M ext
I 1 external membrane building blocks

M int
I 0 cytosolic membrane building blocks

M 50 membrane

Parameter values

parameter value unit description

l – – gene length

kTS
[XA]2

cTS0·[XA]2+cTS1·[XA]+cTS2
1/s transcription rate

kPB
[XA]2

cPB0·[XA]2+cPB1·[XA]+cPB2
1/s polymerase binding rate

KDij e−∆Gij/β molecules/fl TF dissociation constant

A aM ·M pm2 membrane area

R
√

A
4π µm cell radius

V A · R/3 fl cell volume

kass 10 fl/(molecules · s) TF association rate

kqR 0.1 1/s RNA degradation rate constant

kX 10 1/s XI activation rate constant

kqX 0.01 1/s XA deactivation rate constant

kEA 15 1/s EI activation rate constant

kqE 0.1 1/s EA deactivation rate constant

KME 20 molecules/fl MM constant for EA

kex 10 1/s MI transport rate

kaM 1 1/s M growth rate

aM 0.1 pm2 area per membrane element

KMI 2 molecules/fl MM constant for M growth

kqM 0.05 1/s M decay rate constant

act 100 - TF dissociation constant

CTS0 10 - kTS constant

CTS1 20 fl/molecules kTS constant

CTS2 105 (fl/molecules)2 kTS constant
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CPB0 10 - kPB constant

CPB1 10 fl/molecules kPB constant

CPB2 105 (fl/molecules)2 kPB constant
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